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FCC Takes Action To
Standardize C-QUAM
WASHINGTON
Required by
Congress to select a standard for AM
stereo, the FCC in December issued a
notice of proposed rulemaking ( NPRM)
that would adopt Motorola's C-QUAM
as the single such transmission system in
the U.S.
Despite their action, however, several
of the Commissioners treated the item—
the tenth of aten-piece agenda that otherwise dealt mainly with the Cable
Bill—in asomewhat dismissive manner.
Under the terms of the NPRM, the
Commission would incorporate the
Motorola standard into its rules. Stations
using alternative systems, such as the
Kahn ISB system, would be required to
stop using them "as of one year from the
effective date of the rules," according to
arelease issued by the FCC following its
Dec. 10 meeting. " Any stations converting to AM stereo after the effective date
of the rules will be required to employ
the system adopted by the Commission."
Addressing the issue of available
receivers, the FCC has made the adoption of C-QUAM contingent on
Motorola's licensing of its patents to
other companies, " under fair and reasonable terms." No mention was made of
the NAB's AMAX certification for
improved fidelity radios.
Following the adoption of the NPRM,
several Commissioners commented on
the proceeding.
Commissioner James Quello said,
"Nine or 10 years ago, Ivoted for astandard. When there wasn't one, Ihad to
answer to alot of broadcasters.
"With prodding from Congress, we did
(today) what we had to do 10 years ago,"
he said.
Commissioner Ervin Duggan questioned Thomas Stanley of the FCC's
Office of Engineering and Technology
(OET), whose department presented the
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Classical to Nostalgia:
Singer Tony Bennett and staff members of
WOEW(AM), formerly WQXR, inaugurate the
station's new format, which was broadcast by
WNEW for 58 years. See p. 9 for details,

NPRM, on the need for an AM stereo
standard. " Is this an empty gesture—one
whose time has come, gone and come
again, perhaps with a whimper''".
Duggan asked.
Stanley replied that AM stereo provided
an " off- the- shelf- solution for at least

1VQEW

some of the problems plaguing AM.
"Alternatives are still years away," he
said.
Other Commissioners were less generous in their comments. Commissioner
Andrew Barrett expressed the opinion
that "broadcasters won't be rushing out"
to implement AM stereo. He further
questioned the need for a formal proceeding on an issue which he predicted
"will probably be outdated in three or
four years."
Outgoing Chairman Al Sikes, who has

opposed naming a single AM stereo
standard since his days with the National

STUDIO SESSIONS

Audio Industries Converge
by Alex Zavistovich
WASHINGTON Audio technology has
changed dramatically over the past few
years. Digital signal processing, digital
audio workstations and related equipment
have changed forever the way audio professionals approach their daily routines.
Nowhere is this more clear, however,
than in the increasing overlap of responsibilities between radio stations and
recording studios. The goal for both is
more creative audio products for an

the Zoo
morning
Artl, the
with the

is " by far the most produced
show in Cleveland." He and Pat
show's technical producer, went
Zoodio "because of the type of

Telecommunications and Information
Administration, was equally lukewarm in
his reaction to the NPRM.
"I may be the only one in this room
who has actually converted to AM
stereo," he said of his days as an AM
broadcaster. " It didn't help me much."
Sikes said that "what's been lacking ( in
the acceptance of AM stereo) is acritical
mass" of broadcasters opting to convert
to stereo. This lack, Sikes maintained,
was avalidation of the correctness of the

continued on page 13

continued on page 7

increasingly sophisticated audience. To
that end, radio stations and studios have
each begun drawing on the same kind of
technology.
Multitracking the Zoo
Cleveland, Ohio's WMMS(FM) is an
example of aradio station that has fully
integrated professional audio recording
techniques in its day-to-day operations.
To produce its "Buzzard Morning Zoo,"
starring DJs Jeff and Flash, the station has
set up afacility dubbed "The Zoodio."
The Zoodio is quite sophisticated by
radio station standards: It comes
equipped with aTascam 16-track reel-toreel recorder, Tascam M600 console
with 32 submixers, a Mirage sampler,
and a complement of effects and other
audio processing, including a Yamaha
Rev 5 reverb, dbx and Ashly compressors, and an Orban stereo nine-channel
EQ.
Mike Bonasso—or "Coach Mike" as
he's called at WMMS—is the producer of
the Buzzard Morning Zoo. Bonasso says

We Take Requests.
America's largest distributor of radio equipment can handle any request for the
design and installation of your studio, production and on-air radio systems.
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.NEWSWATCH
Arbitron To Switch To
"Personal People Meter"
NEW YORK Arbitron plans to develop a -pocket people meter" to measure
radio and television audiences.
The passive device will be worn by
audience members, but they will not
have to log their programming choices
or make any effort other than wearing
the device.
According to Arbitron, the devices will
detect a unique identifying code that
broadcasters add to their radio or TV
soundtrack. The code is not audible to
the listener.

The BBM Bureau of Measurement, the
Canadian audience measurement service, and Australia's AGB McNair also
plan to use the technology.
Harris Forms Partnership
With British Firm
ROCHESTER, N.Y. Harris Corporation's RF Communications Group ( not to
be confused with Harris-Allied's Broadcast
Division) has formed an alliance with the
British Electronics firm Serco Limited.
The joint venture will result in the marketing of radio communications systems
and services to the United Kingdom and

selected NATO markets.
According to Harris, the alliance utilizes Harris' HF, VHF and UHF design
expertise and Serco's experience in
radio communications systems. The
joint operation will be located in Serco's
Middlesex, England offices.
Larry King To Move
To Afternoons Next Month
ARLINGTON, Va. After 15 years on
the late night circuit, talk show Larry
King will move his show to afternoon
drive time.
On Feb. 1, The Mutual Broadcasting

A Little Bit of MAGIC...
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System's " Larry King Show" is sched-

uled to begin airing from 3 p.m. to 6
p.m. Monday-Friday.
Mutual's parent company, Westwood
One, said it expects King's popular format to have a broader base during the
daytime hours. The late night time slot
will be taken over by host Jim
Bohannon.
Sky Radio Gets FCC OK
On Airline Receivers
WASHINGTON The FCC has conditionally approved USA Today's Sky
Radio request for authorization to construct and operate 2,000 receive- only
receive stations on domestic aircraft.
The authorization request will enable
the Sky Radio system to beam audio services to passengers.
The antennas will receive transmissions
in the 12 GHz downlink frequency from
fixed satellites. To protect fixed satellites
from interference. the Sky Radio uplink
will fall within the guardbands.
The FCC also said that as a " non-conforming user of frequency band." Sky
Radio must accept any interference by
services with " superior status" and coorcontinued on next page
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FCC Chairman to Resign January 19
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON FCC Chairman Al
Sikes has announced that he will resign as
chairman of the five-member FCC the day
before President-elect Bill Clinton is sworn
into office.
Sikes, aRepublican who was appointed FCC
chairman by President Bush in 1989, said his
resignation will become effective Jan. 19.

The Sikes tenure at the FCC included significant policies and regulations that affected radio, including an increase in ownership limits, awide-reaching AM improvement program, inquiries into digital audio
broadcasting ( DAB) and apending rulemaking that would change the technology
used for the Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS).
Sonie of the pending policies initiated by
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dinate with adjacent satellite operators
to eliminate the possibility of interference.
Canadian Company
Buys ComStream Inc.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. ComStream, a
satellite communications equipment
manufacturer and a player in digital
transmission, recently was acquired by
Comtel Corporation, a subsidiary of
Spar Aerospace Ltd.
Spar Industries, headquartered in
Canada, employs 3,000 people in
Canada, the U.S. and the U.K. It designs
and manufactures systems for space,
robotics, communications, remote sensing, electrooptics and aviation services.
"Spar is providing our company with
great synergy and resources to take
advantage of the large potential markets
which are beginning to develop,"
ComStream President Ron Deny said.
ComStream will continue to operate
from its San Diego base, Derry added.
DMX to
Switch Satellites
PRINCETON, N.J. Digital Music
Express ( DMX), a CD- quality cable
audio service, will move its uplink from
SATCOM 4R to SATCOM C-3,

transponder 24, early in 1993.
DMX joins other major cable services
on the satellite including Showtime,
Nickelodeon,
MTV.
Arts
and
Entertainment and C- Span.
Owned by International Cablecasting
Technologies, the DMX service was
lauched in Sept. 1991 and, according to
the company, is accessible to more than
10 million cable subscribers nationwide.
It offers 30 audio channels of varying
formats.
DCR Adds Business
Channels
HATBORO, Pa. Digital Cable Radio
(DCR), the other major digital cable
audio service, has added four channels
dedicated to business clients.
According to DCR, "the new channels
(Lite Classical, The Trend, Soft Album
Mix, and EZ Blend) have been developed to meet the specific needs of the
commercial music market. Although
many of DCR's existing channels work
well in commercial settings, the new
formats have been designed for those
customers that require a consistent
music pace and programming that
appeals to clientele in different day
parts."
DCR is available to nearly five million
subscribers on 90 cable systems nationwide.

Now
over
750

Sikes, however, will have to be completed
by his successor, including DAB, EBS,
and in television, the much-talked about
high definition television ( HDTV) standard, which has been in process since
1989.
For his successor, Sikes also is leaving
behind arecent mandate from Congress, a
law that requires the FCC to choose an AM
stereo standard within ayear after embarking
on the process. A notice of proposed rulemaking on that issue was adopted Dec. 10,
1992.
Although the Sikes FCC moved toward
the future on technology implementation,
his philosophy at the FCC also was concurrent with the deregulatory spirit of the
Reagan/Bush era.

Outgoing FCC Chairman Al Sikes

Sikes' resignation was not unexpected,
although it was believed that he would stay
on until after his successor was chosen.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts issued a
statement shortly after Sikes
announced his resignation,
Because of the change in
stating that "although we
may not have always seen
administrations, Sikes'
eye to eye on every issue,
he ( Sikes) has always been
resignation was not
willing to give us a fair
unexpected.
hearing."
A potential FCC
The March 1992 deregulation of radio
Commissioner list has not yet been made
station ownership rules, for example,
public by President-elect Clinton, but
angered key congressional members when
some insiders said Toni Cook, Senate
the FCC approved a large hike in the
Telecommunications Sub-committee staff
maximum number of astations that could
counsel, is near the top for the chairmanbe owned. Under pressure from Congress,
ship.
the FCC reduced the original expanded
Clinton also will have to name at least one
ownership limit in August.
other commissioner to replace Sherrie
Because of the change in administrations.
Marshall, whose terni has expired.
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Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

I

ntroducing AutoPilot"
from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.
Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovery
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New Year, New People, New Ideas
by Alex Zavistovich
WASHINGTON Happy New Year!
Before Igo any further, Ihave to apologize for a glaring omission from last
issue's column. Ineglected to introduce
our readers to RW's newest staff member. Mary Ann Dorsie.
Fresh from the University of Maryland
with adegree in journalism, Mary Ann is
our new Assistant Editor. She's in charge
of assembling the Buyers Guide, a
responsibility formerly held by Charles
Taylor, who's moved on to become the
Managing Editor of our international edition. We all welcome Mary Ann to the
RW team, and my regrets for not having
acknowledged her earlier.
* * *
This issue also marks the debut of
"Studio Sessions," a new section that
will find the common ground between
radio and professional audio production.
With the introduction of digital audio

workstations and digital signal processing devices, these two formerly disparate fields have seen increased overlap
in recent years.
The cornerstones of this new section are
columns by Bruce Bartlett and Ty Ford,
whom we have spirited away from the
regular feature section. In this issue, Bruce
describes what you need to get started
doing hard disk editing with Digital Audio
Labs' CardD and EdDitor PC cards; Ty
reviews the Studer Dyaxis Lite workstation, and sets up an applications scenario.

Then there's Al Peterson's review of
the Roland Sound Canvas, asound synthesis module that may inspire you to
greater heights of creativity in your productions. Finally, there's some interesting reading ( if Ido say so myself) in my
overview for the issue, which seems to
confirm that—at least from atechnolog-

Instead of some new transmission
scheme that will be used only for
ratings analysis, maybe the Arbitron
people can use the RBDS encoder.
ical perspective—radio and pro audio
professionals are beginning to draw
upon the same resources to do their jobs.
One last note, though. Although the
debut installment of this section is
appearing in this Jan. 6edition of RW, it
will ordinarily run in the second issue of
each month. The first issue of the month
is reserved for "Running Radio." There
may be afew exceptions to this rule, so
just to be on the safe side, be sure to
read every word of every issue. That
should cover you.
* * *
Iknow someone's going to take this
next idea and turn it into amillion-dollar
business, so remember you heard it here
first. ( I, in turn, will remember who gave
it to me.)
About amonth ago, Arbitron suggested a
passive "people meter" to improve the
accuracy of its ratings service, possibly
even doing away with the classic diary
approach.
Under this system, an inaudible code is
"embedded" in radio and television programming. Survey participants will
carry around ameter that will detect the
code; the information will be sent directly to Arbitron's computers, either by
modem interface or by mailing the
device back.
Now here's the million- dollar idea:

All Audio DA's. The

Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the mies?

Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.
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Why not use the radio broadcast data
system ( RBDS) to carry this information? Of course, instead of a personal
meter, you might need some black box
connected to your tuner that would register the station you're tuned to and
would keep track of listening hours.
What Ilike about that idea is that
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RBDS is going to be ahuge growth segment for the broadcast and consumer
markets. If you don't believe me, check
out the RBDS display at the Winter
Consumer Electronics Show in Vegas
starting tomorrow. There's potential revenue to be earned from this technology.
Instead of some new transmission
scheme that will be used only for ratings
analysis, maybe the Arbitron people can
use the RBDS encoder.
True, the RBDS system is presently
working only on FM subcarriers. But a
company called Real- Time Designs is
experimenting with an AM-compatible
scheme ( see the story in this issue).
Also, Arbitron claims its system will
work whether you're listening at home
or in your car, or even watching TV in
an airport. OK, so there are some bugs
to be worked out, but every great idea
has some bugs in it at first. Just a
thought, anyway.
* * *
First the Weatherhead Upstart Award,
now this. I've just learned that the small
circle of Cleveland broadcast equipment
manufacturers has gotten alittle smaller.
On Dec. 16, Telos Systems President
Steve Church entered into an agreement
to acquire Cutting Edge Technologies!
Before too long, the Cutting Edge
operation will take up new residence at
Telos' offices on Superior Ave. Cutting
Edge's Joe Foti is leaving the business
(amicably) to try his hand at developing
another company unrelated to broadcasting, and Director of Marketing Margot
Daly will continue on an interim basis.
Good feelings all around, it seems.
Congratulations to both groups, and
farewell to Joe Foti: We're going to
miss your off-the-wall sense of humor
during the conventions.
There are apparently no plans for any
projects that might combine the two specialties of Telos and Cutting Edge, but
you never know. Hmm...how about a
telephone remote control for your audio
processor, so you can use DTMF tones
to tweak the sound of your station while
sitting in your own living room? Just
another thought.
Ah well...If you're like me, your New
Year's Resolutions have had a tough
time making it through the first week of
the new year. But how can Ibe expected
to lose weight if the production department keeps bringing in cookies? It's a
conspiracy.
That's it for now. Tune in next time,
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READERS FORUM

OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox # 302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits

Anything goes?
Dear RW,
Ihave aproblem with your Dec. 9, 1992
editorial. (
Editor's note: See Pilot Tone.
page 4 of that issue.) You sound like an
East Coast type ( under 35) with no kids,
no values, no limits, no traditions, anything goes, screw the world.
Am Iclose'? Iam not a religious type.
but Iknow the values instilled by the
founders of this country. Would you give
your kids pornography, condoms, limits?
I'm sick of the way this country is going,
no values, Howard Stern, porno-art, no
responsibility for actions. The liberal
media and their First Amendment will be
the first to go. If this is deregulation, it
hasn't worked. Please re-think your "anything goes" attitude.
Joseph Gaines
Youngstown, Ohio
Editor replies: Mr. Gaines. the point of
my column in the Dec. 9 issue was not to
advance a political agenda, liberal or
otherwise. If you read that piece again, I
hope you'll see that Isimply explained
that the FCC cannot determine community standards from a relatively small number of complaints, no matter how fervent.
(By the way, many others who have made
this point before me are over 35. with
kids, values and limits.)
Ialso suggested that Evergreen and
Infinity, group owners who have been
fined for indecency by the FCC. would he
interested in whether any punitive action
would he taken against NBC for the network's airing of a controversial
"Seield" episode. If not. they would he
right in arguing that the FCC was engaging in a double standard against radio
broadcasters.
As for your opinion that deregulation
hasn't worked. Itend to agree. Imust
point out. however. that deregulation is
not aliberal ( Democratic) philosophy. but
a conservative (Republican) com .ept. The
"liberal media and their First
Amendment." without which a letter like
yours might never have been printed. had
nothing to do with deregulation or the
cultural changes that have occurred in
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this country. Heaven help us all. liberal
and conservative, if our Constitutional
right to free speech is ever eliminated.
There's not much you or Ican do as
individuals to alter the direction of popular culture in this country, Mr. Gaines.
But we will do future generations a
greater service by educating our young
people in ethics and tolerance than by
restricting or eradicating our civil rights
and libmies.
Shock jocks conic and go. Consitutional
rights. once taken fivm us. may never he
returned.
An unsung point of light
Dear R'11
Let me join President Bush in congratulating WRBH(FM) in New Orleans on
completing adecade of over-the-air service to the visually impaired. Their highpower, full-day service is impressive and
of great benefit to their audience. But "the
nation's first FM reading service" they
aren't.
Just before their tenth anniversary,
WRKC(FM) celebrated the 18th birthday
of its "Radio Home Visitor," also atotally
accessible over-the-air radio reading service. Idon't know if we are the other station referred to in Dee McVicker's article.
but we are not very well known outside
this area. We started our program here at
King's College in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. back
in 1974 when no one was doing a mainchannel daily program like this ( there
were SCA operations before us), and are
still here every day of the year.
This is not sour grapes; Iwish we at
WRKC could do as extensive a radio
reading service as WRBH. But we'd like
everybody to know that up here in
Northeastern Pennsylvania is alittle operation that's been chugging along in this
area of elderly and homebound, doing its
part to enrich the lives of many. And currently in its 19th year of service.
Congratulations to Point of Light #257;
you represent us all.
Tom Carten
"The Radio Home Visitor"
King's College
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
An AM advocate
Dear RW,
Iagree with Mr. Robert Coddington. and
everyone else who desires better AM
receivers to be available on any quality
consumer unit ( RW Readers Forum, Dec.
9, 1992). After all, the plain old consumer
hears good audio on FM and cassettes but
hears really had AM sound on the sanie
radio! How can we expect the unwary to
know that it's not the fault of the transmission medium if he/she hears FM and
cassettes just fine through the sanie two
speakers! For the niasses. AMAX may as
well be FBQT or PLOP or any other
snappy but meaningless acronym.
Iget several calls every month at
WRMR asking if it's really true that
we're " Broadcasting in AM Stereo." You
can bet your Motorola we are. They wonder why their FM section and CD sections
play in stereo, but their AM section does
not. Itry to explain. They ask about AM
stereo receiver costs. They get discour-
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Now that the FCC has opened aproceeding to
make Motorola's C-QUAM the U.S. AM stereo
standard, stations ought to take the step and convert
to stereo broadcasting.
The reasons for conversion are numerous. As indicated by Thomas Stanley. head of the FCC's Office
of Engineering and Technology, AM stereo is an
off-the-shelf solution to at least some of the problems plaguing the band. Most importantly, it will
break the chicken-or-the-egg standoff that has immobilized the technology's
development.
A groundswell of support for AM stereo from broadcasters will send aclear
signal to manufacturers that there is areason to build high-quality AM
receivers. It may even spark increased interest in AMAX certification for the
products. That in turn may focus consumer attention back to the neglected
band, and give AM broadcasters in some markets amuch needed "shot in the
aim."
Furthermore, it can be argued that contrary to exiting Commission
Chairman Al Sikes. the lack of a "critical mass" of broadcasters converting to
AM stereo over the past 10 years is not an indication of marketplace indifference. Rather, it supports the importance of afederally-mandated standard in
the industry's implementation of new transmission technology when faced
with araft of competitors.
In fact, there just are no valid reasons not to convert to AM stereo
Commissioner Andrew Barrett's argument that the technology might be
obsolete in afew years — aveiled reference to the promise of in-band AM
digital audio broadcasting — is speculative at best. While great strides are
being made in in-band AM DAB, its implementation is likely not to occur
before the end of the decade at the earliest.
When AM in-band DAB is implemented, the initial conversion costs may
be out of the price range of many smaller operations. In the meantime, interest in the band may continue to wane. Some marginal stations may even fail
waiting for the magic pill of DAB when relief could be just an aim's length
away.
For AM broadcasters, conversion to stereo is not all that's needed to revitalize the band. But pinning all one's hopes on afuture technology, as some in
the Commission suggest, is not the answer either. A first step must be made
That step is conversion to stereo.
—RW

Switching
to AM

Stereo

aged, then they go away, unsatisfied. How
can we expect them to know any better?
We broadcasters know most of us are
transmitting high quality AM (
and some
of us, stereo) signals. We sound just fine,
almost FM- like on our wide-band monitors. There just aren't any out there for the
great majority of listeners.
We gave up the stuff above 10,000 Hz.
We agreed to an NRSC pre- emphasis
standard. The public doesn't hear any of
this. The receivers the manufacturers have
been cranking out didn't change. Ihave a
real problem in that NRSC for transmission is the law. and NRSC for reception is
a " voluntary standard." It seems that if
"voluntary" adds 75 cents to the cost of a
tuner, then we " voluntarily" have no
NRSC options being made.
Remember the 1960s'? Irecall seeing an
FCC decision handed down that at the
time stated that since AM is not a highfidelity medium, then AM stereo wasn't
going to be allowed. Ask some of the
early AM stereo pioneers! We've been
legislated out of high-fidelity AM! Now
our FCC of the 1990s adds " points" in
some AM applications if the applicant
chooses to broadcast in stereo.
Remember the " all channel receiver
law"? It was a law that VHF and UHF
televisions had to be designed for equal
simplicity in tuning either band. Didn't
we also have an AM-FM all channel law?
Don't we have noise figure minimum
standards for television tuners'? We need
to apply political power to our congress to
get higher standards mandated for our
AM receivers. We just saw the " DAT
bill" go through, passing on aroyalty tax
to the winners of that lobbying battle.
Even now, broadcasters will have avery
small input into the yet to be chosen digital broadcasting standard, and we will be
transmitting those signals! There are just
too many carts pulling on the broadcasting horse. We seem to have lost control of
our own destiny, and it seems to me that

it's because we haven't cultivated enough
of our political powers-that-be to counter
the special interest and money-hungry
influences that have stolen our thunder.
We can nit-pick about those owners or
operators that flaunt the rules and run stations into the ground. We can bellyache
about the huge owners that drive facility
prices out of the reach of average guys.
We can steam up our windows about the
public not having any idea of what
AMAX is. But until we can marshall
enough political clout to legislate what we
need to save our AM industry—and soon
enough any other over-the-air aspect of
broadcasting—we'll continue to lose to
foreign DAB interests, cable and satellite
delivery companies. and anyone else hungry enough to gobble another one of us
up.
We need to pool our resources and put
aside petty differences, to begin working
with those that really have the power to
help us change things to our better favor:
our Washington congresspeople. We need
to exert our influence on our own elected
and appointed officials, no matter how
unsavory that may sound. so that we can
strike a compromise. whether its on
receiver specs. DAB standards, royalties,
or whatever, so that broadcasters. businesspeople, politicians, and the public can
all be part of awin- win situation. Anyone
else out there have any other ideas?
Ted Alexander, CE & Air Personality
WRMR(AM)-WDOK(FM)
Cleveland. Ohio

Correction
In the Dec. 23, 1992 RW, the
Page 1article "RBDS To Get Big
Push at CES," incorrectly listed the
dates for the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas as
June 7-10. The correct dates are
January 7-10.
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The Shure M267
How many times have you seen agood product go bad when someone tries to
"fix" it? Isn't it nice to know that there are products like the Shure M267 that you
can count on to work well, year after year, because of their solid design. For over
10 years the M267 has been one of the most asked for broadcast mic mixers on
the market. It offers useful features such as four switchable mic/line inputs,
transformer balanced outputs, headphone amplifier, peak limiter, battery/AC
operation and tone oscillator.
It makes sense to go with aproduct that keeps working for you, like the Shure
M267. It also makes sense to buy it from aproven supplier like BSW. For over
20 years BSW has been offering personal, professional service to thousands of
repeat customers. Why not stick with agreat combination; BSW and the Shure
M267.
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Real-Time Designs Tackles AM RBDS
by Dee McVicker
LOS ANGELES LA-based Real-Time
Designs' response to an industry request
for information on its potential AM data
stream technology could cast AM as a
direct player in the new radio broadcast
data system (RBDS).
RBDS is abroadcaster-dependent FM
technology, based on Europe's RDS, that
allows a variety of functions including
automatic station selection by format,
based on the digital format code assigned
to each station using RBDS.
Until now, however, there was no AM
RBDS equivalent. A full report of RealTime Designs' proposed system, which
suggests modulating two tones within the

market could update the ID Logic receiver
computers via its RBDS data stream.
ID Logic B critics argue, however, that
because all RBDS data for a market's
AM and FM stations is stored in the
receiver and refreshed by one station in
each market, ID Logic B takes the control
away from individual stations.

at the expense of reduced audio bandwidth to broadcasters.
Unlike FM, which has subcarrier spectrum for RBDS, the challenge with placing RBDS on AM is finding the spectrum. "( FM's) great and glorious bandwidth is not something that was available when AM was invented," he said.

ID Logic is not enough
"ID Logic can at least be used by AM,
however, it isn't dynamic," said independent engineer Richard Burden of Burden
Associates in Los Angeles, who is the
catalyst for the Real-Time Designs proposal and will be conducting field tests of
the new system to see whether an AM
data stream can be created containing the

Limited spectrum
Applying two or four more tones to gain
data rate speed for AM RBDS would further encroach on the already limited
audio spectrum allotted AM. One alternative to this might be a spread spectrumtype system, where tones are dispersed
throughout the audio bandwidth, but
Copriviza has ruled this out for the time
being pending DAB in-band tests currently being done.
The lack of available subcarrier spectrum on AM also poses another challenge
for the system: what to do with dead air.
"I cannot be broadcasting data when
there's no program material, or dead air.
So in away Ihave to devise avariable
data rate and Ihave to buffer that data up,
and in the meantime while I'm buffering
it up, Ihave to give this chip a "no-op"—
anon-operative code," he explained.
Copriviza is not certain yet how, or if,
the RBDS decoder will accept the no-op
code. As of this writing, he has been
unable to obtain an RBDS decoder in
order to complete development.
The good news, however, is that
Copriviza and Burden are confident the
system will not infringe on AM stereo,
either the more popular Motorola CQUAM system or the Kahn ISB system.
"I think we have to live with the fact
that we have a lot more interference on
AM than we do on FM, and there is no
guardband like there is in FM, Copriviza
said. "Those things are all going to come
into play. To what degree, we don't
know. That's the next step."

The two-tone method will require a
means at the receiver to extract the AM
data stream and package it in an
appropriate format...
AM RF mask to create a digital data
stream, currently is being compiled and is
expected to be reviewed in mid- I993 by
the National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) RBDS subcommittee.
Previously, AM was involved in RBDS
in aless direct way. The RBDS subcommittee had recommended to the NRSC
(and it has been tentatively approved) that
the FM RBDS standard contain aprovision to accommodate AM: ID Logic B.
ID Logic was seen as acompromise for
AM to participate in the RBDS standard.
ID Logic B is areceiver database technology licensed by PRS Corporation that
allows stations to be selected by format
through an internally programmed computer chip that must be updated periodically. During the standard deliberations, it
was suggested that one FM station in each

FCC Acts on
Standardizing
Stereo for AM
I> continued from page
marketplace approach to the technology
employed by the Commission under
then-Chairman Mark Fowler.
"It's OK we're doing this, but in apractical sense, the marketplace has spoken,"
Sikes said.
For its part, the NAB applauded the
NPRM. In a prepared statement, NAB
General Counsel Jeff Baumann said,
"It's unfortunate the FCC didn't take
this step adecade ago, but we hope the
adoption of an AM stereo standard will
make a significant contribution to
recent radio industry efforts to improve
the performance and fortune of AM
radio."
The FCC was required by law to take
its AM stereo action. Originally proposed as abill by former South Dakota
Senator Larry Pressler, the measure was
passed into law by being tied to an
appropriations bill.
Comments on the FCC's AM stereo
NPRM are due April 5. Replies are due
April 20.

same RBDS functions available to FM.
The two-tone method will require a
means at the receiver to extract the AM
data stream and package it in an appropriate format for interface to the receiver's
RBDS decoder.
Existing chip technology developed by
Real-Time Designs for other applications
is the foundation for the proposed AM
datacasting. Real-Time Designs Director
of Engineering Robert Copriviza is confident that it will work.
"Designing the devices that can filter for
atone at 35 dB down is not unknown in
military radio, and anumber of people in
our firm come from that background," he
said, noting that working models of these
devices already exist at Real- Time
Designs.
Further development of these devices is
currently underway to include even more
functions. Copriviza believes that the
controller device required for extracting
the AM data stream can also shoulder
most—if not all—the functions of AM
reception, thereby not increasing the
number of components required by
receiver manufacturers.
No added cost, hopefully
The goal, he stated, is to add AM RBDS
at no cost to the receiver manufacturer.
"We should have a solution that costs
radio manufacturers zero, and, hopefully,
even reduce his cost by adding things like
noise reduction for the same money,"
Copriviza said. "That has been an operating premise since day one."
Another operating premise, also in
keeping with the goal to add AM RBDS
at no cost to radio manufacturers, is to
"not make any changes to that ( RBDS
decoder) chip," he added.
To do this, the RBDS decoder will need
to accept ahand-off from the AM controller, which is at roughly half the baud
rate. Because of the spectral restraints
already placed on AM, the system uses a
data rate of only 600 bits per second
(bps)—a little over half that used for
FM—which will result in RBDS running
slower on the AM band than on the FM
band.
A full FM RBDS 1187.5 bps data rate is
possible by applying a second set of
tones, Copriviza said, but would likely be

Testing tones
The criteria for tests to be conducted
before early 1993 will entail sending
tones, with and without program material, paired at 9.2 kHz and 9.8 kHz, 9.7
kHz and 10.3 kHz, and 10.2 kHz and
10.8 kHz.
"These frequencies are the result of long
conferencing with members of the
(NRSC) committee," Copriviza said.
Burden plans to run the tones at various
levels, 25 to 35 dB below 100 percent
modulation as referenced to 400 Hz, to
check for frequency response through the
transmission system.
"The plan is to take 100 percent modulation at 400 Hz, and then come down 30
dB or 25 dB and run these tones to make
sure the response on the transmitting
equipment is flat, or how much we have
to compensate (to make it flat), so that we
know we're going to fit inside the RF
mask," Burden said, who has a new
AMAX receiver and Belar monitor on
loan for the tests.
The overriding question this test hopes
to answer is if the tones will be inaudible
on the majority of AM receivers. If successful, the next step will entail decoding
the data stream through amade-for-AM
RBDS controller, and handing off this
signal to the RBDS decoder. "That test
will probably happen in March, and that
will dovetail some other testing we're

going to be doing," Copriviza said.
So far, testing has been limited to
whatever Burden and Real- Time
Designs can fund. But Burden and
Copriviza are hopeful that AM broadcasters will want to become involved
and that, after reviewing afull report of
the above preliminary field tests, the
NRSC RBDS subcommittee will be able
to take on more of the research and
development burden, giving this new
technology a fighting chance to bring
RBDS to the AM band.
Broadcasters can reach Richard Burden
at 818-340-4590.
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Data Compression Is Here to Stay
by Nancy Reist
SAN FRANCISCO "Data compression is
here to stay." according to Roger Nichols.
an independent audio engineer whose
recording credits include Steely Dan.
Nichols was one of several digital experts
who hosted aworkshop. "Data Compression
Techniques and Pitfalls," at the recent 93rd
convention of the Audio Engineering
Society.
Nichols said there is agrowing demand
for systems that can transmit digital files,
like audio, that are too large to handle efficiently when they are uncompressed. "The
only way to be able to mass distribute digital audio is through these compression
schemes," he said.
State of the art
The workshop panelists described the current state of the art of data compression
and played samples of some compressed
digital sound.
Unfortunately. the room acoustics were
too poor to permit areasonable comparison
of the quality of the different samples.
The panelists themselves clearly were advocates of digital compression systems. They
were enthusiastic when they discussed the
potential of these systems, but descriptions of
the "pitfalls" were few and far between.
Nevertheless, the panelists provided an
interesting overview of the field of digital
audio compression and some of the current
approaches.
Many digital compression systems use the
principle that an uncompressed digital
audio code contains a lot of redundant or

unnecessary infirmation. This makes digital audio files large and unwieldy. corn pression advocates say.
Computer specialists are developing coding schemes which are intended to eliminate the unnecessary data, while maintaining the signal's fidelity. These compressed
codes can be used in applications where
space conservation is an important issue.
such as DAB, HDTV, digital cassettes and
diskbased storage.
Of course, the determination of precisely
what information to delete is both critical
and controversial.
Marina Bosi and Roger Nichols from
Dolby Laboratories presented both Dolby's
AC2 coding scheme and the AC3 scheme.
which Bosi described as "the digital audio
format of the future." Bosi said AC2 uses
temporal and frequency masking. while
AC3 adds spatial masking.
Dolby on the forefront
Bosi said that the Dolby compression
schemes use psychoacoustic theory. "For
example, we know that at low frequencies—as well as high frequencies above 16
kHz—the ear is not so sensitive, while in
the middle in between 2and 5kHz, the ear
is very, very sensitive. By using this information we can reduce the bit rates further.
eliminating the redundancies in the signal."
Nichols explained that AC3 will provide
five- channel digital surround sound.
though it should be compatible with systems with fewer channels. " As we move
into multichannel delivery, we have to take
into account that not everyone will have
five- channel playback, certainly not in
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every room in their house. They might
have astereo system in other rooms. They
might have mono in the kitchen. As those
channels are combined together. this has to
he done in away that maintains the artistic
content. That will be part of the system
configuration that we propose for AC3."
Evaluate compression schemes
John Stautner from Aware Inc.
described his company's development of
a " scalable" compression system.
Stautner said that on Aware's system.
users will be able to choose from arange
of compression parameters, depending
on their specific needs and the complexity of the decoding system available.

Paul West presented the benefits of the
consumer-based Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC). which uses adata compression
scheme.
West provided alist of questions which
he felt potential users should consider in
implementing data compression:
•Can the system handle existing I
6- bit
masters and interface with current technology so there is no need for another interface?
•What are the sonic artifacts and tradeoffs?
He asserted that all engineering has tradeoffs and it is important that new formats
are closely scrutinized by the industry so
that these tradeoffs are clearly understood.
•How accurate and robust is the error
detection and correction mechanism? West
pointed out that field conditions often differ considerably and are less ideal than lab
conditions.
continued on next page

Expanded Band Delayed
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON Problems that have
delayed the opening of the expanded
AM band ( 1605-1705 kHz) for several
months are expected to be resolved
"shortly," according to the FCC.
William Hassinger, the FCC Mass
Media Bureau's assistant chief of
engineering, declined to elaborate on
the nature of the delay, but said once
the problems are worked out, the FCC
will begin processing applications for
the new frequencies.
Hassinger said he had hoped the
problems would have been resolved
before the end of the year.
The expanded band allocation was
part of the FCC's AM improvements
program ( Docket 87-267), approved
in early 1992. Receiver manufacturers
have been adding the frequencies to
tuners and radios for two years.
Although the FCC declined to comment on what caused the delay, it is
reportedly a disagreement with the
National Telecommunications and

Information Administration (NTIA) over
Travelers Information Services (TIS).
Travelers Information Services are
low power AM transmitters used to
relay information to motorists, such as
traffic, weather, and airport directions. Disney World, for example,
uses TIS to relay information about
the theme park as motorists approach
it. Most TIS facilities are located on
530 kHz.
The FCC wants to allow the TIS
providers to operate anywhere in the
existing and expanded band on asecondary, non- interfering basis. The
NTIA and other groups, including
NAB, said the service should be given
set frequencies530 kHz on the existing band and 1710 kHz on the
expanded band.
Another issue had to be resolved
before the expanded band could be
open to applications: a treaty with
Mexico over frequency coordination
of expanded band frequencies in the
borders areas. It has been settled,
according to the FCC.
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continued from previous page

Testing should reflect those differences.
•Is the system fully software based? If it is
and upgrades can be made with software
rather than new hardware, they are likely to
be cheaper.
•Does the system enhance existing
technology?
•Is the system encoder or decoder "intelligent?" West said the sophistication should
be on the encoder side, so that it is possible
to upgrade the encoder to improve the
quality, and the home consumer would not
have to upgrade to more sophisticated
decoders ( i.e., receivers or players) to get
the benefits.
•Will the system be able to accommodate
the upcoming developments of 18-bit or
20-bit technology?
•Does the system have applications in
other sectors? West explained, "To my way
of thinking, if there are other applications
for the same general scheme, that tells me
that there's alot of money and companies
funding these things. That means more
research into actually further improving that
same platform. I'm more confident if Isee
that the same type of scheme can be used in
other parts of the industry."
•Does the system have development support and adequate diagnostic tools?
DCC stands up
West said the DCC stands up well to this
kind of scrutiny. He explained that it has
improved tremendously over its development and has an open architecture that is
flexible enough to accommodate future
improvements.
The variety of techniques presented in
the panel demonstrated that it may be
quite awhile before a stable, dominant
format emerges. Nevertheless, Nichols
urged the audience to "jump on the digital compression bandwagon," because
he said consumers are needed to drive
the technology forward. Nichols also
responded to critics of the quality of the
compression systems. He claimed that
there is a bias that predisposes many
listeners against digital compression.

Fire Destroys AM/FM
by John Gatski
WH1TESBURG, Ky. A next -door
gasoline tanker explosion and fire
destroyed WTCW(AM)/WXKQ-FM's
office and studios on Dec. 3, but luckily
no one was injured.
The station building, owned by Key
Broadcasting, was totally destroyed; a
$45,000 Harris AM transmitter was
reduced to a3-inch high cinder. The late
night DJ was able to escape following the
initial explosion and before the flaming
fuel engulfed the building.
According to Contract Engineers Bob
Hale and local contract engineer Don
Mussell, who used to be the chief engineer
at the station, atanker truck was filling its
tanks at the fuel distributor next door when
gasoline spilled onto the ground.
A fire somehow ignited, which prompted
the truck driver to jump from his truck and
run as the tanks exploded. The blast blew
out the power transformers on the electric
lines (which affected some other local stations,
Mussell
said),
knocked
WTCW/WXKQ's equipment racks down,
and shattered the building's windows.
Angel, the DJ, was shocked by the
explosion, according to Hale, but only
had glass in her hair as she made her way
out of the studios.
The flaming fuel spill, however, made
its way into the station's kitchen; within
minutes, it was an inferno, Hale said.
Besides the building, the destroyed
equipment included all the studio gear
and the AM transmitter. The AM antenna, located about 600 feet from the
building, was not damaged. A total damage estimate was not available at press
time.
Mussell said the microwave tower he
had installed a few years ago was the
only thing at the building that survived
the fire.
The FM antenna is located afew miles

away, which enabled the station to get
back on the air by Dec. 6from atemporary studio at nearby Pine Mount
Junction.
Hale said the station borrowed an office
trailer and set up a temporary studio,
using borrowed gear (and news programming) from other area stations. "All the

stations in the area have been real helpful," he said.
Hale also praised Moseley for shipping
a replacement STL transmitter for the
FM in only afew days.
At press time, Key Broadcasting had
not decided when to put the AM back on
the air. Ironically, Hale said, the station
was slated to move into new headquarters in early 1993. The new building is
being equipped by Broadcasters General
Store.

WQEW Changes Format
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK It was asignature sound
of New York City—the place where, in
1936, the city's first disc jockey, Martin
Block, created " The Make Believe
Ballroom." Now it is history.
After 58 years of broadcasting.
WNEW(AM) on 1130 kHz in New
York, is no more. The historic station
was synonymous with American musical legends like Frank Sinatra, Tony
Bennett, Count Basie and Ella
Fitzgerald. The format that made it
great is affectionately called the
"American Popular Songbook. WNEW ceased to exist after its frequency was sold to former investment
banker Michael Bloomberg, who
renamed it WBBR ( for Bloomberg
Business Radio).
However, with every ending comes the
promise of anew beginning, and so it is
with radio. Passing the torch with all the
glamour and fanfare of agala New York
opening night, the New York Times Co.
christened WQEW(AM) the successor to
WNEW.
WQEW—on 1560 kHz, operating with
50 kW—replaces WQXR, aclassical format station for the past 56 years. WQXRFM, on 96.3 MHz, also owned by the
New York Times, will continue to air
classical music.

Singer Tony Bennett was at the microphone with program director Stan Martin
and air personality Jonathan Schwartz,
both former WNEW staffers, to kick off
the new radio station at asign-on ceremony on Dec. 2. "WQEW will play the
great writers, the great players and the
great vocalists, and present them tastefully to an audience that appreciates the
very best of the American Popular
Songbook," said Martin.
Bennett introduced the first record,
Frank Sinatra's " New York, New
York." The set followed with
"Stardust," by Nat King Cole and
Bennett's own " The Best is Yet to
Come." Later, at aparty to celebrate
the sign-on, singer Liza Minnelli and
Bennett made personal appearances.
WQEW transmits from Maspeth.
N.Y. and covers the greater New York
metropolitan area, from Long Branch,
N.J. to Newburgh, N.Y. to New
Haven, Conn. to Patchogue on Long
Island.
As for the demise of WNEW, there
was an air of nostalgia that comes when
agreat institution is lost forever. " It is
sad," said former WNEW disc jockey
Mark Simone in an interview with New
York Magazine, "but it's happened to
every great radio station that ever was.
Imean, that's what radio is, isn't
it...echoes?"
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Build Your Engineering Reputation
Self-Promotion Can Lead
To Raises and Advancement
by John "CI" Shepler
ROCKFORD, III. Are you getting as
much recognition for your accomplishments as you should? Probably not. Even
when you put in that extra kick to clean
up the audio, launch anew promotion, or
reel in an extra rating point, most of what
you do will go unnoticed. Can you do
better? Probably.
A common myth is that if you work
diligently and get things done, then your
efforts will be noticed and appreciated. A
more likely result is that you'll develop a
reputation as " good ole' solid so-andso," a decent type who gets ajob done
and doesn't cause any problems.
Unfortunately, this is also the type of
person who seldom advances and may be
considered expendable when times are
tough.
Learn to advertise
The idea is to get as much positive
press as possible for each thing you do.
Like all advertising, each mention of a
task well done won't change anything.
However, the sum of a constant stream
of positive images will get people thinking that your value is higher than they
previously believed.
Here's how to get started. Whenever

you accomplish something, routine or
special, let people know. If you go out of
your way to help somebody, be sure to
let them know. If possible, get other people to talk it up around the station. It
sounds less like bragging if someone else
is doing the talking.
Much of our routine activity doesn't
warrant party horns or announcements on
the PA system. The place to do your regular advertising is in a report. These can
be daily, weekly, monthly, or an annual
accomplishment summary to go with
your performance review. How often
depends on how much is happening.
Presentation matters
The important thing about reports is that
they have to be read in order to have any
effect. To get areport read, you have to
make it interesting. Try anewsletter format. Ilike the approach in Kiplinger's
Washington Letter. The writing is simple
and direct. The sentences are short and
punchy. Try to find a newsletter that
your co-workers think is interesting and
then copy the style.
To make sure that others will find your
reports valuable, slant the material
toward how what you're doing is important to them, not yourself. Focus on
what's getting done, not all the problems
you're slogging through. If your accomplishments can be counted, like the percentage of the music library converted

Digital automation
for GNIs
Digital automation will slash your operating costs. You're
going to look like a hero.

from vinyl to CD or digital cart, keep a
running tally. Charts and graphs can also
be helpful. You'll know it's working
when people start asking to be on your
distribution list.
Some of what you do is more likely to
be valued by peers in your field than
your peers at work. The engineer who
comes up with a better transmitter control scheme will get a lot more kudos
from other engineers than from the

Start thinking
in terms that
everything you do
is worth something
to somebody
announcers, who really have no idea how
the transmitter is controlled and don't
care as long as it doesn't affect them.
What this says is that you need to
develop acircle of friends in the industry
and keep them posted on what you're
accomplishing. Like internal reports,
reports to the industry can also add
stature to your career. Write up that new
control scheme and mail it to your engineering comrades. Present that new format at aregional program directors conference.
Develop a reputation
What's important is that you get your
name attached to something others find
useful. As your name keeps popping up,
you'll develop a reputation as a leader.
It's not that hard. Most people are quite
content to be followers and won't make
the extra effort to compete.
Don't fall into the trap of thinking that
what you're doing isn't good enough or
impressive enough to be recognized. All
right, the networks may very well throw
your brilliant programming ideas into the
trash. If so. you're not ready for that level.

However, there are people at your level
and maybe a few levels higher that are
much easier to impress. Learn the art of
publicizing your accomplishments, and
you'll always find at least some admirers.
Why bother promoting yourself? First
of all, it feels good. Second, it leads to
other good things. Good things like raises, promotions, and job offers. Given
equal qualifications, who do you think is
most likely to be hired: the unknown or
the person with a reputation of accomplishment?
Here are some other ideas for gaining
recognition. Use the press to your advantage. When you finish that studio project,
think about pitching the story or an
equipment evaluation to atrade publication, such as RW. Local newspapers and
alumni newsletters love to hear about
awards you've won or degrees or certificates you've obtained. If you're doing
something that benefits the less fortunate
in the community, you'll get lots of free
press from the local paper.
(As a word of caution, though, don't
take it personally if an editor turns down
your idea, or publishes it later than you
might like. You won't be the only one
submitting stories to him or her, and you
may have to wait your turn.)
Another ideas is to try for awards in
your field. If there is a contest, enter it.
Winning is nice, but getting known is
what counts. Have you invented something you can't buy? Talk to your manager about going for a patent. Things
written or produced might be worth registering for copyright.
Start thinking in terms that everything
you do is worth something to somebody.
If it's worth doing, its worth being recognized for. Become your own press
agent and work towards getting the most
visibility for your accomplishments.
Then think in terms of moving on to bigger accomplishments and even greater
recognition.
O0
John Shepler is an engineering manager, writer, and longtime RW columnist.
He can he reached at 5653 Weymouth
Drive, Rockford. IL 61114.

But when your boss sees what you paid the engineer to
get it installed, and the local computer guru to get it to
work, and the down-time and lost revenue it cost in the
mean-time, you're going to look like a (fill-in the blank).
Or, let us worry about everything for you.

You don't need another headache.
You need a Desk Jockey.

Is it digital or i' s it Dolby S ?•

the
TM

Digital automation that makes sense
MMUIDIMMERVA03
CEMMAlle «OM
2480 S.E. 62nd St, Ocala, FL 34480
(904) 622-9068

Circle ( 117) On Reader Service Card

Get up to 24 db of noise reduction on your audio carts, phone lines, RPU,
or any analog program feed.
RS 2is asimple-to-use, economical, encode-decode, multiband noise
reduction system featuring Dolby Sand built-in phase correction for
stereo sources.
Up to three stereo encode or decode cards can be packaged in asingle
19" rack unit frame.
Also available in phase correction version only.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
Circle (32) On Reader Service Card
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Evaluating an Ideal Antenna System
by W.C. Alexander
DALLAS What is a"broadband" antenna system, anyway? Ihave heard the term
used to describe all sorts of "improved"
antenna systems, from those with asimple, rotated common point network or
ATU phase shift to complex directional
arrays with impedances carefully
matched at every junction, to those with
special "broadbanding" circuits added.
For all practical purposes, abroadband
antenna system will have low voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) at the sideband frequencies. There are several
methods and combinations of methods to
achieve such acondition.
Will experimenting with matching network phase shift yield abetter sounding
radio station? Often it will. The degree
of improvement achievable depends on
many other variables, but chances are
some improvement can be made.
Stop and listen
When looking at an AM station's transmitter facilities, Icheck for evidence of
broadbanding. Istart by just listening to
the station. If it sounds good, broadbanding is probably not needed. In the phasor
or ATU, Ilook for components added to
improve the bandwidth.
Special broadbanding circuits may be
added immediately before or after the
common point, and usually consist of a
coil and capacitor in series. This circuit
is adjusted to be series resonant at the
carrier frequency. It is capacitive below
carrier frequency, and inductive above.
This implies that the load to be broadbanded must be inductive at the lower
sideband frequencies and capacitive at
the upper sideband frequencies. This
condition can be achieved by rotating the
phase shift of the common point or ATU
matching network (or adding a separate
phase-shifting network).
The broadbanding network must be
shielded from other components to prevent stray coupling. When everything is
set just right, the broadbanding network
cancels the reactive component on either
sideband frequency.
How else to check
What can you do if you just can't tell
whether the antenna system has good
bandwidth by looking or listening? It
could be argued that if you can't tell, it
must be OK, but there is an easy test that
can be made in the field.
First, feed a 10 kHz sine wave at 50
percent modulation to the transmitter.
With a field strength meter (well out of
the near field, preferably several miles
away and in the main lobe), first tune the
carrier frequency and note the reading.
Then, tune in each sideband in turn and
note the level of each.
In a perfect system, each sideband
amplitude will be 25 percent of the carrier level. If each sideband is between 20
and 30 percent of the carrier field
strength, the system probably has adequate bandwidth.
One final thing to consider is the root
sum squared (RSS) to root mean squared
(RMS) ratio of adirectional antenna system. If this ratio is less than 2:1, the
bandwidth can probably be improved by
modifying the phasor. If it is greater than

2:1. well...maybe it would be better to
just walk away.
What makes asampling system good or
bad? Are tower-mounted sampling loops
obsolete now that shielded current sampling transformers are available? Which
is more accurate? Which is more stable?
The function of sampling
First of all, let me get way out on alimb
by saying that sampling system accuracy
in an existing system is not all that
important. OK, now set your chairs back
up, brush yourselves off, and read on.

The proper phases and currents to generate adirectional pattern are determined
by field strength measurements.
The function of the sampling system in
an operating directional antenna system is
to detect changes from the values of phase
and current originally determined necessary to make the directional pattern. The
ability of any sampling system to measure
the absolute amplitude and phase of the
radiation from each element in adirectional antenna is inherently quite poor.
Mutual impedances between elements distort the sinusoidal current distribution along

each tower. This destroys the sampling system's ability to measure the absolute values
of radiation from each element.
Both sampling loops and current transformers have advantages and disadvantages of which you should be aware.
Then, you can judge for yourself whether
the sampling system is all it needs to be
at any given station.
Loops
Sampling loops consist of asingle turn
of rigid material, usually galvanized or
continued on page 36

THE GOLD STANDARD IN DIGITAL
AUDIO DATA COMPRESSION

Endorsed by the world's most innovative
manufacturers of broadcast equipment,
aptXTM digital compression technology

Broadcast equipment currently incorporating
apt- X technology includes products from: Advent Communications • A S.0 • Asaca •
B.B.C.• Broadcast Electronics • Canopus •

has been incorporated at the heart of a
host of products designed for the
transmission or storage and retrieval of
broadcast quality stereo audio

Computer Concepts • Digital Broadcast
Associates • Eela Audio • E.R.I. • Fidelipac •
Gentner • Hitachi Telecom Technology •

Designed specifically for professional
applications, the apt- X system delivers

International Datacasting Corp. • Ikegami •
International Tapetronics • Intraplex •
J.T.M. • Kowa • KW Electronics • Maycom

field- proven performance and reliability
with amultitude of powerful features
offering negligible coding delay while
maintaining audio transparency

•Moseley Associates • Positron • Scan
Acoustic • Sonifex • Southern Broadcasting
Systems • S S.V.C. • Systembase • Tiesseci
•TFT • The Management • Ubitech • Vistek.

Discover more. Find out for yourself why
the broadcast industry overwhelmingly

apt-X TM means compression technology
you can bank on. Call today for further
information.

prefers the apt- X solution - the first
hardware solution - the first single IC
solution - the first choice solution

The Industry Preferred Digital Audio Compression System.
Audio Processing Technology
21 Stranmillis Road, Belfast BT9 5AF
Northern Ireland
Tel 0232 662714 Fax 0232 382208

Audio
Processing

01111

Technology .i1111111

apt- X and apt X are reg i
stered trademarks of

APT
pr

Audio Processing Technology
6255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 1026
Los Angeles CA 90028 USA
Tel 213 463 2963 Fax 213 463 6568

Audio ProcessingTechnology Ltd
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Cost-Effective Quality
The New Dynamax MX Series
Modular Audio Console

•Two inputs per module, mic/line or line/line - line
inputs may be mono or stereo, consumer or
professional format

•True modular design
•Ultra- reliable motherboard construction
•VGA mixer and molitor control

•Four assignable outputs - two stereo plus two mono

•Active balanced line inputs, transformer isolated
mic inputs

•Available in 6, 8, 10 or 12 channel models
•Rotary or linear faders

•Active balanced wain and monitor outputs

•Separate audio and logic power supplies

•Full monitoring/cueing facilities with VGA level
control and active source selection

•Sturdy, all- steel construction

•Built-in cue amp with speaker and amplified stereo
8- ohm headphone output

•Durable Lexan overlay control surfaces

•Count- up event timer

•All inputs/output connection via compact, captive
screw barrier strips - no soldering, crimping or
spade connectors necessary

•Two input expansron switches standard

•Excellent RF immunity

•Remote start logic

Call any Fidelipac Dealer for more information about the quality, features and

eDYNAMIC

unbelievably low prices of the new modular Dynamax MX Series Console.

TM

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY FIDELIPAC®

Fidelipac Corooratiol

P.O. Box 808 Ei Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A.
Circle ( 155) On Reader Service Card

TEL 609-235-3900

FAX 609-235-7779
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New Products from
Digital Audio Labs,
Studer and Roland

Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording

Radio, Pro Audio See Increased Overlap
continued from page 1

the Zoo is "by far the most produced morning show in Cleveland." He and Pat Artl,
the show's technical producer, went with
the Zoodio "because of the type of production we do—parody songs in amusic-intensive format. The bits have to be quickhitting and good."
Professional audio recording equipment
helps the show, Bonasso says, "because it
allows better and more intricate production.
It opens a broad spectrum of creative
opportunities for produced bits."
The jobs undertaken at WMMS can range
from down-and-dirty fun spots to a "production extravaganza," as Bonasso calls it.
He and Artl recall arecent session in which
they spent six hours producing ashow intro
based on "Leave It," by the AOR band Yes.
"The (Zoodio's) technology can let us parody even tech-rock bands," Bonasso says.
According to Artl, "if there isn't already
convergence of pro audio and radio industries ( in most markets), there will have to be
for radio stations to stay competitive.
"The Zoodio, for example, is completely
outfitted to record music in a multitrack
environment. The only difference between
producing a song in the Zoodio and an
album in arecording studio is the length of
the project."
In fact, Artl says, the only thing the
Zoodio lacks to be afull-service recording
studio is "aplace to put the band."
Bonasso agrees that the radio and recording industries are increasingly overlapping.
"Radio is about the recording industry anyway, isn't it? Even the early jocks would
occasionally use plate reverb on their voices—essentially arecording studio technique.
"There are sometimes gaps because of the
rate of technological advancement in the
professional audio industry, but people in
radio do make use of the audio technology
to further our own progress," he said.
Other side of the fence
Bob Yesbek is co-owner of Rockville,
Md.'s Omega Studios and director of its
School for Applied Recording Arts and
Sciences. He categorizes the overlap
between radio and pro audio in terms of
technology and production services.
"Several students in our basic and intermediate classes here at Omega are
employed at radio stations, and take our
programs to become familiar with the techniques of multitrack production and operation of signal processing devices," Yesbek
says.
For Yesbek, the real convergence between
the two fields came with the development of
affordable digital audio workstations
(DAWs). With the DAWs, he maintains, "the
formerly esoteric process of PC-based directto-disc digital editing, previously reserved for
high-end music studios, CD mastering labs
and jingle production companies. has found
its way into the radio station."

As for production services, Omega has
been "producing radio shows for years that
are pre-packaged here at the studio and
aired at alater date." Most recently, he said,
anational "Top 30" show was fully produced at Omega for over ayear.
Equipment suppliers agree
The belief that the two sides of the audio
industry are coming together is held not only
by studio operators and station personnel.

demand more elaborate equipment as an
outlet for that creativity, and that equipment
seems to be coming from musical instrument and professional audio manufacturers.
"Most of the innovations have come from
the MI field," Holloway says.
Tim Schwieger, VP of marketing for
Broadcast Supply West in Tacoma, Wash.,
agrees with Holloway's assessment.
"It used to be that broadcast companies
designed products for broadcasters, but

VVMMSIFMrs Zoodio comes equipped with a 16- track Tascam
reel to-reel and an arsenal of processing gear.

Equipment distributors from both sides have
noticed the trend as well.
Don Holloway, manager of Russo Music
Center in Trenton, N.J. acknowledges the
change. Russo Music is adealer of musical
instrument and professional audio equipment; its clientele includes both recording
studios and radio stations, such as
WMMR(FM) and WHYY-FM
in
Philadephia, Pa.
Among Russo's biggest selling items for
broadcast facilities, Holloway says, are disk
editing systems, "portastudios," processing
gear and keyboard samplers for production—products originally developed for the
musical instrument ( MI) and professional
audio markets. Holloway suggests that
these sales indicate the changing face of
broadcasting—atrend toward greater creative sophistication.
"Originally, radio tried purely to recreate
the personalities of its DJs on the air, just
trying to stay faithful to the personalities,"
Holloway explains. "Now, more and more.
radio has to create product. Program content is now acreation, not a re-creation."
With the proliferation of digital effects
processors, Holloway says, radio listeners
have become more sophisticated and more
demanding of radio. That, in turn, has led to
asynergy among radio personnel to create
material for this increasingly sophisticated
audience.
"Technical people have been given a lot
more creative room ( in radio), and creative
people have been given more of ahand in
the technical side of things," according to
Holloway. Broadcasters have begun to

most of the advancements now seem to
come from the MI and consumer markets.
These products are then souped- up for
broadcast use."

As examples, Schwieger points to such products as the recently-introduced Tascarn DA88
eight-track digital recorder and the growing
acceptance of DAT machines.
"DAT machines are increasingly used ( in
radio stations) instead of reel-to-reels for
two-track mastering," Schwieger says.
Looldng for help from Ml
Like Holloway, Schwieger believes that
"more and more, air talent are beginning to
find that, to enhance their shows creatively,
they have to look to MI and pro audio gear."
Even such items as sampling keyboards are
becoming integral to radio stations, although
in many cases the equipment may actually
belong to astaff member, rather than the
station itself.
What has caused this trend? Schwieger
believes it's largely an economic consideration. "Stations are looking for lower-cost
alternative ways of getting ajob done," he
says. "and that often comes from outside
the broadcast industry."
Professional audiá and radio seem to be
enjoying acloser camaraderie than ever
before, thanks to the introduction of new,
more powerful and more affordable audio
equipment. But at the same time, some speculate whether the ramifications of new technology will, in the end, specialize the two
sides of the audio industry again.
Omega's Bob Yesbek reflected on the
production services now offered to radio by
studios. "As radio stations climb on the
digital production and effects bandwagon, I
feel that...outside production will become
less of afactor in the overlap between station and client/promotion.

"the right choice"
SYSTEMS

Marantz CDR-600
COMPACT DISK RECORDER
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The affordable option for:
•customized sound effects • creating reference disks
libraries • archival work
•pre-sequenced music bumpers • in-house production work
Competitive Pricing • Knowledgeable Staff • Huge inventory
— CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION —
1989 ARENA DRIVE • TRENTON, NJ 08610 • TEL 609-888-1808 • FAX 609-888-3492
OPEN WEEKDAYS 10 AM-9PM & SAT. 10 AM-5PM EST • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Digital Made Simple
The New Dynamax DCR1000
Digital Cartridge Recorder
The Recorder
•Selectable sampling rates
•Secondary and Tertiary cues
•Extended scale peak metering
•AES/EBU digital input
•Start on audio
•Direct digital dubbing from CD
•PC keyboard lor titling

The Reproducer
•Simple cart- like operation
•No on- air personality training
•Just three front panel buttons
•Instant start and cue
•Maintenance-free design
•No head cleaning or alignment
•Awesome audio quality

The Media
•13MB stores over 5 minutes
stereo audio with 15kHz
bandwidth and 15 minutes
mono with 10kHz
•Standard low-cost 2MB floppy
disk holds 60-second
commercials

The new Dynamax DCR 1000 is available now, and it's priced like an analog cart machine.
You will be amazed by

versatility. Call Fidelipac for more details.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY FIDELIPAC®
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Sound Canvas: A Producer's Palette
by Al Peterson
DANBURY, Conn. Japan's Roland
Corporation has come out with a small
and inexpensive MIDI sound module
that is very useful for radio production
work—not just for its musical capabilities, but also for an entire bank of sound
effects that can be called up with the
touch of akey.
The Roland SC-55 Sound Canvas is a
I6- part multi-timbral module that
MIDIs together with the rest of your
production rig to provide 315 sounds
and instruments, all with the crispness
of a CD player. That's a pretty big
accomplishment for a three- pound box
the size of a mobile CB! Add to this
eight types of digital reverb and chorusing modes, eight drum sets and the
aforementioned sound effects library,
and there are more than ample sources
of inspiration for the aggressive production pro.
LCD window to the world
The Sound Canvas' window to the
world is the backlit LCD display. At a
glance it shows you settings for output
level, pan position, reverb depth and
which parts are active ( in this way, the
LCD display is similar to a I6- track
meter bridge). With a couple of keystrokes the display shows—in bargraph
form—MIDI receive channels, velocity
pan position in graphic form and more.
Those keystrokes do get a little confusing, as many of the front panel controls are dual-function. It takes a little
bit of memorizing to get that " Press
ALL, then press both PART buttons
simultaneously, use ALL and MUTE to
scroll through selections, press

INSTRUMENT..." down to ascience.
Despite the scrolling procedure, the
controls are clearly marked, with avery
positive feel. Owing to the small size of
the Sound Canvas, the buttons may be
too small for some ham-handed producers—aminor tradeoff given the versatility of the unit.

that puts the Sound Canvas right at
home in the production studio (or even
live during the morning show!). All are
quite versatile and some are downright
hilarious. While most are applicable to
rap rhythm beds, many will find their
way into promos and spots. Part 10,
Program 57 gives you a barking dog,

This is not really a tweaker's toy

jacks send the - 10 dB signal in stereo to
the console. There is the usual MIDI
jack trio on the back panel ( IN, OUT,
THRU) along with a very pleasant surprise on the front panel: a MIDI IN 2
jack, so you don't have to climb behind
the rack to plug in that five-pin DIN. RF
rejection appears to be excellent, and the
sound output lacks grit and is very clean.
With the built-in complement of
reverb and chorusing along with the
Sound Canvas' capability to pan signals, external processing isn't needed.
In fact, afairly respectable MIDI studio
can be set up "quick & dirty" with a
Roland SC- 55, a consumer- type MIDI
keyboard and alow-priced sequencer.
Taking up a half rack in width, the
Sound Canvas can just sit on top of a
cassette deck and use a single stereo
input to the console. For any station set
up for sophisticated MIDI production or
one with lower- end gear looking to
upgrade inexpensively, a lot of mileage
can be obtained from the Roland SC- 55
Sound Canvas.
For more information, contact Al Dugas
at Roland Corp.: 7200 Dominion Circle,
Los Angeles, CA 90040; phone: 213685-5141, or circle Reader Service 90.
D CI
AI Peterson is Production Manager for
WLADIWDAQ, Danbury CT and has
been into synthesis since the mid-' 70s.
Contact him at 203-744-4800.

this

gutsy little lunchbox puts out sound
for custom music production.
The SC- 55 was designed for speedy
plug- in- and- go operation. This is not
really atweaker's toy—this gutsy little
lunchbox puts out sound for custom
music production. Synth pads right out
of Star Trek, guitars to blow away any
AOR razor rat ( they even put in the
finger- screech on the strings), New
Age y flutes and bells for that earthy
effect. There are eight drum kits for
powerful Dance and CHR beds
designed from scratch...even that weird
"poink" drum you find on Whitney
Houston and Paula Abdul records ( it's
the TR-808 cowbell—part 10, program
26, note 56. You'll know it the moment
you hear it).
For the Nostalgia station across the
hall, the SC-55 offers big shiny horn,
sax and rhythm sections. The " Jazz
Lagoon" demo built into the Sound
Canvas is a great example. Symphonic
effects are ably handled by a full complement of strings, harps, kettledrums
and choir "ahhs" and "doohs."
However, it's the sound effects bank

car crash, human heartbeats and thunderclaps. Hit a few more keys on the
MIDI board to get early morning birdies
and arunning stream, adoor being shut
and akarate hit.
Effect at your fingertips
Without accessing asingle effects CD,
an entire promo's worth of effects can
be produced in one pass with two fingers. Best of all, the Sound Canvas can
do it while also laying down the music
bed; with 24-note polyphony ( the ability
to play more than one note at a time),
there is plenty of time and room for full
productions on the Sound Canvas.
Connections to the Roland Sound
Canvas are minimal. Two RCA output

The ENCO DAD486x
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Professional Software for Digital Audio Broadcasting

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

E

Fl

Full Bandwidth Stereo Audio Record/Playback
Intuitive Graphic Audio Editing
Instant Play " Array" & "
Hot" Buttons
Multiple Playlist Creation & Editing
Data Compression Options

Operates on Any Common PC/AT 486 System
Choose Your Own Hardware Source & Options
Network Multiple Workstations with LAN

ENCO Systems, Inc.
1866 Craighsire Drive • St. Louis, Missouri 63146-4006 USA
Telephone: 800-ENCO-SYS ( USA) • 314-453-0060 • Fax: 314-453-0061

(
215)687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET,
DEVON,
PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Circle ( 86) On Reader Service Card
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'Includes S/W and D.S.P. PC adapter

CALL OR FAX FOR SPECS and TURNKEY OPTIONS
Circle ( 69) On Reader Service Card
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GOOD COMPANY
KEEPS

Digital Audio Labs Makes
Disk Editing Affordable

GOOD COMPANY
Continental Electronics
and these fine companies
AKG

Innovative Technologies

Altronics Research

Inovonics

Andrew

Jampro

Aphex

Kay Industries

ATI

Kintronics

Atlas/Soundolier

LEA Dynatech

Audioarts

LPB

Audi-Cord

Marantz

Audiolab

Mark Antennas

Audiopak

Marti

Audio Tecnica

Modulation Sciences

Autogram

Moseley

Belar

Motorola

Bird

MTS

Burk Technology

Myat

Cablewave

Onan

Central Tower

Orban

CRL

Potomac Instruments

Coaxial Dynamics

Q.S.C.

J. W. Davis

Radio Design Labs

Delta Electronics

Register Data Systems

Denon

Ruslang

Dielectric

Scala

Dorrough

Shively

Electro Impulse

Shure

Environmental Technology

Sine Systems

ERI

Stanton

Fidelipac

Symetrix

Gentner

TFT

Gorman Redlich

Trimm

Hallikainen

Utility Tower

Henry Engineering

West Penn Wire

Hughey & Phillips

Wheatstone

These companies have joined with Continental Electronics
to provide you the broadcaster with the best equipment
available. We will be pleased to provide you with aquote for
all of your broadcast requirements.
Call Continental first.

%

CalLtilUlttaL eLt2û7z

er2Aalefien_

® P.O. BOX 270879 DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879
214-381-7161 TELEX: 73-398 FAX: 214-381-4949
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by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. You can edit digital
audio for just over $ 1,000 if you already
have an IBM-compatible computer. Just
install the CardD/EdDitor system by
Digital Audio Labs. At $ 1,045 to $ 1,340
list, it's the least expensive twotrack digital editor that has CD sound quality.
The CardD/EdDitor system includes one
or two circuit cards and software:
•
CardD ( Compatible Audio Recording
Direct to Disk). This is acircuit card that
plugs into a 16-bit slot in your computer.
The CardD converts analog audio to digital and formats the signal for storage on
your hard disk. If all your audio sources
are analog, this is the only card you need.
It has RCA connectors for analog stereo
inputs and outputs. Sample rates of 32,

The CardD,

recording time. Each additional 1MB adds
20 minutes. QEMM memory manager is
recommended—not the MS-DOS EMM386 memory manager. For Version 3.0 or
SAW: 4MB of RAM; 8MB recommended.
•IDE or SCSI hard disk with 1:1 interleave disk controller with a I6- bit bus.
You'll need at least 11 MB of disk space
per minute of stereo audio. Disk controllers that operate in Bus Master mode
are not compatible with the CardD.
Recording and editing
When recording a program onto your
hard disk, you can set various recording
parameters such as sample rate. 48 kHz
sounds best; 44.1 kHz is for CD premastering, and 32 kHz uses the least disk
space. Simulated bargraph meters show
the recording level.
Two windows appear on screen, one in

from Digital Audio Labs

44.1, and 48 kHz are supported. Price:
$795.
•
I/0 CardD ( Digital Audio Interface).
This is acircuit card that plugs into an 8or 16bit slot. Use this in addition to the
CardD if some or all of your audio sources
are digital. This way, you can bypass the
A/D converter for better sound quality.
The card has digital input and output connectors in the IEC/SPDIF format. Price:
$295.
•
The EdDitor ( Digital Audio Display
Editor). This software is for digital audio
recording, playback, and editing. Version
2.0 runs under DOS with keyboard control; Version 3.0 runs only under
Windows 3.1 with mouse control. Price:
$250.
An alternative editor is available from
Innovative Quality Software; it's called
the Software Audio Workshop ( SAW).
Running only under Windows 3.0 or 3.1.
SAW's developers claim to offer faster.
more intuitive operation—but at ahigher
price: $599.
What you need to use it
The CardD/EdDitor system requires:
•
An IBM-compatible 386 or 486 computer ( SX or DX) running at 16 mHz or
faster.
•
For Version 2, 2 megabytes ( 2MB) of
RAM, for 25 minutes of continuous

the top half, one in the bottom half ( See
Fig 1.). The bottom window, called " Read
Only," holds the raw material you want to
edit. The top window, called "Modified,"
is for editing. There's also aclipboard—a
temporary edit buffer in memory.
In the bottom window appears a stereo
soundtrack of your recording. This is the
waveform— agraph of signal voltage versus time, one for each channel. Its time
axis is measured in minutes and seconds.
Waveforms are drawn very fast, thanks to
a " metasample" graphics file which is
usually created while recording. If you
wish, you can zoom in on aselected area
to view it in fine detail. The waveform
can be scrolled forward or backward in
time.
The uncluttered screens have pulldown
windows and dialog boxes. Because of the
high-quality A/D converter in the CardD,
the playback sounds exactly like your
original program.
Editing by region
When editing, you use amouse and cursor to highlight "regions," or segments of
the recording, such as a song or sound
effect. You save each region for later manual cueing, or to create a playlist of
regions. Two soundfiles can be open at
once, each appearing in a separate
continued on page 18
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Dyaxis Lite Targets Newsroom Production
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE Driven by aMac Classic
II with only a 16 MHz clock and a 122
megabyte ( 122MB) internal hard drive,
some might consider the Dyaxis Lite the
stepchild of the Studer family of digital
audio workstations, which also includes the
Dyaxis and the Dyaxis II.
Still, there's enough space in the Lite for
10 minutes of stereo recording ( or 20 minutes of mono) at 44.1 kHz. The Mac and
the Dyaxis Lite processor communicate via
MIDI exclusive commands. According to
product manager Rick Evans, the Mac acts
as the remote control and is not involved in
the audio. For $9,950 you get the Mac
Classic Il ( system 7.01, Norton and Speed
disk Utilities, Teach Text, keyboard mouse
and hard drive), the Dyaxis single- rack
space processing unit, the remote control
pad and all of the cables needed to hook
them together.
But wait! There's no DSP card for EQ or
time compression, and the Classic H has no
NuBus slots so you can't upgrade processing later. There's also no SMPTE input or
output. When Iasked Evans what market
they hoped to hit, Iwas abit surprised at
the answer—The Journalist's Workstation.
Hmmm...there's a thought. Imagine a
small office with sound absorbent material
on the walls and ceiling. On the sleek
designer desk sit the Mac Classic II,
remote control pad, keyboard, mouse and a
small mixer like the Mackie 1202.

Suddenly the door opens and in walks our
news person. Let's call her Helen.
Out of her kit Helen pulls aportable DAT
machine. As she powers it up, she kicks off
one shoe and toes the rocker switch of the

ton on the remote control panel that sits to
the right of the keyboard. Several seconds
pass. The record and pause lights on the
remote control indicate that the Dyaxis is
ready to record.

STUDER Dyaxis Lite digital audio production system
power strip under the desk to the " on"
position, bringing all of the equipment on
the desktop to life.
She connects the DAT machine to the
S/PDIF input of the Dyaxis processor to
the desktop, clicks opens the "5PM News"
folder on the Mac screen, launches
MacMix software and hits the record but-

Helen hits the " play" button on the
Dyaxis remote control and on the DAT
machine and pipes the digital audio from
the DAT to the Dyaxis. Listening through
the small self-powered speakers on the corner of her desk, she waits until she gets
what she needs, and then stops the DAT.
Finding the sound bites she needs, Helen

edits them together using the edit commands on the remote control panel and
Mac keyboard. Shifting from the editing
"view" window to the "mix" window, she
"cuts" and "pastes" the sections to get the
right sequence.
After opening the word processing software, she writes the intro, bridges and
outro for her part of the newscast. Using
the mic attached to the boom mounted on
her desk. Helen hits the record button on
the Dyaxis remote control again.
Moments later, with both "record" and
"pause" lights lit, she hits play and records
her parts into the system. Since the parts
are all small, she can read them directly
from the resized word processor window
on the Mac screen. Helen routes longer
scripts to the printer.
A few more minutes of trimming, cutting
and pasting and the ' cast is complete,
including intro and outro sounders. The
sounders are stored in a file on the hard
drive so they can be brought up for each
newscast. The flick of a switch routes the
Dyaxis output to the on-air console. At the
right moment she hits the play button on
the remote control. Within 0.6 of asecond,
the audio is on the air.
Sounds like ascene taken from the cover
of one of those slick computer magazine
covers. And it can work out that way, provided Helen keeps the following few
things in mind:
•Even if she already knows how to get
continued on page 18

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
When the Empire State Building's newest tenants needed top quality high
power transmission line, they turned to the company that's been on the job
at the Empire Broadcast Center for over two decades—MYAT. We delivered
TV Channel 41's 83
À6" 7511 line and Channel 25's 93
/f6" 5012 waveguide
adapters on time, in spec and within budget. Our computer-aided
design, manufacturing and testing capabilities can do the same for you.

MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND MINIMUM
That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture
them using pure highest quality copper or aluminum and thoroughly test
each one before shipping. Princeton University's Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components for their
research reactor.

RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY
They're important to you—and to us. So we use non-galling silver plated
beryllium copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and virgin Teflon
inner supports-MYAT line sections and components are warranted for a full year.
That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by
Harris, Aerodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide. Whether you're planning a new tower, upgrading an older installation, or
coping with an emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission system.
Contact your RF' distributor, or phone us at (201) 767-5380.

CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG.
RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE.

1411111;INC.

MYAT, INC.
Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951.
40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence.

380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, NJ 07648 • Tel (201) 767-5380 • Fax (201) 767-4147
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Digital Audio Lab's Disk Editing Entry
continued from page 16

window. You can insert one region into
another, or mix them together—aprocess
like sound-on-sound.
How do you define an entire song as a
region? As you record asong, drop markers

regions. This is useful for editing mistakes
out of anarration track. These edits are
non-destructive: They don't affect the
soundfile data on disk. Speech editing with
the CardD/EdDitor system is fast and easy.
Besides editing and mixing, some other

play selected sound effects or music at
random, like acart machine.
Version 3.0 adds MIDI and SMPTE triggering, sample reversal, playlist editing,
pitch shift, and amultimedia driver.
Here's atypical method of producing a
spot with the CardD system. Let's say
you've recorded three soundfiles onto hard
disk: amusic bed, an unedited voice-over,
and sound effects. You want to duck the
music under the voice, then fade out the
music at the end of the spot. To do this, set
various marker points and their levels in
the music soundfile. This sets afade pro-

file for the music. Next, edit mistakes out
of the voice-over. Then mix the edited
voice-over with the music. Add the sound
effects to the voice/music mix, and you
have your spot.
Digital Audio Labs is at 6311 Wayzata
Blvd.. Suite 200, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55416; phone: 612-559-6104, or circle
Reader Service 63. Information on the
Software Audio Workshop can be
obtained by phoning Innovative Quality
Software: 702-733-7854 or circle Reader
Service 183.
DOG

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writerfor Crown International.
Jenny Bartlett is atechnical writer. Bruce
c.an he reached at 219-294-8388.

Dyaxis Lite Targets News
continued from page 17

Figure I. The Cardas software features a splitscreen video display.

at the approximate beginning and ending of
the song, and fine-tune their timings later.
You also can cut or remove selected

features include fades and crossfades, multiple un do's, and on-line help. There's
also acatalog manager, which is amenu to

CCA
\\\

around on a Mac, Helen must do the
MacMix tutorials and read the manual.
There is no other way.
•Helen has to become familiar with the
intricacies of the digital 1/Os. When the
system is configured to accept an outside
digital source ( like a portable DAT
machine), it uses that source's digital
clock. If after she digitally transfers her
field recordings to the Dyaxis she disconnects the DAT machine from the Dyaxis
S/PDIF ports, she'll have to reconfigure
the input to "Internal" or she'll see ascreen
message telling her that lock has been lost.
The Dyaxis also loses lock if it senses a
different clock rate than it was configured
for, like when the DAT tape contains material recorded at different sample rates.
•Helen will probably find that she needs
avery directional mic like aSennheiser
431; anything less tight wouldn't eliminate
the noise of the Mac fan and hard drive
motors. She'll also learn that placing the
left side of the remote control too close to
the right side of the keyboard results in the
edge of the remote control accidentally
pushing down the keyboard "Enter" key.
When this happens the system becomes
confused and irritated, and could lock up
on her.
•Helen will learn that resizing windows,
making apermanent waveform display and
any other changes take time. ( It took the
system 3:17 to create apermanent waveform display for 3:30 of stereo, and : 39 to
process :60 of mono.) She'll probably use

waveform editing only for special jobs,
like editing particularly bad actualities.
The Dyaxis Lite can handle incoming
digital audio at 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz sample rates. It will also record through the
analog ports at 24 kHz. But, since it
doesn't have a sample rate converter,
mixing sample rates within aproduction
can cause dramatic and unwanted pitch
shifts.
Evans told me that Studer also has a
"soon to be shipped" removable magnetooptical ( MO) drive that uses I28MB disks
capable of about 10 minutes of stereo at
44.1 kHz. You could have aseparate MO
for each newscast or project, as long as it
gave you the time you needed. For archiving, Dyaxis currently offers aDAT backup
option. For $2,195 you get adata DAT
machine that hooks up to your SCSI bus
(cables included) and StuderBacker Il
backup software.
The Dyaxis Lite, as its name implies, is
more affordable than its full-blown siblings, with fewer bells and whistles. If
you're an active Mac user, comfortable
with computer file management, willing to
learn the system and ready to move to a
workstation to compose a newscast, the
Dyaxis Lite can be fun. For more information, call Studer/Revox: 615-254-5651, or
circle Reader Service 11.
1:11:

Ford is an independent audio consultant and regular contributor to RW. Reach
him by phone at 410-889-6201 or by MCI
mail 347-6645.
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TXL-110 TXL-210
Transmission limiters
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE... NO EAR POLLUTION...
Just CLEAR, BIG DIMENSION SOUND.
Today's digital audio imposes anew requirement on broadcast transmission
systems, particularly audio processors.

"Simplicity is the highest form

of science."

-Albert Einstein

The TXL series Transmission Limiters are designed to preserve your
program resource and deliver it intact to the transmission system, without
the familiar processing residue that cost rating points.
The TXL series limiters are also safe to your FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT...
(No slick, multicolor full page ads to pay for).

CCA Transmitters
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
Grde ( 179) On Reader Service Card

CALL TODAY...For more on the TXL-110 & TXL-210 capabilities.

I
HNAT1HINDES

Inc

42 ELAINE ST. , THOMPSON, CT 06277
203-935-9066 / 9242 FAX 203-935-9919
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INSIGHT ON RULES

This Is aTest: A Look
At the EBS Overhaul
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. Iwas
recently invited to attend a local EBS
meeting from which several interesting
ideas were sprung. In addition, the FCC
has issued a Noticed of Proposed Rule
Making ( NPRM) looking towards atotal
revamp of EBS (comments are due Jan.
15, 1993, reply comments Feb. 16,
1993). So, let's look at what's going on
with EBS.
In 1989, the NAB petitioned the FCC to
shorten the length of the existing EBS
tone, revise the EBS test script, and permit stations to operate EBS equipment
by remote control.
The NAB argued that the existing 20to 25- second tone resulted in listener
tune-out during EBS tests. A shorter tone
(eight seconds was suggested) would
allow reliable detection, continue the low
rate of false tone detections, and reduce
listener irritation.

110%.
25 HOURS
A DAY.
366 DAYS
AYEAR.

nient, broadcasting the locally generated
EBS attention signal, broadcasting the
script from the EBS checklist, and, finally, rebroadcasting the common emergency program. The entire system is
rarely tested.

Proposed automation
The FCC Illh propo s
ed three levels of
automation. In the first level of automation, receipt of the EBS attention signal
would automatically interrupt the station's normal program and rebroadcast
the emergency program, without any
operator action.
Level 2 automation would provide the
operator with a " veto" time to prevent
the emergency program rebroadcast,
allowing the or erator to retain ultimate
control of the program. The FCC has
proposed five seconds, though I'd expect
30 seconds to be more reasonable.
In level 3 automation, operator action
would be required to put the emergency
program on the air. This is quite similar
Short-term modifications?
to the current system. The first and secExisting decoders require a minimum
ond level automation systems would be
of eight to 16 seconds of tone before
much more practical with the addition of
unmuting the speaker. This would
an end of message ( EOM) signal.
require all existing decoders to be modiThe lack of an EOM signal is the major
fied or replaced before any stations could
shortcoming of the existing two-tone
reduce tone length
system. The FCC
below eight secis
looking
at
Is it worthwhile to replacing
onds.
Further.
the existsince the tone
ing EBS attention
do an interim
decoders used by
signal, which was
stations
are
put in place in
modification of
required to be FCC
1975.
certified ( and
the EBS or just
There are several
encoders to be
interesting proposreplace it?
FCC type acceptals, including the
ed), various tests
use of the existing
would be required on the modified
two-tone system, FM radio braodcast
equipment, FCC reports filed, and filing
data system ( RBDS) subcarrier, the
fees paid.
National Weather Service's WRSAME,
NAB has proposed allowing stations to
and DTMF systems. The latest FCC
modify the EBS test script, perhaps givNPRM on EBS shows several possible
ing the public emergency preparedness
"system boxes," each of which has sevinformation, such as the location of hoseral encoders and decoders.
pitals, etc.
The FCC is seeking comment on allowSystems comparison
ing the use of Public Service
Let's look at the capabilities and limitaAnnouncements ( PSAs) to heighten
tions of each of the systems.
awareness of EBS and permitting the
The existing two-tone system might be
commercial sponsorship of EBS tests "to
compared to a DTMF or Touch Tone
foster good will between the stations and
signalling system with "just one button."
the businesses in their communities."
Pressing this one button has notified us
Many stations are using "off premises
of emergency conditions for the past 17
control" and may or may not be comyears. It can be used over any medium
plying with FCC EBS requirements.
that supports voice grade audio. The
Part 73.932(a) of the FCC Rules
"one button" limitation prevents implerequires the EBS reception equipment
mentation of an EOM signal.
to be installed to " instantaneously" alert
The FM RBDS ( Radio Broadcasting
the operator and allow the operator to
Data Service) subcarrier system provides
immediately monitor the emergency
a sophisticated addressable data circuit
programming.
that could carry EBS attention signals,
It appears difficult to meet this requireEOM signals and other data. Under this
ment unless the control point has an EBS
system, however, primary control stareceiver tuned to the proper station, or a tions are on the FM band.
dedicated circuit carries the EBS signals
The WRSAME (Weather Radio Specific
and programming to the control point.
Area Message Encoder) consists of audible
Perhaps the FCC could specify the numcodes transmitted before and after specific
ber of seconds allowed between recepmessage types over the existing weather
tion of the EBS attention signal and notiradio network. Since these are voice grade
fication of the operator.
signals, they appear appropriate for broadThe existing system relies upon an
cast EBS—if there are enough codes to satoperator hearing the EBS attention sigisfy broadcast requirements.
nal, hearing the emergency announcecontinued on page 22
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TASC_AM's industry-standard 122MKII has
alot to live up to.
Starting with its own reputation as the
hardest working professional cassette deck in
broadcasting.
No problem.
Because the 122MKII was designed from
Day One to withstand the ravages of people
who detest dead air as much as you do.
Its FG servo, direct-drive capstan motor
was designed to handle the kind of round-theclock cueing and rewinding that burns most
other motors out fast.
The unique HysteresisTension Servo
Control actually lets you adjust take-up, backtension and torque with open-reel precision. So
you maintain the same back-tension throughout the entire cassette, significantly reducing
wow and flutter and distortion.
And while relentless play tends to take its
toll on conventional tape heads, the 122MKII's
three cobalt amorphous heads are built for the
long run, delivering crisp, clean sound that's
enhanced even more by achoice of Dolby® B,
Cand HX-PRO.
But even all that's not all Because the
122MKII also features front-panel bias and EQ,
+4 dBm XLR-balanced Ins and Outs and asuggested retail price of just $1,149.
For more on the broadcast deck built to
work like there's no tomorrow, everyday, call or
write TASCAM.

TAS CAM.

©1992TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 213/726-0303.
'Dolby RCand HX-PRO are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

Improve Your Voice!
Clear the cobwebs out of
your mic signal path with the
new Benchmark MP-3 Mic Preamp
•1 dB

noise figure

•THD = 0.005% ( 2 kHz at A=40 dB)
•Variable gain + 26 to + 65 dB
• Balanced outpu _
,
• +48 V Phantorr power input
• Jack mount anywhere!

$95

Contact your pro audio dealer or call
BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

800/262-4675 315/437-6300 FAX 315/437-8119
READER SERVICE NO. 56

Dielectric
Transmission Line...
The Best Line...
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Just
Got
BETTER!

Disc TrakTm Digital Cart Machine

Shivel

Superior Audio quality matching
CD, DAT, and other digital sources.
112 seconds of stereo audio on asingle disk.
Instantaneous cueing, up lo 5start/stops can
be entered.
LCD display provides spot name and timing

A good FM antenna is crucial to
quality broadcasting. An antenna that
is merely adequate will compromise
the performance of even the best
studio equipment and transmitter
Shively regularly includes standard features that other companies
either provide only as options or
simply do not offer
At Shively, we design and build
antennas of uncompromising technical
quality and performance. And, we
build them to last.
call or write for more information

information.
Available in record/playback only.
CD quality on 500 media.
Immediate Delivery

•___

ShivelYLabs
A Division of Howell

I=E

Laboratories, Inc.
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BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327
FAX 207-647-8273

4100 N. 24th ST., P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A.,
PHONE (217) 224-9600, TELEX: 250142, FAX (217) 224-9607

READER SERVICE NO. 118

READER SERVICE NO. 144

Offering areal choice for today's radio news

STOP WASTING PAPER
SAVE TIME & MONEY
COMPUTERIZE YOUR NEWS

Call For Details.
The cost of asingle failure wipes out any savings
by cutting corners in materials, design and manufacture. We build it right
for you.
DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS GS
1-800-585-45.00
Fax 207-655-7120

P.O. Box 949
Raymond, Maine 04071

• Print just what you need •

Manages:

Spilt-Screen editing •

AP, UPI, Reuters, ABC, CBS, NBC, NOAA, CNN, and many others.

Hundreds of Users:

AM/FM music, AM news/talk, State Networks, U.S. Gov't agencies.

WireReady Newswire Systems Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 105

WHY LEAVE
THEM IN THE
DARK. . .

-A C il
4701 Milton Ave.
Syracuse.
New York 13219
(315) 488-5959

"
If you read ads for microphone pre-amps
you'll find they all, regardless of price,
promise the same things: low distortion, low noise,
and great noise rejection.
PROMISES...PROMISES
Sontec promises you something better.
Install our MPA-1 pre-amp. If it's not cleaner and
more transparent than what you're now using,
just return it for credit. Now that is a promise!

Sontec Electronics

31-H Union Ave., Sudbury MA 01776 USA

(508) 443-8181 ( 800) 833-4459 FAX ( 508) 443-5988

READER SERVICE NO. 128

If you haven't tried this pre-amp,
you don't know how good your
microphones can sound.

Easy- to - Install • Simple-to-Use •

Protect Your Investment

Special Purpose • Pre- Fabricated • Steel Buildings
•Extremely Strong
•Super Insulated
•Halo Grounding—RFI/EMI Protection
•Lightning and Surge Protection
•Self- Framing

. . . when you can reach over
18,000 radio professionals
with your product showcase
ad? Gain valuable exposure
for your products or services
at minimal cost.
For more information

•Bullet Resistant Models Available

Problems associated with erecting buildings where
services are scarce or very costly have been eliminated
through the use of the patented Quick-TurnTm
Fastening System and Port-A-Floor.

Audio Drive, Goldbond VA 24094 USA
703-626-7256 FAX: 703-626-7257

For information contact: ACII—New York
315-488-5959 FAX: 315-488-4724

READER SERVICE NO. 30

READER SERVICE NO. 137

1-800-336-3045
or
FAX 1-703-998-2966
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Pull aTransmitter Switch

by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. In this time of
doing more for less, today's engineer can
be faced with areal dilemma—solving a
problem at the lowest possible cost.
Usually, lowering cost means cutting
features. If the problem to be solved
involves changing transmitters, there's a
limit to how many features you can do
without.
We faced just such adilemma recently.
A daytime AM was adding a second
transmitter and needed a reliable means
to switch between the main and aux.
Multiphase engineer Kevin Strom came
up with the scheme in Figure 1, which
solved both the transmitter interlock
problem and the potential for ajock to
switch the transmitters hot.
Even though this circuit was designed
for use in AM, using a Kintronics RF
contactor, it can be easily adapted to
motorized FM transfer switches.
Operation is simple. There are two
switches on the front of the panel. The
first is marked "Transfer Enable." To
switch transmitters, this switch is
thrown. It opens both sets of interlocks
on each transmitter. This switch also
routes " switched AC" to the transfer
selector switches.

I

on a barrier strip mounted to the rear of
the panel. This AC should be wired
through the contactor microswitches so
Figure 1.

TO ANTENNA
MAIN XMTR
RF FEED

AUX XMTR
RF FEED

SELECT MAIN
SWITCH

SWITCHED"
"
AC

MAIN N.O.
MICROSWITCH
CONTACTS ON
CONTACTOR

AUX N.O.
MICROSWITCH
CONTACTS ON
CONTACTOR

SWITCHED
AC
o

AC
MAIN

oI
MAIN XMTR
INTERLOCK
3 PDT
SWITCH

"SWITCHED'
AC

NOTE: Main & AUX select
switches should be rated for
10A, to accomodate current
draw of solenoid.

AUX XMTR

2— INTERLOCK

that when the solenoid has transferred,
the AC will be interrupted.
When the transfer is complete, toggling
the "Transfer Enable" switch back to the
"Normal Operation" position closes the

use

SELECT AUX
SWITCH

DUMMY
LOAD

(ely

This circuit was designed for

in AM but

can be easily adapted to motorized FM
transfer switches.

When either the " Main" or "Aux" selector switch is depressed, 120 VAC is fed
to the " Main" or " Aux" solenoid contacts

rate circuits can be engineered, but for a
station on atight budget, Kevin's scheme
is not only jock-proof (meaning no fried
switch contacts), but it's also cheap, and
can be constructed out of "junk box"
parts. Kevin Strom can be reached at

transmitter interlocks and restores the
transmitter to "on air" status.
There is no question that more elabo-

703-379-1665. For information on
Kintronics RF contactors, circle Reader
Service 89.
***
Next time you need to solder wires to
push- on contacts, try this suggestion
from Nortronics. Nortronics tape heads
use these push-on type pin clip contacts,
and the trick has always been getting the
solder to stay just on the end of the contact where the wire is located.
Wicking effect causes the solder to be
drawn up the contact from where the
wire is soldered and into the spring fingers that mate with the head pins. When

t1iiwtjrk1®
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DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
YOUR COMPETITION DOES!
DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
Depict your coverage!
Market orient your sales people!
Target your ethnic/demographic
markets!

Impulse Buy
Up to 50 of our big, bright, economical analog clocks can be connected
to the Radio Systems impulse clock driver for super accurate on-second
timing throughout your facility.
•Low cost system • One second advance and hold
•Daylight Savings advance • External sync reference capable
•Internal crystal or line sync reference (TCXO time-base optional)
•Battery back up standard • New digital read-out available!

numummesmaym.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
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Identify marginal signal areas!
Plot any special requirements!

the pin clip contact is contaminated in
this way, it either cannot be inserted onto
the pin ( because the solder is in the way),
or it fits partially on the pin—neither
case is desirable.
The solution is found in abox of round
toothpicks. Take a toothpick, slip it in
your workbench vise, and slide the spring
contact onto the end of the pick. The
wood acts as a "dam," preventing solder
from flowing into the spring contact of
the pin clip ( see Figure 2). A shavedcontinued on page 34

WHEN YOU
WANT MORE
THAN JUST
AN ANTENNA
JAMPRO has been providing the
broadcasting industry with stateof-the-art antennas for over
35 years, longer than any other
US antenna manufacturer . With
over 3000 antenna systems delivered, at JAMPRO you don't just
buy an antenna, you invest in
experience.

JAHD CP
Arrowhead
Screen Dipole

THE LEADERS IN
ANTENNA
TECHNOLOGY
• Complete line of FM & TV
broadcast antennas
• RF components, Filters
& Combiners
• Modern 7000 ft FULL SCALE
test range
• Directional antennas and
pattern studies
Call or fax us your
needs today.

(916) 383-1177
Fax ( 916) 383-1182

MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING (TERRAIN SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
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• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL

Iv

ANTENNAS, INC

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

datawcpld
A Service vi DW

(301) 652-8822

inc

( 800) 368-5754
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be driven by an AM receiver, an FM
receiver, a NOAA receiver, a state
emergency radio network receiver, a
dedicated telephone line from the county Emergency Operations Center and a
dedicated radio link from the county
Emergency Operations Center. On
sending the appropriate signal, the
county EOC could be on the air on
every station in the county within 30
seconds.
EBS can serve to alert the public of an
emergency and can provide emergency
information to the public, once it has
been alerted. In the San Luis Obispo
area, aradio linked siren system is available to alert the public of emergency
conditions, causing them to turn on their
radios.
EBS is then relied upon to inform the
public of any emergency information or
instructions. The public also could have
receivers that react to the EBS attention
signal, though such receivers appear to
be rather rare. With auniform signalling
system, perhaps such receivers could
become more common.
The current system rarely receives a
complete "end to end" test. With level 2
automation, operator training requirements are reduced, since an operator failing to take action results in the emergency programming going on the air. As
such, occasional end to end tests (such as
from the county EOC to on the air on all
broadcast stations) could be run when
audience levels are low.
The use of non-dedicated radio links
(such as occasional use RPU or local
government radio channels) may open
the system to false activation. If the frequencies and codes used to activate the
EBS system become known, someone
could transmit false or non-emergency
information on all the stations in an
area.

A Look at the FCC's EBS Overhaul
continued from page 19

The CATV industry has suggested the
use of DTMF codes, since DTMF is
heavily used in the CATV industry.
DTMF can, of course, be used on any
voice grade circuit, making it usable on
all the broadcast media.
It is a relatively slow method of data
transmission (about 40 bits per second),
but may be quite adequate for EBS activation requirements.
Personal preference
Without a strong argument otherwise,
I'd prefer the use of an audio Frequency

Shift Keyed data stream over the main
broadcast channel for EBS signalling. It
is quite simple to get 1200 bits per second, allowing short data bursts to handle
EBS requirements.
The FCC has proposed several "system
box" configurations for station EBS
equipment. Each box has several
decoders and encoders.
As discussed above, I'd suggest settling
on asingle signalling scheme that would
work over all circuits. The FCC boxes
show several inputs driving each
decoder. These audio sources include a
NOAA receiver, an AM receiver, an FM
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Welcome To The
New Speed Of Sound.
If your search for a digital
production center is serious,
our AKG DSE 7000 is the
most serious station you'll
encounter.
The AKG DSE 7000 Digital
Sound Editor is a fully digital
production system that's as
easy to use and as affordable
as analog equipment.
It starts with the same

radio. You don't have to be a
computer expert. The 8-track
digital recorder lets you work
the same way you always
have— listening and cueing at
high speeds; rocking back and
forth for edit points. When
you're ready, electronic
"grease pencils" let you edit,
copy, and slide tracks
instantly. The 10- input mixer

controls and functions you
already know. But you get the
crispness of digital sound and
incredible speed of RAM

lets you control level, pan,

storage.
Typically, you can finish a
full 8- track production in onethird the time. No tape. No
razors. No mishaps. No
generation loss.
Everything about the DSE
7000 is designed to be fast
and familiar to anyone in

echo sends, track bounce and
more.
Contact Harris Allied now.
The AKG DSE 7000 just
might be the production
breakthrough your station has
been needing.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817
Toronto 416-731-3697

receiver, RPU receivers and telephone
lines. Use of asingle decoder driven by
several audio sources will probably
result in unreliable operation.
Many decoders use an "in band" to "out
of band" energy comparison to ensure
the signal to be recognized is present
while avoiding "talk off' where a wide
spectrum signal falsely trips the decoder.
Combining several audio signals would
probably degrade the reliability of any
decoder.
I'd therefore suggest that each station
have
one
or
more . identical
encoder/decoder boxes, using whatever
the standard decoding scheme becomes.
Each encoder/decoder box would receive
audio from one EBS source. On reception of the emergency trip signal, afront
panel speaker (and remote output) would
unmute, allowing the operator to hear
preliminary emergency information. A
front panel indicator would indicate how
many seconds the operator has to exercise his or her veto over the program
interruption.
Should the operator take no action, 30
seconds after receipt of the emergency
trip signal, the encoder/decoder box
would interrupt a loop-through program
audio circuit, send a locally generated
emergency trip signal, then send the
received emergency programming until
an EOM signal is received.
These " one or more" identical
encoder/decoder boxes would have program audio looped- through each. As
such, the program loop-through should
support discrete stereo (acommon shortcoming in current EBS encoders). To
allow the EBS encoder/decoder to be put
at atransmitter site between acomposite
SU and an FM transmitter, it should also
include switchable pre-emphasis, allowing the received emergency programming
to directly replace the composite stereo
with mono pre-emphasized audio.
The encoder/decoder boxes should
include full provision for remote control
and monitoring.

DOD

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen & Friends, a manufacturer
of transmitter control and telemetry systems. He also teaches electronics at
Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo and is
learning Contra dancing. He can be
reached at 805-541-0200. He can also
be reached on internet at ap621@clevelandfreenet.edu or through CompuServe
at > INTERNET: ap621@cleveland.
freenet.edu.

Sample case
In 111) area ( San Luis Obispo, Calif.),
encoder/decoders at each station could
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The world leader in
radio broadcast technology
From its recognized position as the manufacturer of the world's
finest FM transmitters and the FX-50 Exciter, Phase Trak technology and
now solid state AM transmitters, digital systems and world class audio
consoles, Broadcast Electronics manufactures more products for the
radio industry than any other company in the world.

Digital Products

Studio Products

• AudioVAULP"—simuttaneous, multi-user
digital central storage and satellite controller.
• CORE'"—digital program controller and
satellite interface.
• Disc Trak'"—digital cart machine, record,
edit, playback.
• DV- 2—RAM based audio storage device.

e Mix Trak 90'm—high performance
modular consoles.
• Air Trak 100"—configurable
linear consoles.
• Air Trak 90 1m—affordable linear
consoles.
• 150:250 Series—rotary consoles.
• Phase Trak 90'"—phase correcting
cart machine.
• Dura Trak 90'"—high value
cart machine.
e Splice Trak 90T"—splice finder/eraser.
• 5000 Series-3- deck cart machines.
• 2100 Series—economical, playback
cart machines.

RF Products
• Solid state AM transmitters.
• Solid state FM transmitters.
• FM transmitters to 70 kW.
• FX50 high performance FM exciter.
• AM stereo generators and monitors.

NEW!

Broadcast Electronics...your single source for
world class radio broadcast technology.

I=E

NOW SI IIPPING

SOLID STATE FM
1KW & 500 WATT
WITH FX-50 EXCITER

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24TH ST.. P.O. BOX 3606. CUINCY, IL 62305-3306 U.S.A.
PHONE ( 217) 224-9600. TELEX 250142, FAX ( 217) 224-9607
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THE DIGITAL AUDIO ADVANTAGE...
Introduced in April of last year, Digilink is adigital audio workstation that saves your station
money. There is no more routine maintenance, it has a15 year average life, and you have total
automation capability for nights... weekends... or whenever you need it. It comes complete in a
51/4" high, rack mounted cabinet that converts ordinary analog audio to CD quality digital audio
which is stored on acomputer hard drive. It does this just like you would store abusiness letter on
your home computer. Digilink can then call up and play any digital audio file in milliseconds off its
internal hard drive. Basically, you can think of Digilink as ahuge multideck cart machine or " rotary
cart player" where you can line up and play thousands of carts our audio cuts sequentially. Asingle
Digilink can therefore replace all of your cart machines in production, On Air, or in automation.

Digilink is a perfect cart or reel machine replacement...
Digilink is the perfect replacement for magnetic tape based cart or reel machines. With Digilink,
you can replace your cart machines with CD quality digital audio that requires no calibration, no
maintenance, and the media has a15 year average life. You can replace your reel to reel
machines, razor blades, and tape with fast, nondestructive, CD quality, on screen waveform
editing. You can cue virtually instantaneously. Digilink even costs less than comparable analog
cart or reel machines. Digilink is the perfect audio record and play system for professional radio
broadcast applications.
Digilink performs ALL types of automation...
With Digilink you can operate fully live or mix various automation types into your daily
programming. You can store all of your audio on hard disk at an incredible price or you can use
hard disk for only commercial material recording. Digilink has an internal audio switcher with
machine logic control. Digilink therefore supports satellite automation, reel and DAT tape
automation, CD automation, and full hard disk automation all out of one compact box. Because
Digilink is acomputer, you can print out alog of what you have scheduled to play or print out a
log of what really did play. With Digilink, you can be live on the air with full CD quality audio or
program the system and walk away forever. Digilink even interfaces with all major traffic and
billing systems through aDigilink import-export routine.
Digilink is engineered and manufactured by Arrakis...
Digilink is not simply ahardware package assembled from parts built by other computer
manufacturers and run under our software. Arrakis is the only manufacturer to build nearly all
parts of the digital system in-house. We build our own Arrakis DSP board, SCSI board, I-0 board,
switcher board, cabinet, and cabling. Because Arrakis builds the system and doesn't simply mark
up someone elses hardware, Arrakis can offer you Digilink with broadcast features and
performance unmatched by anyone and at atruly remarkable price !!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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aCOMPLETE 6hour stereo system

'reducing maintenance,
'reducing staff demands,
•Éproving On Air sound,
'improving Production,
and improving all areas of your
station performance !!!

FEATURES
I=1 Simultaneous record- play !!!
[=1 Uncompressed CD quality audio
or mix 2:1 or 4:1 compression
1=1 Use keyboard, mouse, trackball,
or even atouchscreen
=I Digital Waveform Editing
[1 Mix mono and stereo files
I=D Live Cart Machine replacement
Reel to Reel machine replacement
1
=1 Satellite Automation
Tape Based Automation
CD Automation
Hard Disk Based Automation
Traffic and Billing Interface
L:1 supports digital networks

SPECIFICATIONS

all tests performed at 1:1 compression

Digital Signal Processing System (DSP)
Sampling System- 16 bit linear PCM, 2 channels
Sampling Rates- 44.1,32,22kHz, fixed filter on routing switcher
Compression- 0,2,4...adaptive differential PCM
Controller Floppy Disk- 3 1/2" 1.44M capacity, System Hard Disk- 40MB
Printer Support- IBM compatible, parallel port
Audio Performance- Digital Record playback
THD- . 008%, Dynamic Range > 85dB,
Freq Response- (+)(-). 5dB 10Hz-15kHz
Physical Specifications
Dimensions- 19" Rack mounted- 19"W x 5 1/4" ( 3RU)H x 16"D
Weight- 60Ib's , Pcwer- 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz, 100W
Audio Performance- Routing Switcher
THD- . 005% typ, S/N < 100dB below + 4dBm
Dynamic Range- >- 20dB,
Freq. Response- (+)(-). 1dB 20Hz-20kHz
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Bottom Line Orientation.
Creating a " sound" that attracts and holds the

the push of a

largest possible audience is the bottom line in the

button—select

radio business. And, the new OPTINIOD-FM

the protection

Digital 8290 is atechnological breakthrough with

MVP for :otal

bottom line impact.

transpareacy, or

The power of digital propels the 8200 to new levels
of performance and functionality.. OPTINIOD-FM
8200 is aeue digital audio processor— the audio is
digitized and all control functions are digital.
control? In addition to abetter sound, digital makes

ADD
EVENT

DELETE
EUE T

Use the 8200's automatic Preset Switching to
automatically change the processing on oprogrammed schedule. Ideal for dayparting or multi-format
stations.

traditional open, bright and natural OPTINIOD-FNI
sound which helpec make thousands of stations
successfu!. Choose the optional multi-band NIVP
and meet the challenge of competitive major- market

Power. Potential. Profitability.
Take advantage cf the power, potential and

the OPTINIOD-FNI more user-friendly, more
programmable, more flexible. Simply put, because

needs, it will produce more

WIGHT SHOW
TEST TONE
NIGHT SHOW
NIGHT SHOW
PM JOCK
TELEPHONE TALK
TELEPHONE TALK
NOR MUSIC
LIUE CONCERT

processing with selectable speeds ro match any format.

What is the value of digital processing and

adapt to astation's programming

SRVE
CHANGE

05
TT
05
05
12
23
23
13
32

the two-hand NIVP for an improved version of the

Digital Makes the Best Even Better.

the OVIINIOD-FM is easier to

5MTWTFS 00 : 00 : 00
04:00:0A
04:05:00
SMTWTFS 00:00:00
MTUTF 00 : 00 : O
S
e
S 06:00:Om
SMTUTFS 10:00 : OU
SMTUTFS 12:00 : Oy
22MPR91 12 : 00 : Ou

profi:abilizy of the OPTINIOD-Fkl 8200. Call your

opi
ruyippfm

dealer now for apersonal, handson evaluation of the 8200.
The OP l'INIOD-FNI 8200
is atechnological breakthrough

benefit, more of the time.

with bottom line impact. The power of

The Processor with Multiple Personalities.

OVIIMOD— in pure digital.

With most conventional processors, multiple
processing configurations require multiple boxes.
With the 8200's Multiple Variable Processing ( MVP)

orban
A Division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Tel: ( 1) 415/351-3500
Fax: ( 1) 415/351-0500

architecture, processing configurations can be
1991 AKG Acoustics. Inc.
Orban and Optimod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc.
AKG is aregistered trademark of Akustische U. Kino-Gerate Ges.m.b.H. Austria.
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At the Core of Coils and Transformers
This is the third in a 10-part series
called Fundamentals of AC. Northern
Virginia Community College will offer
1.2 CEUs (Continuing Education Units)
to registered students who successfully
complete an examination mailed at the
conclusion of the course.
To register, contact the Community
Education Office, Annandale Campus.
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale.
Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3168 or 3233528. The fee for the course is $30.

mined by its construction. The length of
wire determines how much inductance
can be produced.
If coil "A" has twice as many turns as
coil "B," then the inductance of coil "A"
will be four times the inductance of coil
"B." A coil that contains a larger turn
Figure 2.

by Ed Montgomery
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N= Number of turns in

Part III of X

transformer winding

ANNANDALE, Va. All electrical
conductors have amagnetic field around
them when electrons are flowing. The
magnetic field can be condensed by
winding the conductor into acoil, making
it appear stronger. The magnetic flux can
be concentrated around the coil windings
if aferromagnetic material, usually soft
iron, is placed in the center of the winding. This is known as the "core."

Lenz's Law states: The voltage acoil
induces will oppose the current flow that
originally created it. This is known as
self-inductance.
Self-inductance creates some interesting characteristics for coils. The AC
properties of voltage, current, and resistance are much different than what
would happen if DC were passed
through the device.
A transmitting antenna, for example,
can measure a minimal resistance if
measured with a multimeter. Yet when
the transmitter feeds the radio energy to
it, a "load" is established. At the radio
frequency, ashort circuit is not present.
The antenna resistance, or impedance, is
developed by the properties of inductance and capacitance working together.
More on capacitance in alater chapter.
Coils
Coils, also known as inductors, are
measured in henrys. The size of the coil,
how much inductance it has, is deter-

P = Primary winding
S = Secondary winding
V= Voltage
I = Current
circumference will have greater inductance. Inductance decreases when more
length is used for the same number of
turns of wire because the magnetic field
is less concentrated.
All these factors must be considered
when coils are designed. In the age of
circuit boards and microwave technology, all these factors are considered to
permit these devices to fit on or in the
circuit board. Sometimes the proper
amount of inductance can be generated
by an etched strip of copper on acircuit
board.
Transformers
When two coils are wound together
they become a transformer. Schematics
of transformers are illustrated in Fig. I.
The transformer consists of one coil that
is energized by an AC electrical source.
This is the primary coil. The second coil
has voltage induced into it through the
principle of inductance. Coils that
receive their energy this way are known
as the transformer secondary. More than
one secondary coil can exist in atransformer.
The relationship of voltage and current
can be changed by adjusting the number
of turns of wire in the primary and secondary windings. The relationship
between primary and secondary windings is known as the turns ratio. If, for
instance, the secondary winding has
twice as many turns as the primary,
twice as much voltage will appear on the
output. The available current's value will
be halved. This would be astep-up transformer.
Reducing the number of turns in the
secondary will reduce the voltage,

1

From Sine Systems: The DAI-1 Dial-Up Audio Interface
Used with other equipment you can have:

• ERS Compliance In Walk-A-Way Operations at last)
• A Remote Soundbite-Recorder (
great for radio newsrooms)
• Remote Broadcasts (
no one at the station & no tones on the air)
For more information about
our innovative product, call
(615) 228-3500
Circle ( 14) On Reader Service Card

increasing the current proportionally.
Fig. 2is an illustration of the turns ratio,
showing the relationship of " N," the
number of turns of wire in the windings,
"V" being the voltages in the windings,
and " I" being the current flowing
through the windings.
Current, of course, only flows in the
secondary if aa load is attached across
the windings. The power relationship in
the primary and secondary is, for all
practical purposes, equal. Transformers
do not increase or decrease power. Iron
core transformers transfer almost 100
percent of all their energy from the primary to the secondary. Air core transformers are less efficient but operate
more effectively at radio frequencies
where less inductance is required.
Eddy currents
Transformer and coil cores can produce
an internal magnetic field that can
oppose the currents in the windings. This
opposition generates heat. An electrical
Figure 3a.

The effects of eddy currents can be
greatly reduced with a laminated iron
core. An illustration of this is in Fig. 3
"B." The laminated core consists of thin

Coils, also known
as inductors, are
measured in
henrys.
wafers of soft iron glued together. As the
transformer ages, the glue often lets go
and the laminated plates vibrate. Plate
modulated AM transmitters often have
modulation transformers acting as loudspeakers, with audio emanation caused
by vibrations of the laminated core.
Transformers and inductors are used
throughout broadcasting. Adjustable
coils in combination with capacitors are
used to tune the transmitter. They are
also used in the phasing arrays of directional AM antennas to divide power
Figure 3b.

Wire winding around
the core

Eddy current
producing magnetic
flux in an iron core
current flows in acircular motion within
the core. These "eddy currents" need to
be contained because they can reduce the
amount of energy that can be passed by
coils and transformers. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

Transformer core
constructed of thin
wafers glued together
and adjust the current phase in each
tower.
Coils and transformers can be tested
quite easily with a multimeter for DC
resistance or with an inductance meter
continued on page 34

What can you say about aDA ?
Radio Systems distribution amplifiers are really no big deal.
Sure, the specifications are excellent and they are easy to install, thanks to
rear panel barrier strips.
And, they are flexible with independent front panel level adjusts for each
channel, balanced bridging inputs, and low impedance outputs.
OK, 1,800 are in service, most for over five years, so they are reliable.
Not to mention that they're inexpensive, and available in eight channel,
stereo or mono models.
Come to think of it, there is alot to say for aRadio Systems DA.

Rama SYSTEMSINC.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
Circle (
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OFFBEAT RADIO

DCC Format Has Its Coming- Out Party
by Dee McVicker
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. Andy
Warhol once said eveyone will be
famous for 15 minutes. If that's so, then
DCC, or digital compact cassette, recently got alot more than its share of fame.
In a90-minute show hosted by comedian Sinbad, the first radio satellite broadcast from DCC source was transmitted to
100 stations to kick off the release of the
new album by recording artist Bobby
Brown.
"Bobby" was among the first titles
released on DCC by MCA Records, the

label company for the new release and
the sponsor for the event. "We decided
to launch it the night before it was in
stores by doing a live party on the air,"
said MCA Records' Ron Shapiro.
A national party
The on- air party was aired from
Universal
City,
Calif.,
through
Entertainment Radio Networks satellite
syndication in order to share the highly
charged evening with anationwide audience. Seven cuts from the new album
were aired from DCC tape and call-ins,
and interviews were conducted by Sinbad.
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Stop
TalkingDirty.
What's more, you get 100% solid
state reliability. Along with patented
lightning protection that's proven

Technics' new RS-DC10 DCC deck
was rolled into Entertainment Radio
Networks studios to make the DCC
debut, and according to Barry Freeman
of the radio syndication network,
"Instead of running the music off of CD,
we just ran it off of DCC."
This event marks the introduction of a
new format that may have a significant
impact on radio. Two years in development by Philips and Matsushita—the
parent company of MCA Records and
Technics/Panasonic—DCC is now making good on a promise to deliver CD
quality audio on digital cassette tape.
The DCC format boasts compatibility
with existing analog cassettes and sound
quality comparable to CD. Along with its
rival in the new digital format wars,
Sony's Mini Disc, DCC has been keenly
anticipated by consumers and has many
supporters in the broadcast industry as
well.
Expecting widespread consumer acceptance of DCC, major recording companies and labels such MCA, Geffen,
DGC, and GRP Records have begun
releasing album titles on DCC.
On the first day of December, 38 titles
by MCA had been delivered on DCC to
stores nationwide; over 200 more are
expected to be on the shelves before
early 1993.
Hardware is ready
Paralleling software availability, DCC
hardware is also now starting to hit
major consumer stores. On October 27,
Panasonic Company Vice President
Richard Lovisolo delivered the first
consumer DCC deck to Rabson's, a
high-end audio/video store in New York
City.
The delivery was made after a DCC
kick-off campaign that included promotions in conjunction with "Rocktober,"
the annual music fest hosted by New
York rock station WNEW-FM.

More DCC machine —priced in the
$1,000 range—have been shipped since.
Proponents of the format hope to make
DCC the successor to analog cassettes
for home, car and even in radio applications.
The features of DCC most likely to be
met with approval by broadcasters are its
recording method, its ability to store and
retrieve record title information and the
wide availability of record titles expected
to become available, once fueled by consumer acceptance.
DCC is considered more spectrally efficient than CD technology—by 25 percent

DCC is considered
more spectrally
efficient than CD
technology-by 25
percent.
or better, according to the manufacturers.
DCC uses the selective PASC (Precision
Adaptive Sub-band Coding) system to
record only what can be heard by the
human ear, freeing up tape space for other
important digital information, including
song title, artist, and record label.
This last feature could be attractive for
radio, which recently adopted a radio
broadcast data system (RBDS) standard,
making the reception of this information
possible on new RBDS-equipped radios.
In fact, the first DCC decks available
from Technics have built-in LCD screens
for this information.
Moreover, unlike digital audio tape
(DAT), which uses amechanical "helican scan" recording drum that spins at
high speeds to read atape, DCC uses a
stationary digital record/playback head
and is mechanically simple, a plus for
reliability.
O

Dee McVicker has been covering the
broadcast beat for four years as a regular contributor to RW and as afreelance writer specializing in industry
newsletters, manuals and brochures. She
can be reached at 602-545-7363.
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itself at more than 200 sites worldwide.
And with typical AC to RF efficiency

Clean up your act with aHarris DX
Series transmitter. Our patented
digital modulation delivers the
strongest, cleanest AM signal yet.
With over 145% positive peak
capability. As well as the lowest
THD and IMD ever.

of 86% or better, you'll get the lowest
power cost of any AM transmitter.
If you're ready for some more sweet
talk about the DX Series 10-50 kW*
transmitters, call Harris Allied today.
USA 217-222-8200
FAX 217-224-1439
Canada 800-268-6817
FAX 416-764-0729

It thinks it's acart machine.
Only RS-DAT features end-of-message signals, large lighted
buttons, standard broadcast remote control, balanced audio ins
and outs, automatic cue-up and satellite recording ability.
These features make the RS-6700 perfect for automation,
network capture, on-air playback and production applications.
If you want to use DAT for broadcast, contact the pro DAT
experts for more information on the RS-6700.

erlin 1-1ARRIS
AL.LIED

Rama sys7EMS INC.

•DX 100 to 1000 kW- plus transmitters also available.

"Call me, I'm intersested." Circle ( 45)
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"Send me literature." Circle ( 16)

800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
Circle (
140) On Reader Service Card

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

NO MORE EXCUSES!

TELEVOTE
Multi- line Telephone Polling System

If you've been wanting ahard disk recording system but thought
you couldn't afford one, we've taken away your last excuse. Introducing — hard disk recording and editing on your
AT-compatible.

CkFc5.7'iY

$795

ESDilor $250

The CardD is an
AT-compatible bus board
that gives you:

The EdDitor is an
interactive stereo
waveform editing program
that features:

•Real time direct-to-disk
stereo recording and
playback
• True professional quality 16- bit audio
• Stereo analog inputs
and outputs
• 32kHz, 44.1 kHz, and
48 kHz sampling rates

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

1-800-999-9281
BROADCAST
GROUP

200 Fareway Drive - Suite 2
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

1-800-369-7623

• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •

Features:
•Can answer and pole up to 6 telephone
lines simultaneously
• Each caller hears your custom greeting
message ( up to 6 min)
•Callers vote by pressing 1 to 5
•Votes instantly tallied on a LCD display
• Message is digitally recorded— no tape

• Non-destructive editing
• Cut, copy & paste
• Mix, face, crossfade
• Full zoom- in & zoom-out
• Catalog feature for fast
access of sounds
• On-line help

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

AUDIO

• • Ill
• • • •

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Ng

Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176755
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 36

PRODUCTS INCORPORATED

5504 State Rd., Cleveland, OH 44134
Phone: 216-351-1755 or 800-722-6664
Available thru HARRISALLIED at 800-622-0022

READER SERVICE NO. 44

READER SERVICE NO. 96

PORTABLE OFF SITE
EBS MONITOR $
3 50 00

Attention Advertisen

Tuneable AM/FM Receiver and
FCC Certified Decoder Model C.D.

Reach 18,000+ radio station owners, managers,
engineers and consultants .

Products 8E Services Showcase
appears monthly in Radio World.
To advertise your product or service
contact your sales representative.

Ideal for use during hours of unattended operation at the
studio and transmitter site. With modern remote control
equipment the alert message can be put on the air with a
telephone.

Radio World

Decoder in aminibox ( price 2501 is available for
use with receiver of your choice, or the decoder can be
driven by phone line audio.

P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, Va 22041
Phone: + 1-600 3C-304

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.
257 W. Union St.

FAX: - 1-703-693-2966

Athens, Ohio 45701

o

FAX 614-592-3898

Phone 614-593-3150

READER SERVICE NO. 108

FANTASTIC NEW CONCEPT
IN BROADCAST AUDIO....
for
Affordable
Lightning
Prevention.
Let Us Design aSystem for You
Stair-Cat provides acontinuous, lowresistanoe discharge path
for the stalk electric charge on tall structures. Dissipation points
are 1/8", type 304 stainless steel rods ground to needle sharpness.
They won't bend, not eten from ice and % VCR weather.

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M.
Call ( 505) 325-5336

87499

FAX (505) 326-2337

READER SERVICE NO. 164

....LETS YOU CREATE OVER
300

DIFFERENT

SYSTEMS

WITH

STUDIO
JUST

4

SMALL BOXES!
The new SYSTEM 2000 integrated audio system uses plug-in programmable modules and
unique main frame bussing to provide over 300
combinations of: mini to massive audio distribution; mixing; switching; processing; or any combination of these.Cleaner audio, more functions

in less space, less expense than individual components & greater long term versatility.
Before you do anything else audio call toll free
(800) 678-1357 or fax ( 916) 635-0907 for further info
and your free VHS video product tour.

RA m K0

READER SERVICE NO. 129

RESEARCH

Introducing Our Newest
Line Of Broadcast Equipment.
Harris Allied brings to the
broadcast industry yet another
first— the Audiometrics Model
386 33 broadcast computer.
This computer's beauty is
more than skin deep. It has
an FCC Class B rating, internal shielding, and includes
RFI and EMI filtering. It
comes complete with a 386 33
Mhz motherboard, a 120 Mb
IDE hard drive with 64K cache
with a MTBF of 150,000

hours, 5.25" and 3.5" floppy
drive, 2 Mb RAM expandable
to 16 Mb, a 14" . 28 pitch
SVGA monitor, Microsoft DOS
version 5.0 with manuals,
optional rack mount and
much, much more.
The Audiometrics 386 33
is the first computer designed
and built with the broadcast
environment in mind to handle
the many specific tasks that
you do, with endurance and

simplicity as priorities, not
afterthoughts.
From hardware to
software...from editors to
voice mail— we can preconfigure a variety of broadcast
oriented options into your
system.
Nobody knows broadcast
like Harris Allied. Nobody
knows technology like Harris
Allied. Who else could bring
you the best computer

H.annis

ALLIED

Gide ( 100) On Reader Service Card

technology at a price that's
right for today's broadcast
professional— just $ 1895
complete!
Call on the audio leader—
Harris Allied, for the products
you need at the prices you
want.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817
Toronto 416-731-3697
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Give a Console New Life

ly with the old console. If slide -in cards
are
used, have your PC boards made to
With Updated Electronics
size. If the modules are in cans, often
by Jim Somich
you can salvage the cans for your new
modules. In most cases you will not be
BROADVIEW, Ohio In the last
dealing with modules that are an integral
installment of Bottomline Broadcaster, I part of the front panel, since this method
covered the mechanical considerations of
of fabrication has only been used on
rebuilding an audio console. This time
recent boards.
we will conclude with electronic considThe preferred method of fabrication is
erations. Many audio consoles will not
a PC board. You can lay out your
require mechanical rebuilding and just
boards on a PC using software such as
need up-to-date electronics for a new
SmArtwork or you can use stick- on
lease on life.
wiring and etch and drill your own
boards. Professionally fabricated
The building blocks
boards are less expensive than you
The electronic building blocks that are
might think, especially if you need
a necessary part of every audio console
more than one.
are: power supplies, line amplifiers,
Making PC boards is beyond the scope
microphone amplifiers, power amplifiers
of this article, but the back of most of the
and balanced-to- unbalanced interfaces.
experimenter magazines list the compoIn past issues of Bottoniline Broadcaster
nents necessary.
we have covered
Stuff your boards
The best chance
each of these
with top-quality
blocks in some
components. Use
of your work
detail. Our purpose
low- noise
film
here will be to see
standing the test of
resistors and filmhow these blocks
type
coupling
time is good
can be implementcapacitors where
ed in afull console
possible. All ICs
documentation.
rebuild.
should be socketIf you keep afile of back issues of RW,
mounted. When given achoice, try to use
we covered balanced- to- unbalanced
components with ahigher voltage rating
interfaces in March and April, power
than you think necessary. Remember,
supplies in May, line amps in June, mic
your work may have to stand the test of
preamps in July and power amplifiers in
day-to-day operation for 10 years or
October.
longer!
Be sure you have plenty of time. Don't
try to rebuild your main production conFine tuning
sole in a weekend. Try to think out the
Once you have your new modules
entire project ahead of time and have all
installed, your only problems will probaof your modules built and tested before
bly be ground loops and small wiring
tearing apart aconsole you may need in
errors. You might have to juggle the gain
short order.
of certain modules alittle to make things
If you can salvage the wiring harness in
come out right, but this is easy with most
the board you are rebuilding, you will save
op-amp blocks. Check every function
dozens of hours over building anew harand cook your new board for at least a
ness. In most cases, the existing harness
week to work out bugs.
will work with only minor modifications.
The last step may be the most imporThe console wire Iprefer for new hartant: documentation and measurements.
nesses or additions is Mogami Neglex
Every project of this magnitude requires
Console cable. It is available from
documentation. Be considerate of those
Marshall Electronics as part #2574 or
that will come after you and how they
#2944 with drain wire. Marshall's phone
might feel about a "home-brew" console.
number is 310-390-6608. Other compaDraw detailed block diagrams and
nies make similar wire. If you have a schematics of your work. If you have a
company you prefer to do business with,
schematic program for your PC, this is a
find out whether they make anything
good chance to give it a workout. The
comparable.
best chance of your work standing the
test of time is good documentation.
Draw it first
Perform every audio measurement you
Start by sketching ablock diagram of
can and document them all. If you have
the console as it existed and how you
done your job well, you will exceed
wish to change it. In many cases the
every specification of the original conblock diagram will not change much at
sole.
all. You will just be replacing each modRebuilding an old console can be agreat
ule with anew one.
source of pride and satisfaction...and you
This is agood time to sketch the basic
can save thousands of dollars in the
process.
circuit elements of your new modules. In
most cases, these can be single chip
This article completes my involvement
replacements. The power supply can be
with my Bottomline Broadcaster. Ihope
externally mounted for best noise perforyou have gotten a few good tips and
have had as much fun reading them as I
mance.
have writing them.
Remove each old module and carefully
label the wiring. In most cases, you will
ODD
Jim Somich is president of Somich
have an input, output, and power connections. Mechanically it is easiest to fabriEngineering and chief engineer of
W010(TV) in Cleveland.
cate the new modules to interface direct-
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24 Hours.

o

Our 24 hour
service hotline
number is
609-728-2020.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on QEI
"New Reliables" FM transmitters
from 1kw to 30 kw.

'te/7

3.5/5/10 kW
FM transmitters, you
can upgrade power in
the field.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

No Extras.

Less is More.

We never charge you extra
for single phase power. Not
on our FMQ 10000 or our
FMQ 20000B—not even on
our 30 kW FMQ 30000B.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

All of OEI's FM
transmitters have
no plate blockers
or sliding contacts.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on 0E1
"New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Free.

The Longest.

Our PA tube
warranty is the
longest in the
business —
15,000 hours.

Our FREE spares kits
include every solid
state component of the
transmitter, exciter
and remote control.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI "New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Single Phase 30 kW.

Built-in Backup.

OEI's constant 50 Ohm
interstaçe impedance
lets you bypass he IPA
or PA in the unl'kely
event of aproblem.

Our new FMQ
30000B is the only
30 kVV transmitter
available with
asingle phase
power supply.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for
all the facts on 0E1 " New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

0E1 CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX D • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
TEL ( 800) 334-9154 • ( 609) 728-2020 • FAX (
609) 629-1751
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Take the Long View When
Considering Digital Editing

VOX

by Mel Lambert
STUDIO CITY, Calif. In the course
of my consulting functions. Iam asked a
number of questions about digital technologies. Aside from the inevitable
quizzing on emergent recording formats,
it seems that a number of stations are
still coming to terms with the basics.
Realizing that digital recorders and editing workstations can offer substantial
advantages, many chief engineers that I
talk to are unsure about the best way to
take that important first step.
Their concerns are well founded.
Replacing existing reel-to-reel multi tracks with ahard disk-based system can
be expensive. Also, there is the
inevitable learning curve as station staff
come up to speed with recording. editing
and mixing software.

Designed specifically for
broadcast professionals, the
ReVox PR99 delivers the highest quality audio, outstanding
performance and reliability,
year after year. Precision engineered with advanced audio
electronics, the PR99 offers an
impressive list of operating
features such as: • balanced
and floating inputs and outputs •

a solid

die-cast

aluminum transport chassis
and head block • a true
Autolocator with Zero Locate

VARIAK

and Address Locate functions •
rack mounts standard • full
"solid state" transport control
with motion sensing • easily
accessible modular electronics
•varispeed control • the service and support of the only
company backed by over 40
years of engineering excellence. Providing outstanding
flexibility in live on-air broadcasts, remotes or commercial
production tasks, the industry
4

proven

PR99

is the top choice

among professionals. Call
today for more information.

HARI=t1S
L.1-1ED
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022

Don't expect all
designs within your
price bracket to be
basically the same.
As an alternative, Iwould suggest that
it make more sense to carefully define
your operational needs, and then shop for
the software that best covers the bases.
Then and only then should you consider
the hardware that is going to achieve the
results for you. ( OK, the software/hardware decisions are not totally unconnected. But separating one from the other
will at least allow you to appreciate the
system's functionality.)
Resist the urge
In my experience, some stations that
have " experimented - with digital by
selecting a relatively simple PC card
have been either disappointed or frustrated with the results. These stations have
found that the companies whose products
they selected didn't offer them the support and scope they needed, in terms of
upgradeability.
Why not contact your local dealers and
have them come by to demonstrate their
wares to you and your staff? ( And so
much the better if you can organize several demonstrations on the same day.)
Have your operators carefully examine
the front-end software for the proposed
editor or workstation.
Examine the way in which the user will
need to navigate through on- screen
menus and dialog boxes to record, replay
and edit sound files. What about the
sample- accurate edit window, and the
scrub- edit functions? Are these mouse driven, or implemented from a separate
controller?
By concentrating on the in-use applications for the new digital recording. editing and mixing system, you and your station staff will be in a far better position
to make a viable decision, rather than
simply adding more confusion to an
already complex buying decision.
ODD

Fax 317-966-0623

Take the slow road
Conventional wisdom, for the inexperienced, is that you can upgrade a level entry system into amore complex workstation as your needs develop—and the
sophistication/expectations of your station staff increase. Unfortunately, this is
not always the case. With rare excep-

Canada 1-800-268-6817
Toronto 416-731-3697

"Call me, I'm Interested." Circle (47)

Where to start
As with all new technologies, getting to
first base can be confusing. There are literally dozens of choices, ranging from
relatively simple two-channel cards that
plug into PCs and Macintoshes, to fullblown, stand-alone systems with dedicated controllers. Somewhere along the
complexity continuum lies your "perfect
system."
One question that I'm asked acouple of
times a week goes along the lines of:
"Should Istart with a small, plug-in
board design, and then upgrade as our
requirements develop?" Or: "We aren't
sure if our non computer literate staff
can handle the change from razorblade
editing, so we need to find an easy- touse system." All reasonable considerations. but maybe missing the obvious.
My advice to such users is that they
need to make a clear decision. Is the
technology going to replace an existing
.\ stem, and be viable from day one? Or
are we talking about transitioning from
analog- based recording and editing to a
random-access system whose final size
and complexity will be subject to review
over an extended period of time?
Yes, it makes a great deal of sense to
evaluate your needs, and then proceed to
select adigital system that best suits your
needs. And, if you have little experience
of random-access recording and editing.
proceeding step by step offers anumber
of advantages. What Iwould counsel
against, however, is to base your buying
decisions solely on hardware costs.
Not for one minute am Isuggesting that
you lay down whatever it costs to secure
access to a reasonably high-speed
PC/Mac platform. hard drives ( at least
100MB: 300MB is better), monitors and
peripherals. Rather, Iam advising that
you examine the software being offered
with the technology, instead of simply
expecting all designs within your price
bracket to be basically the same.

tions, the majority of recorder, editor and
workstation manufacturers offer only
one or two products.
Also, such systems are usually targeted
at aspecific market niche: maybe arelatively simple card for recording
analog/digital signals to hard disk, or a
segment- based editor with no on- board
mixing/DSP functions.
In these instances, having mastered the
system's functionality, when the time
comes to upgrade—add more tracks, for
example, or maybe signal processing—
you will probably be out of luck. The
only viable alternative is to replace the
unit with another brand, and start the
learning curve over again.

"Send me literature." Circle ( 163)

Mel Lambert has been intimately
involved with the production and broadcast industries on both sides of the
Atlantic for more that a do:en years.
Now principal of Media&Marketing. a
Los Angeles-based consulting service for
the professional audio industry, he can
be reached at 818-753-9510.
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ECLECTIC ENGINEER

Grab Your Listeners by the Ears
Careful Planning Can Help You Reap the Rewards
And Avoid the Pitfalls of Station Promotions
by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. Broadcasting is an
exciting business. The sense of immediacy and being part of alive entertainment
medium with rapid feedback from listeners comes from precious few other
careers.
Yet, out in the field, in the listener's
shoes, sometimes we can be downright
boring. Few personalities can command
the listeners' attention for very long. To
overcome that, and prevent the dreaded
button push, there's aconstant effort to
develop ways to grab listeners by their
ears.
Often the answer is for the station to
present apromotion or contest.
Promotions alleviate boredom
Usually it's the programming department that comes up with the idea for a
promotion. It's the program director who
usually has the most at stake. His goal is
to improve the station's visibility and
ratings.
Knowing his job may depend on the
next "book," he has to come up with a
better promotion than the other stations,
and then sell the general manager on
funding it.
What we hope to do here, is examine
the reasons for staging astation promotion, as well as some of the tricks, tips
and traps that make the difference
between a successful promotion and a
disaster.
Like anything else in life, proper planning is the key. Having definite goals for
the effort will prevent diffused promotions that don't grab the audience.
For example, giving away tickets to a
rock concert likely won't help improve
your 25-49 demographic very much,

even if the tickets are supplied free by
the concert promoter. Among other reasons, that demographic just doesn't go to
too many rock concerts.
Of course, a promotion to benefit a
client is not prohibited, or even necessarily doomed to failure. A good match- up
of station, client and promotion can produce super results. But the station must
know going in whether the contest is
designed mainly for the client or the station's long-term success.
How committed are you?
Another question that must be
addressed early is what kind of commitment the station has to the promotion.
That's commitment as in budget. Money.
Depending on what expectations the station has, the contest may be the cheapest
part of the promotion.
Yes, good results can be had on aminimal budget in some demographics.
Giving away albums or theater tickets to
designated callers or through some simple trivia questions can be very effective
because it allows for having lots of winners from among your audience.
On the other hand, if you desire to
reach into the market and grab listeners,
especially those that don't normally listen to you, you'll need to spend some
serious money. Print ads, TV, bus cards,
billboards, etc. are all important in communicating to the public that "something
interesting is going on right now at K109."
Which comes first, the promotion or the
money? It depends. Some ideas lead to
tremendous all-out promotions. Some
result in quiet, friendly contests. One
trap to avoid is saying, "Well, we've got
X number of dollars to spend, so let's
run a contest." That can not only be

wasteful, but owners tend to resist repetition and cut budgets.
An essential step for all but the most
experienced promoters is to talk to the
air and sales staff. Find out what ideas or
concerns they can contribute to the planning. They may know about a similar
promotion run just before you came to
town.
Outline everything
What kinds of prizes will be awarded,
and how many, may depend on the sales
department. Often, they can get some

Some contests can
sound great but be
a nightmare in the
control room.
clients to add prizes to the pool, creating
opportunities for more prizes, more winners, more excitement.
The staff can also be helpful in developing the rules and procedures for the
contests. Some contests can sound great
but be anightmare in the control room.
What's more, sometimes acontest can
turn into alottery while you're not looking, creating potential problems with the
FCC Rules.

What's a lottery? According to
Section 73.1211 ( b), the key factor is,
with some exceptions, when you have
prizes, chance and consideration all tied
together: "... if in connection with such
program aprize consisting of money or
other thing of value is awarded to any
person whose selection is dependent in
whole or in part upon lot or chance, if
as acondition of winning or competing
for such prize, such winner or winners
are required to furnish any money or
other thing of value or are required to
have in their possession any product
sold, manufactured, furnished or distributed by a sponsor of a program
broadcast on the station in question.
(See 21 FCC 2d 846 [ 18 RR 2d
19151.)"
Another sort of promotion to avoid is
one that will upset public order.
Scavenger hunts and similar contests can
create crowd or traffic problems with
police and with citizens that don't appreciate hordes of listeners racing around
them or tearing up their property. It
might sound cute, but the costs afterward—financially and in terms of public
relations—might not be worth it in the
end.
Once you're sure the promotion is safe,
and won't create problems, it's time to
set the contest rules down on paper.
DOD

Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic
Engineer," hides out in Tucson, AZ. He
can be reached at 602-296-3797. Or, try
BMISHKIND on MCI Mail. or
"barry@coyote.datalog.com"
on
Internet.
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Alive and well.
Some companies would like you to believe that the cart is dead.
But today, with an installed U.S. base of more than 100,000 machines,
carts are in active use at more than 98% of all U.S. broadcast facilities.
So, if you depend on carts everyday, we just wanted you to know that we're
amanufacturer who still believes in the format, and make the finest cart
machines available.
The RS-2000 cart machine. It will make your carts sound like digital until
the day it makes sense to go digital.

Raffia SYSTEMSmc.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
Circle ( 189) On Reader Service

Card

Talk radio pros expect the unexpected, but there's one thing
they can always depend on— the reliability of true blue.
•
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

8

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester.VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667-8125
Fax: (703) 667-6379

Grde ( 13) On Reader Service Card
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Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is

one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
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continued from page 21

down wooden swab will work just as
well, and are usually more plentiful
around aradio station than toothpicks!
Nortronics provides an interesting set of
instructions with its replacement head
kits. The instruction sheet discusses head
wear, alignment, height, and replacement
procedures for record, playback, and
erase heads. For information, contact
Nortronics Company at 612-545-0401 or
circle Reader Service 40.
***
Most console furniture has rack space
located under the console, or down the

side of the pedestals. These spaces are
ideal for locating such things as console
power supplies or monitor amps. The
only problem is the occasional bumping
of these devices. When the bump
involves the power switch, expect acall
at 3am.

Transformers
And Coils
continued from page 27

But wait. There's more!

J

ntroducing AutoPilot'
from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.
Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovery
Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?
Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and a FREE DEMO.

B

TECHNOLOGY

Circle ( 92) On Reader Service Card

Rather than leave the warmth of your
bed, make a minor Livestment in the
perforated ventilation panels manufactured by Mid Atlantic. These panels
come in all sizes, and can be mounted
as "security panels" over the front of the
equipment you want to protect. They'll
protect the switches or knobs from
being bumped, and the perforations
allow you to still see the front panel
indicators.
The same wooden swab you used for
the pin clips can be easily inserted

Radio's Only
Comprehensive
Reference Guide

The 1993
Radio World
Directory
Your Source For...
Complete Equipment
8( Supplier Information

Clipping creates

LOUDNESS

Composite clipping is the

Radio World's 1992
Editorial Index

LOUDEST

for adirect measurement of inductance.
If acoil or transformer's windings are
good, they will show asmall amount of
DC resistance and some value of inductance. If the windings are open, infinite
resistance will be measured. If the secondary winding of a transformer or its
load shorts, the primary windings current
will increase producing heat.
If the transformer is not fused, the
windings could burn out. A color code
for coils and transformers exists to assist
technicians in determining primary and
secondary windings of a transformer as
well as the inductance value of aparticular coil. This code can be found in many
electronics handbooks as well as equipment manufacturer catalogs.
Further study of coils and transformers
can be found in Chapter 17 of " Basic
Electronics," by Bernard Grob and published by McGraw-Hill.
DOD

Ed Montgomery is a communications
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School
for Science and Technology. He has
taught broadcast engineering at
Northern Virginia Community College
and worked as a broadcast engineer for
several radio stations. He can be
reached at 703-750-5090.

"Doing things for
successful FM translators"

FrIelTA)

The trick is to keep distortion low. .
Introducing

Phone Listings for the
NAB & FCC

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.

SE

Handy Reference
Material

Also Featuring...
The Best of Workbench
The Scoop on RBDS

SE- 1 LOW DISTORTION
COMPOSITE PROCESSOR

Radio Programming
Trends

Distortion-canceling circuitry allows more
dipping ( loudness) with less distortion.
Simple Installation & Setup
Only $395.00 Complete!

All FREE with
your subscription
to Radio World, the
industry's best read
newspaper.

The SE-1allows you to increase your loudness
up to 6db over using no corrposite dipping. Distortion is negligible up to 3db of clipping with
agentle rise at 6db.
There is no finer composite processor on the
market today.
. . . Loudness WITH Quality

Coming in
February...
Watch for It!

through the perforations to toggle a
switch on or off. In the case of rotary
knobs, anibbling tool can be used to cut
away a hole big enough for finger
access, but the rest of the panel protects
the knobs from being inadvertently
bumped. For information on Mid
Atlantic Ventilated Security Panels, circle Reader Service 135.
DO D
John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase Consulting, a contract engineering and projects company. He can
he reached at 703-379-1665.

)Lq
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SOMICH ENGINEERING
800-334-3925

Processing Tools for Competitive Broadcasters
Circle ( 67) On Reader Service Card

Talk with Howard
Enstrom, veteran
broadcast consultant who, in the 70s
switched to FM
translators as a
specialty.
FMTA services: Feasibility studies,
frequency searches, system designengineering, FCC applications. Publisher of The SIGNAL SOURCE, bimonthly newsletter all about FM
translators.
BEST EQUIPMENT

PRICES.

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
30925 Vista Vista
Mount Dora, FL 32757
(904) 383-3682

FAX ( 904) 383-4077

Circle ( 7) On Reader Service Card

The Auditronics 800
Clean Air Policy.
What we surround ourselves with says
a lot. The Auditronics 800 series says
you won't settle for anything less than
pure, seamless audio. More standard
features than the others. Tomorrow's
technology with the freedom to add
options. The 800 says you know that
when you own the best, the sky's the
limit. Write or call for afree brochure.

The Sound Of Perfection

OUDITRONICS
3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118
901-362-1350, FAX: 901-365-8629
Circle ( 133) On Reader Service Card
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Evaluating an Ideal AM
' Broadband' Antenna

H

One Source For Complete
"Turn- Key" Broadcast
Tower System

Beginning with a DIRECT CALL, ROHN can
guide your project to completion. And we won't
stop there. When we install your system you can
get our 20 Year Warranty. the best warranty in
the industry.
Call Mike Fleissner now for broadcast tower
help or information on our towers and
equipment shelters.

1-800-225-ROHN
Serving the communications industry for 45 years

ROHN
P.O. Box 2000
Peoria, Illinois 61656
FAX: ( 309) 697-5612
Circle ( 115) On Reader Service Card
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continued from page 11
The goal is to achieve alow impedance
(pass) on the desired frequency and a
stainless steel angle iron, permanently
high impedance ( reject) on the undesired
attached to the tower. They are usually
frequency. A low L/C ratio is desirable
mounted at least 10 feet above ground,
in such circuits to avoid excessive losses.
and may be insulated or at tower potenIf you find filter circuits in place at a
tial ( although it is more common and
station you are checking out, ask alot of
better to operate sampling loops at tower
questions. What are the filters for? Under
potential).
what circumstances or FCC order were
In the case of non- insulated loops, the
they installed? Who designed them?
sample line is wound into acoil (called
Who installed and tuned them?
an isocoil) inside the ATU enclosure, the
Several AM stations can operate from a
bottom of which is returned to ground.
single antenna tower if the frequencies of
The sample line itself is usually bonded
to the ATU output or tower, where a the individual stations are not too close
together and the electrical height of the
spark gap can protect the line against
tower is not too tall or short at any of the
lightning damage.
frequencies.
Loops have the advantage of better
If the operation you are examining has
accuracy when initially adjusting an
adiplexed or multiplexed site, find out
array. The isocoil provides aDC path to
all you can about
ground, thus functhe multiplexer.
tioning as a static
If a ground system
Who designed it?
drain choke. The
needs
to
be
Find out and dismain disadvantage
cuss
the design,
is
instability.
replaced, count on
installation and
largely due to
$15,000 per tower
operation with that
exposure to the
person. Who built
elements. All the
to do so.
it? Who maintains
electrical
and
it ( often, this is an independent third
mechanical connections are subject to
party)? What is the frequency and power
the elements—moisture, corrosion, wind,
of every station using the system? Talk
ice, snow and lightning, to name afew.
to the engineer at each of the stations and
After a really big thunderstorm,
get his impressions. Find out if the syswhacked-out antenna monitor readings
tem is troublesome, and whether good
may well be caused by loops that have
isolation and bandwidth exist.
rotated and are no longer mounted perMultiplexed systems can result in great
pendicular to the opposite tower face.
economy of operation and are desirable
Shielded current transformers have the
in many instances, but they can also be
advantage of small size, and are mounted
nightmares. The only way to find out is
in the ( somewhat) controlled environto ask questions.
ment of the ATU housing. These devices
are inherently stable, and their use elimiGround systems
nates the isocoil necessary for loops at
The best way to find out about a statower potential.
tion's ground system is, again, to ask
Their primary disadvantage is that in
questions. When was it installed? Does it
addition to measuring current flowing up
conform to the station license? Has it
the tower, they also measure the current
ever been damaged/repaired? Irecently
flowing to ground through the base insulaasked these questions about a ground
tor capacitance. On towers taller than about
130 feet, their use is impractical. Also, a system installed under a freight terminal's asphalt parking lot and found out
separate static drain choke is needed.
that there was an " as- built" drawing
When examining a sampling system,
showing the location of each and every
look at the tower heights. Taller towers
radial!
probably require sampling loops.
Look at the exposed portions of the
Otherwise, it may be practical to change
ground system. If these parts are eaten
to current transformers. If sampling
up with corrosion, chances are good that
loops are present, examine them for corthe buried parts are also corroded. Look
rosion and structural integrity, and look
for evidence of trenching ( such as signs
at all the electrical connections. Be espewarning of buried telephone/power
cially alert for cracked or broken insulacables or pipelines) within the area occutors. If transformers are used, look for
pied by the ground system. Find out who
evidence of lightning damage. Such
did the trenching, and whether or not any
damage often leaves black soot marks
radials were cut/repaired.
on the outside of the transformer and
If a ground system needs to be
may short part of the coil within to
replaced, count on $ 15,000 per tower to
ground.
do so, unless you do it yourself ( in which
Finally, find out if all the sample lines
case it will be alittle less).
are of equal length. If they are, the lines
In this series of articles, we have
from the closest tower(s) must have
touched on all the major things to look
excess length coiled up somewhere. Find
for when examining a radio station's
out where.
technical facilities. You may be looking
over the station because your employer
Filter systems
is considering purchase of the station, or
Sometimes, when another AM station is
you may be acontract engineer thinking
close by, it is necessary to control the
of taking on anew client.
current on a station's tower(s) on the
13
CI
other frequency in order to avoid disturbCris Alexander is director of engineering this pattern or causing intermodulaing for Craliford Broadcasting.. He can
tion products. Such filters consist of
he reached at Box 561307, Dallas, Texas
series and parallel resonant circuits at the
75356.
desired and undesired frequencies.
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Use this Reader Service Card to receive more FREE
information about the latest in radio station technolo-
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gy and services. Just keep it handy as you read this
issue of Radio World. When you come across an advertisement or article on which you'd like more information, circle the number on the card that corresponds
to the one listed under the ad or article. Then fill out
the rest of the card, add postage and send it in. We'll
take care of the rest. Thanks for reading Radio World!
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hen broadcasters worldwide need performance they can depend on, they reach
for one cart. The blue one. The genuine original
Audiopak broadcast cartridge. They know every
batch of " workhorse" A- 2s or " digital- ready"
AA-4s will deliver superior performance, cart

after cart after cart. Making carts you can count
on has made Audiopak # 1in the US and around
the world.

If the best service, the widest selection and the
strongest customer support are what you're
looking for, rely on the people who deliver— for
more broadcasters than anyone else. The people at Allied. Call us at 800-622-0022.

The new Quality Assurance seal and molded- in
Audiopak logo make it easy tc recognize genuine Audiopak carts. Of course, the real proof of
the Audiopak commitment to quality is the consistent performance and long-term durability
you'll find in every Audiopak cart. If reliability and
unsurpassed audio performance are important
to you, specify the cart that's True blue for more

HARRIS

ALLIED

800-622-0022
CANADA 800-268-6817

stations than any other—Audippak.
Circle (
187) On Reader Service Card
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OLD TIMER

Inventor Beams Signal Across the Atlantic
by George Riggins
LONG BEACH, Calif. We last left
(iii ghelm() Marconi and his two assistanN in St. Johns. Newfoundland. ready.
waiting and listening for the prearranged signal from Poldhu. England.
The date was Dec. 12. 1901 and the
clock read 1500 Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT).
The pre-arranged signal was to consist
of the letter " S" on a repetitive schedule. The transmission was set to begin
at 1500 GMT and last through 1800
GMT.
The St. Johns crew first detected the
signal 30 minutes into the vigil. Marconi
and his assistant, Kemp, heard the signal,
although Paget could not, because of his
partial loss of hearing. The signals were
not picked up on acontinuous basis.
The second day's watch was continued
with intermittent reception. The difference in the signals was later attributed to
a2,000 mile cold front that lay between
Poldhu and St. John's.
Immediate fallout
After the second day of reception, the
three felt that they had established the
fact that wireless signals could be sent
across the Atlantic Ocean on a regular
basis. The announcement to that effect
was made to the world on Dec. 14. 1901.

The cost of the test? An estimated
$200.000.
The announcement of the successful
reception of the wireless signal caused
the prices for cable company stocks to

drop. Marconi predicted that the price for
wire messages would drop to one cent
per word or less in the near future ( at the
time, the going rate was 25 cents per
word).
A short time later, the Anglo-American
Telegraph Co. served documents asserting exclusive rights to a monopoly of
telegraph in Newfoundland. There are
those who were of the opinion, at the
time, that the claims of the AngloAmerican Telegraph Co. did more to
boost Marconi and his efforts than
almost any other action taken at the
time.
The result of the filings by AngloAmerican was to cause Marconi to place
the first commercial stations in Nova
Scotia and on Cape Cod.

Professor Fleming estimated the wavelength of the signal to have been about
960 meters. This estimate was made
using the length of the aerial and the size
of the series coil—called ajigger at the
time.
We should note that Professor Fleming
was of the opinion that there should be
some method of measuring wavelength.
It would take him another three years to
build his first cymometer, or wavemeter.
The world reacts
There was much discussion of the event
in the news media of the day. Reactions
ranged from the ridiculous to the sublime. There were questions as to whether

messages would drop to one cent per word
or less in the near future fat the time, the
going rate was 25 cents per word).
anyone could listen to the signals ( as
Marconi asserted). Others predicted the
scrambling of messages or the use of
some sort of code.
On Sept. 28, 1901, Professor Reginald
Fessenden applied for a U.S. patent on
an improved method of receiving elec-

62 YEARS AGO

Right or Wrong?
(1)—Condenser type microphones are used in nearly all broadcasting stations in this country and in Europe.
(2)—Short-wave converters usually don't work effectively with
superheterodyne receivers in which there is no radio frequency
amplification ahead of the modulator tube.
(3)—A carbon microphone works on the same principle as a
compression type, carbon rheostat.
(4)—A B supply filter having series tuned circuits across the
line and parallel tuned circuits in series with it, can be made more
effective at a given cost than the ordinary filter consisting of
shunt condensers and series chokes.
(5)—When the volume is controlled by means of varying the
grid bias on the radio frequency tubes, modulation hum usually
results.
(6)—When the tone quality of a radio receiver suddenly goes
bad it is usually necessary to put in a new set of tubes.
(7)—When a radio receiver is equipped for the playing of
phonograph records and the pick-up unit is connected in the grid
circuit of the detector, it makes no difference whether the grid
bias on the detector is changed or not.
(8)-1A resistance is usually connected across the terminals for
the field winding of a dynamic speaker when the field is connected in series with the B supply because without the resistance
there would be too much current through the field.
(9)—A large by-pass condenser wound inductively may be
entirely valueless at short waves, whereas it may be all right
at audio frequencies.
(10)—A loudspeaker can be used as a microphone by connecting its terminals to the input of a sensitive amplifier and then
talking to the speaker diaphragm. The more sensitive the
speaker as a speaker, the more sensitive it will be as a microphone.
(11)—When the grid bias in radio frequency amplifiers utilizing the 224 tube is made very high for the purpose of reducing
the volume, hum results due to modulation.
ANSWERS
(1)—Wrong. While microphones of this type are used in most
stations in this country, a special carbon type microphone is used
more frequently in Europe.
(2)—Right. When there is no radio frequency amplification
ahead of the modulator in a superheterodyne there are two frequency changes in succession without any amplification in one of

Gazing ahead
There were two predictions made in
1901 that have taken shape 91 years

Marconi predicted that the price for wire

Reprinted from Radio World January 193 1 Editor's note: The RW of old, printed for
a time in the 1920s and 1930s and today's RW are unrelated except in name.

QUESTIONS

tro-magnetic waves. Among the statements in the patent application was a
comment about the " reproduction of
words or other audible sounds." The proposal was to build a high- frequency
alternator to generate the waves instead
of the spark generator.
An earlier patent filing by Marconi
(No. 7777), on April 26. 1900, for a
"tuned syntonic and multiplex telegraphy on a single aerial" foresaw the use
of tuned circuits and protected much of
his later work in both transmitters and
receivers.

the frequency levels, and it seems that satisfactory results are
not obtained with converters under these conditions. Modern
superheterodynes now have at least one stage of RF ahead of
the modulator.
(3)—Right. When carbon is compressed its resistance to
electric current is reduced. It is on this principle that the compression type rheostat works. The carbon microphone works on
exactly the same principle. As the diaphragm vibrates under
the influence of the sound that impinges on it, it causes changes
in the pressure on the carbon granules.
(4)—Right. If a parallel tuned circuit is put in series with the
line and adjusted to the hum frequency, the impedance to that
frequency will be much greater than that of a choke having the
same inductance as the choke in the tuned circuit. Likewise, if
a series tuned circuit is put across the line and adjusted to the
hum frequency, the impedance of that circuit to the hum frequency current will be much smaller than the impedance of a
condenser of the same size as used in the series circuit. Indeed,
it will amount to a short-circuit at that frequency.
(5)—Right. This is due to the fact that when the bias has
been increased to the point where amplification is poor, the tubes
are good detectors or modulators.
(6)—Wrong. If the tone is poor on loud signals, it is indicative
of bad tubes, but the probability is that only the output tubes are
bad, because these give out first under normal operation.
(7)—Wrong. If the detector operates on the negative bias
principle it will not function as an amplifier of the phonograph
signals unless the bias is reduced to the value it would have in
an amplifier stage.
(8)—Wrong. The main object of the resistance in shunt with
the field winding is to insure some current even if the field is
disconnected, accidentally or intentionally. If the current should
stop entirely the voltage might rise so high as to endanger the
condensers.
(9)—Right. A condenser in which the two electrodes are
wound so that there is inductance may act as a choke coil
for high frequencies and such a condenser would do more harm
than good.
(10)—Right. This does not make a very sensitive microphone
but it does make one that works. Low sensitivity in the microphone can easily be offset by high amplification in the audio
amplifier.
(11)—Right. If there exists any hum voltage in the grid circuits, as is usually the case, it intermodulates with the carrier
and passes through the tuners as part of the signal This condition is manifested by the appearance of hum when the circuit is
accurately in tune.

later. Nikola Tesla, an electrical engineer
and inventor, foresaw a more efficient
source of light. RF is now being used in
anew series of lamps to produce useable
light ( although they are believed by
some, including the NAB, to be asource
of interference to broadcasters).
Another prediction that appeared in the
newspapers of the day was the belief that
eventually even families and friends
might each have their own wireless with
individual secret "tunes." Does CB radio
service fit that prediction? Or perhaps
cellular telephony? Naturally amateur
radio fits in there somewhere.
Then there was the theory that signals
followed the earth much as a worm
might crawl on an orange. Oliver
Heaviside was the first to suggest that
there was something in the atmosphere
that reflected the radio waves. Fleming
suggested that longer wavelengths could
overcome the curvature of the earth and
concurrently get better daytime distance
from the same power.
Another scientist of the day, Arthur
Kennelly of Harvard University. furthered the work. We now know about the
Kennelly- Heaviside Layer. We also now
know that the longer waves reflect better
than the short ones.
Marconi acknowledged the importance
of the contributions by others to his
ongoing work. On one occasion, when
feted by his peers in New York, Marconi
commented, " My system is based largely
on the works of others."
Several years ago a science fiction
writer suggested that radio waves once
radiated do not disappear. The previously emitted waves are just lower in
strength than currently radiated waves.
We only need learn how to detect these
waves to be able to hear all that has been
transmitted in the past. Sounds intriguing.
DOD

George Riggins has experience in radio
and electronics dating back to the 1930s.
He also is alicensed ham radio operator
and has had his own broadcast sales and
service company, Riggins Electronic
Sales, for more than 20 years. He can be
reached at 310-598-7007.

Rackmountable Technics CD Players
SLPG100PKG

Cues to music / Peak program search

Only $149.95
SLPG300PKG

Cues to music / Peak program search
Headphone jack / Keypad select
Wireless remote

Only $169.95

Need We Say More?
Order

yours

today! By calling 800•426•8434
FAX 800•23I-7055

or

BMW®

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

*Due to tremendous response on these packages we advise you to order early to ensure availability.
Grde (27) On Reeder Service Card

Rod® WerId

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
RCA, Altec, Dynaco tube amps,
sell of trade. Tracy Eaves, 615821-6099 (evenings before 10PM
EST).

RADIO
RESOURCES

New 250 W solid state amp,
$1800. Call for details. Bill
Hoffman, 518-583-9490.

1201 S. Sharp Street
Baltimore, MD 21230

Want to Buy

• New and quality preowed broadcast equipment for sale

RCA, WE, Gates, Collins. W
Davies, Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer
Ave, N Hollywood CA 91601. 818761-9831.

• Test and remote equipment available to rent for
aday or amonth

Stereo preamp 0.24 V for driving
xmtr. FSmith, 615-624-7126.

• Call and ask us how to
turn your excess equip
ment into SSCASILIS

Denon P0A8000; Sansui 62301,
62302, C2301, C2302; Fisher
SA(K)1000; Nak PA5/2; B&W
MPA810; ARC M360, D150, D79,
D75, D76; Crown Macro Ref;
Marantz
1-10;
Mclntoshes;
Peploes. R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

Call Steve, Chuck, Scott or NJ

1-800-54-RADIO
1-800-547-2346
9AM-6PM E.S.T.

Mclntosh/Marantz tube gear, working/not, tubes/parts. R Gleen,
WJGR,
1718 Shannandona,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.

Gide (6) On Reader Service Cord
AMPLJFIERS
Want to

ANTENNAS
TOWERS

Sell

Dynaco ST120, not working. R
Robinson, 203-269-4465.
Apt Holman pre, $200; Gates
Solidstatesman limiter, $ 80. P
Wells, KJQY, 625 Broadway
#1200, San Diego CA 92101. 619238-1037.
Altec 157013, $450; 1593B, $ 100;
1594B, $ 175; 2200 incremental,
$500; QSC 1400, $618; others. S
Krams, Intl Cinema Equip Co, 100
NE 39th St, Miami FL 33137. 305573-7339.
Bdct Audio BA-235 stereo mon
amp, 35 W/chnl, MOSFET rack
mount w/manuals, $ 175/60. R
Bauer, Price Bdctg, 35 Century
Park Way, SLC UT 84115.
Microtrak 6401 (
2) phono preamps, $ 50 ea/BO. M Guidotti,
408-946-9466.
Marantz 8, $1200; McIntosh
MC240, $ 1200; MC225, $ 750;
MC40, $ 600;
A116, $ 600;
MC2300, $ 1500; Nak PA7AMk2,
$1750; NRG PA1, $4500/130/trade.
R Katz, Allegro Sound, 15015
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.

Want to

Sell

Rohn 45G galvanized 200'tower,
gd cond, $2500; (2) Scala HDCASEB, 5-element yagi at 97.7 MHz,
$175 ea. G Thomas, Oasis Ntwk,
POB 1924, Tulsa OK 74101. 918455-5693.
Phelps Dodge 4- bay horiz HEM
series, 4.0 gain on 96.7, exc cond,
$2000. 614-286-3023.
Scala 950 MHz (
2) paraflector, 6'
dia w/mounting hardware, $400
ea/$700 both. T Kolnar, 815-4597000.
AM phasor 8. matching components. T McGinley, WPGC, POB
10239, Washington DC 20018.
301-441-3332.
Gates/ERI
CP-239
3- bay
w/deicers & twr brckts on chnl
240, 3 kW, $750, will deliver reasonable distance for $ 200. D
Vobbe, Great Northern Bdctg,
POB 5031, Lima OH 45802. 419228-4199.
ERI 3- Bay rototiller, medium
power, excel. 816-635-5959.

Cablewave APD 1030 dehydrator; CBS Labs Automax 3, mono
$45 ea; CBS Labs DPE 450, $45;
Electro Impulse 5 kW load, bad
load resistor & oil must be
replaced, 1 7/8" EIA conn, $ 50;
Mod Sci CP 803 composite clipper. B Umberger, WMTX, 18167
US 19N # 500, Clearwater FL
34624. 813-536-9600.
RCA (
8), 3 1/2" hard line bullets,
fair cond, BO. M Everhart, 10(YQ,
111 SW 5 # 1550, Portland OR
97204. 503-226-6731.
Andrew 87G-83799 (
2) 15/8" EIA
flanges, new, gas blocking, $400
ea; Andrew 34660 inner conn
assembly, new, $ 15. B Brewer,
KOKL, 410 W G, Okmulgee OK
74447. 918-756-5400.
Andrew 50 ohm ( 2) reducer
conns, 1-5/8" to 7/8" $ 125 ea;
7/8 to N adap 2260B, $75; 5 1/2'
LDF5-50A w/L45R 7/8" flange
on ea end, $ 150; (2) 204989 11/2" grid kits, $ 10 ea; 204989-2
7/8", $ 15. M Guidotti, 408-9469466.
Gentner VRC-1000/2000, high
pwr, tuned for 93.7 MHz, BO. P
Anderson, KZBQ, POB 97,
Pocatello ID 83204. 208-2341290.
Utility/Rohn 400' tower for
FM, gd cond. G Gilbert,
CSRG, POB 50539, Denton
TX 76206.
Harris/ERI 6- bay FM on 96.9
MHz, 450' 3" Heliax, EIA flanges,
BO. T Green, North Star, Hwy 35
E, Bay City TX 77404. 409-2454642.
ERI 1-bay circ, 95.3 MHz, 9 kW,
exc cond, 4 yrs old, $ 1400. M
Persons, KAGE, 402 Buffalo Hills
Ln, Brainerd MN 56401.
USED TOWERS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. Call 1-800-643-6988.

Want to Buy
FM 4-bay 1kW tuned to 96.5, call
collect. FMalpica, 52-29-31-86-23.
3- bay FM near 94.1 MHz for 6
kW, immed. B Dunkle, WTYS,
POB 777, Marianna FL 32447.
904-482-2131.
Phelps Dodge/FM w/8+bays on
93.3/tower freq; Rhone 80 42"
w/2-4 sections. E Moody, 501273-9039.

Sine Systems
Dial Up Remote Control
New Features For 1992!
Automatic transmitter power
control
Alarm dial out for six
telephone numbers
Timed functions for PSA,
PSSA or other uses
Complete 8 channel expandable
system costs less than $ 1,500 1

THE SMART CHOICE!

A.E4HALL
Electronics

Optional RS-232 computer
interface
Software update for older units
available for less than $ 100!

1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA. 22901
(804) 974-6466

Mastercard & Visa Welcome
Gicle (22) On Render Service Cord

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Eventide H969 Harmonizer,
$3250; FL201 instant Danger EFX,
$400; Orban 787A prog voice
proc, unused, $ 1500; Dolby 334A
FM stereo audio proc w/type
66FM peak limiter bd, GC, $800;
Koss dig delay/EFX, GC, $300;
Sansui OSE-5/QSD-113, 4-chnl
encoder/decoder syst, GC, $500.
E Stolz, KWOD, 1425 River Pk Dr,
Sacramento CA 95815.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in tne Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC áITC CARTS
For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I AudioNideo
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Gide (9) Ou Reeder Service Card
Sine Syst News Dir, $950.
Randy, WHFS, 8201 Corp Dr
4550, Landover MD 20785. 301306-0991.
Dyaxis dig prod, 30 stereo mins
on 320 meg hard drive, analog &
dig I/O, $ 6000. G Zlot, KZST,
POB 100, Santa Rosa CA 95402.
707-528-4434.
Eventide BD 980 audio delay unit,
$4800. Shawn, WGNY, 429 Little
Brittian, Newburgh NY 12550.
ROH 202B dist amp syst, 9 card
rack, ea card 1x6, 600 ohm bal
outputs, level trimmers on ea
card, cards mdl 2116/ADA,
$250+s/h. D Vobbe, Great
Northern Bdctg, POB 5031, Lima
OH 45802. 419-228-4199.
JVC 4- DD- 5 CD- 4 quad disc
demod, unused, $ 75/BP. D
Pulwers, 703-751-9346.
RTS 405 phono preamp, (3) balanced out, 2 level present, exc
cond, $ 150 ea/$400 all. J Somich,
Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney Run
Trl, Broadview Hts OH 44147.
216-546-0967.
SAE 5000A impulse noise reduc,
gd
cond, $ 150;
dbx
118
expander/compressor, exc cond,
$125; JVC SUA 400-J surround
sound proc, new w/rem, $ 150. R
Gleen, WJGR, 1718 Shannandona,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-6341940.
Studio Sound S305, vintage
passive filter sets, matched pr,
consec 4, rackmount, rare,
$175/ea/trade. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.
dbx stereo noise reduc unit
w/manual,
rack
mount,
$100/130. M Guidotti, 408-9469466.
NRSC-PR pkg w/standards, preemphasis & audio filter, $200.
Brewer, KOKL, 410 W 6th,
Okinulgee OK 74447. 918-7563646.
MCI JH110A 2-trk in stand
w/sound & vision remote/locator,
$1200; Orban 674A paragraphic
stereo EQ. $ 600; Fostex 3070
comp/limiter, $ 150; Foxtex 3180
reverb, $ 50. W Gunn, 619-3200728.

TT (Bantam) ADC patchbays, 144
pts, 1 rack sp, $ 129; Tannoy
HPB385A 15" coaxial monitor pair
in cabinet, $ 1750; Altec 436A
tube compressors, Daven attn,
both $ 700. W Gunn. 619-3200728.
Laserline 90 CD strg rk (8), nw
$18 ea; dbx 150X noise reduct
(2), $ 125 ea; Sony 7506 hdph (8),
nw, $66 ea; Radio Systems RS1000 DAT (
2), $ 2200; Radio
Systems RS- 1000 DAT (
rblt),
$2600; Nakamichi MR-1, $600.
Berler Communications, 708-2636400.
Prophet 600 synthesizer, $450;
Spectro Acoustics rack mount
200 W amp, $ 150; Crown VFX2
electronic crossover, $ 125. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.
AKG 414 P48 like new, $ 675;
Dynaco 410, 400 W amp, $400;
dbx 1BX expander, $ 135. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.
SKL HI/L0 variable filter ( pair),
$200. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Roland SPH323 phaser, $ 75;
Rockmann sustainer & stereo
chorus/delay, $350/both. W Gunn,
619-320-0728.

Want to

Broadcast
Equipment Repair
•Backed by 90 day warranty
•Highly trained, professional
staff
•Fully equipped with up-todate test equipment
•Emergency service available

Call: 217-222-8200, ext. 3160
from 8AM to 5PM CST weekdays
or ext. 3500 other times

Harris MSP 95. B Lacy, 95.7
KAR, 3611 Soncy 46A, Amarillo
TX 79121. 806-359-4000.
Fairchild 600 conac or 602
Conex high freq limiters. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond
CA 94804. 415-644-2363.
Ampex MX10 or MS 35 mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

AUTOMATION EQUIP

Buy

Want to Sell

Bunven/other, phonograph transient noise eliminator. J Baker,
716-223-1526.

WAN

gia HARRIS

TED

MAO OR ALIVE!

PUITEC
Fairchild & Teletronix Limiters;
Neumann, Telefunken, AKG.
RCA, & Schoeps microphones.
Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps
& pre- amps. Sontec, ITI, &
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei,
Orban, United Audio. DBX. &
other outboard gear. Ampex
ATRIO2s or 104s. Parts for MCI
.1H110/114 recorders. Altec
604s/crossovers/Tannoy speakers, JBL 2231; Altec 288h
drivers; Misc, equipment of all
types.
Please Call:
Dan Alexander Audio
5935 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94608
I -( 415) 644-2363
FAX: 1-415-652-4022

Crown
E02;
Sony
SEQ555ES/333ES; Technics
SH9090; dbx 10/20, 20/20, 14/10;
Yamaha REV5, REV7; Burwen
TNE7000. R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks 91403. 818-377-5264.

BE 16 w/3000 software events,
pwr sply, audio & main procs, rem
ctrl, CRT, printer, customer & sat
interfaces, 10 audio cards, 6 interface cables, spare cards & parts,
IGM Go- Cart II 78- tray, (2) 42trays & IGM spare parts, manuals,
(4) Scully PB decks w/(4) BE
racks, $ 6000+s/h. D Brown,
KVLE, POB 832, Gunnison CO
81230. 602-645-8181.
Tape- AThon Programmer III
cont music PB syst w/(4) to.s" PB
decks, master and sub-ctrlers,
clock, line & mon amps in self-contained 7' locking rack, current mdl,
$5000. E Stolz, KWOD, 1425 River
Park Dr, Sacramento CA 95815.
SMC 250 (
4) Carousels, $200 ea;
(4) 350s, $250 ea; Harris 90s (2)
w/consoles, encoder syst wfT1 733
printer, working, 2 encoder systems not working/trade for computer. E Konwinski, WSOY, 1100 E
Pershing, Decatur IL 62524.
SMC MSP-1 w/3 SMC R/S
Carousels, 3 Ampex R- R PB
decks, Gates 55 cart, manuals &
spare parts, 55000/B0+s/h. B
Ray, KXOX, Box 570, Sweetwater
TX 79556. 915-236-6655.
SMC R5350 (
2) 24-tray Carousels
in rack, $500; Extel printer, $ 150;
Infoton term for Schafer encode
center, $50; ESPI auto w/(2) RSM
350 Carousels, $2500. D Rose,
KAAA, 2534 Hualapai Mtn Rd,
Kingman AZ 86401. 602-753-2537.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT
Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381
International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

BEE
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AUTOMATION-WTS

CART MACHINES

Harris SC- 90 switching syst
w/console, logging equip & 2nd
syst for spares & manuals,
$1000. G Hamilton, KNTR, POB
308, Ferndale WA 98248. 206384-5117.
Sentry Format, used 1 yr
w/everything, $ 6500. G Gilbert,
CSRG, POB 50539, Denton TX
76206.
SMC MSP-1 2000- event prog
w/batt backup, logging printer,
(4) SMC 450 Carousels, ( 3)
mono cart P/B, sat switcher in 2
racks, $ 5995. D Kelly, KWPN,
Box 84, West Point NE 68788.
IGM EC w/PC, audio switcher,
interlace cards for SMC 250
Carousels; 3 SMC 250 Carousels
w/spare Carousel for parts &
access, $ 3000/80. J Parman,
WRNZ, 324 W Main St, Danville
KY 40422. 606-236-7106.
SMC
RS350
(
2)
24- tray
Carousels in rack, $ 500; Extel
printer, $ 150; Infoton term for
Schafer 903 w/encode cards,
$50; ESP1 automation w/2 RSM
350 Carousels 8r 4TS 25 tone
sensors, $2500. D Rose, KAAA,
2534 Hualapai Mtn Rd, Kingman
AZ 86401. 602-753-2537.
Harris 9000 w/3 SMC 350
Carousels, SMC 250 Carousel in
2 racks, $ 2500. M Persons,
KAGE, 402 Buffalo Hills Ln,
Brainerd MN 56401.
IGM Go-Cart (
4) 42- tray, $2200
ea; ( 2) 78- tray, $ 2700 ea. R
Klotz, KCNQ, POB 3434, Lake
Isabella CA 93240.
Harris Syst 90 w/2 lnstacart
machines, (4) R- R's, Brain kybd
& printer, manuals & racks. J
Reardon, KFJB, 123 W Main St,
Marshalltown IA 50158. 515753-3361.
Harris 9000 w/kybd mon, disk
drive 8r 4 Carousel stereo carts;
3 Gates mono cards, BO. A
Russell, WNLC, 90 Foster Rd,
Waterford CT 06385. 203-4425328.
Otan iARS-1000 (
9), very gd
cond, $ 1000/B0; ( 2)
MW
Persons 3A, $5000/B0, 1 extension, adds 5th unit, $ 150; 6'
rack, 2 yrs old, $ 200. T Green,
North Star, Hwy 35 E, Bay City
TX 77404. 409-245-4642.

CAMERAS (VIDEO)

Want to Sell
Ampro CT4500 plyr, Audicord
rec, 3-tone, w/o hd block, $500. D
Rose, KAAA, 2534 Hualapai Mtn
Rd, Kingman AZ 86401. 602-7532537.
BE 2000PS, runs slow, may nd
new motor hd, pinch roller,
elects OK, $ 125/B0. S Morse,
KWOS, 3109 S 10 Mile Dr,
Jefferson City MO 65109. 314893-7857.
Fidelipac CTR-12, (
4), used 11
mos, exc cond, $ 1100 ea. R
Frisch, CERM Bdctg, 6300 Variel
Ave # D, W Hollywood CA 91367.
818-887-4246.

Ampro CT 4500 plyr & Audicord
100 rec w/o head block, $ 500
both. D Rose, KAAA, 2534
Hualapai Mtn Rd, Kingman AZ
86401. 602-753-2537.
Gates mono, R/P, $500. K Jones,
KTLR, 105 W Moore, Terrell TX
75160. 214-563-1071.
ITC 3D play only, stereo triple
deck, gd cond, $ 1100. M
Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW 5
#1550, Portland OR 97204. 503226-6731.
1111›. Gieal Prices on original
equipment lape heads
e

CART MACHINES:

o for ITC, BE, Fidelipac,
Otan, Tascam & others'

Many makes & models,
Record/Play ...
$395.00 ea. + shipping.

Electronics
(804) 974 6466 •

BE 2100 (
2) play, $600 ea+s/h;
BE 2100 CRPS, R/P, $ 1000, both
stereo, very gd cond w/manuals. F
Spinetta, KCEA, POB 2385,
Atherton CA 94026.
Dynamax ES10, $600. Randy,
WHFS, 8201 Corp Dr # 550,
Landover MD 20785. 301-3060991.
ITC SP-0006 (
2) stereo PBs, HS
recue, $ 800 ea; ( 4) SP- 0004
stereo PBs, $800 ea; (2) WP-0002
stereo PBs, $ 800 ea; PD- II
rec./PB, $800; RP-0004 stereo rec,
PB, $ 1400. E Stolz, KWOD, 1425
River Park Dr, Sacramento CA
95815.
ITC
SP
(
2)
stereo
play,
Audiometrics elects, recent hds,
roller & tape guide, very clean, 3
tones, exc cond, $800 both/$450
ea; ( 2) Audicord S- series mono
R/P. 3 tones, exc cond, $400 ea.
T Stine, KCGQ, POB 2077, Cape
Girardeau MO 63701. 314-3359099.
Tapecaster X7OORPS, very gd
cond, $ 495; ( 2) Tapecaster
X700PS, very gd cond, $295 ea;
Tapecaster RP&P, gd cond, RP,
$395, P, $ 225. A Ishshanian,
Advent Duplication, 132 Arbor
Oak Dr, Ashland VA 23005. 804752-6942.

Want to Sell
Sony RMP-3 rem paint boxes for
Betacams, $ 700. Dennis, Valley
Prods, 6633 Van Nuys Blvd, Van
Nuys CA 91305. 818-988-6602.

BE 5000 mono R/P. $ 400. S
Keefe, WCNI, CT College, New
London CT 06320. 203-4471296.
ITC 3-deck mono w/WRA, stereo
3- deck, P/B R/P mono, mint cond,
BO. J Phillipd, WZOM, 414
Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.

BE 3000A stereo R/ P/B, 3 cues
in desktop case, $ 1325. D Kelly,
KWPN, Box 84, West Point NE
68788.
Tapecaster 700P P/B, new belts
w/150 Hz tone sensor, $475+s/h;
PD, single tone, $295. T Crockett,
Hot
Tracks,
POB
10501,
Blacksburg VA 24062. 703-9530222.
ITC SP9003 mono P/B, exc cond
w/spare hd & drive wheel,
$300+s/h. G Hutchins, Hutchins
Sound,
116
Roberta
Dr,
Hendersonville TN 37075. 615264-1373.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB,
mint less than 50 hrs, BO. R
Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
ITC Delta 3D stereo. 2yrs old, like
new, $2295; Henry Telecart II (
4)
avail, $ 125. Phil Davis, Hall
Electronics, 1305-F Seminole
Trail, Charlottesville VA 22901.
804-974-6466.
Want to Buy
ITC Delta IV stereo rec amp;
ESL- V eraser/splicefinder. C
Waltman, KSAN, 750 Battery St
#200, San Fran CA 94111. 415291-0202.

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex ATR700 new cond, bdct
type, $700; TEAC A3300SX, new
cond. $400; Pioneer RT1020L, gd
shape, $300; TEAC X1000R, like
new, $400; JVC CD1636 pro-cass,
new, $ 300. J Parsons, Parsons
Sound Svc, 2781 Fayson Cir,
Deltona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!

II

CART MACHINE SERVICES:
CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutter- free

\

perfection- shafts resurfaced
Single S110.00

CART HEADS RELAPPED

guaranteed to

Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
HEADS RELAPPED

Rodio
World

Triple $ 1à0.00

perform like new

Your Ad
Will Reach
Over 18,000
Subscribers

and precise digital/optical

Advertise
NOW!!!

ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life

MCI JH-110BX 2-trk stereo
w/rem in orig rollaround 4- Irk
cab, $ 1500; ITC SP mono, $ 350;
UMC 11 mono, $225; ITC Delta I
mono reproducers, $ 950 ea. P
Wells, KJQY, 625 Broadway
#1200, San Diego CA 92101.
619-238-1037.

EXPERT RE VOX REPAIRS
Fast Tumarounds-Competitive Rates
Rebuilt A77s, $800
Capstan shaft resurfacing. $35.
»A TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #5
Nashville, TN 37203 (615)244-6892

Akai X-zoom D w/3 spds, custom
deck, great shape, auto rev, manual, $ 100. D Rushing, Rushing,
11710 Hoyt St, Tampa FL 33617.
Technics RS- 1700 auto- rev, 6
hds, 10.5", 4-trk, 3 3/4, 7.5, 15 ips,
timer, 3- motor, fair hds w/manual,
exc cond, $ 950/or trade for CD
player. D Fields, 501-451-8803.
Otani MX-5050 MK Ill 8-trk audio,
exc cond, less than 50 hrs us,
$3800. 619-436-2112.

Tascam DA50 Pro DAT
R/P w/remote & manual,
recently overhauled, BO.

Scully 280 parts; Inovonics
Tentrol units, constant tension
upgrade kit; Tascam duplicators,
T-2640, 8:1 spd, 3 slaves,
expandable. R Robinson, 203269-4465.
Otan iMX5050, mono, 2-trk, gd
cond, $500/60. K O'Malley, 804446-2731.

Steve, 703-998-7729.

Otan iZA-52L metal roll around
floor stand for MX- 5030 prods,
$100; Tascam CS- 60713 metal
roll around floor stand holds 19"
rack equip, $ 150. T Stine. KCGQ,
POB 2077, Cape Girardeau MO
63701. 314-335-9099.

ITC 770 (
4) PB, stereo, $ 450
ea/$1600 all; (2) Ampex 350s, $75
ea; ( 2) Scully 280B. PB, mono,
$100 ea. E Konwinski, WSOY,
1100 E Pershing, Decatur IL 62524.
Nakamichl 550 stereo w/pwr sply,
case & manual, $ 400+s/h. F
Spinetta, KCEA, POB 2385,
Atherton CA 94026.
Akai GX-620 like new, low hrs,
10.5 x 1/4, 1/4- Irk, manual, box,
hub adapters, empty reel & wired
rem, $425; TEAC A3300SX parts,
gd motors, $ 150. M Gray. M Gray
Prods, Rte 4 Box 149, Sedalia MO
65301. 816-826-6025.
Scully 280-2 (
2) stereo, HS, auto
lifters in RusLang roll-around cabs
w/overbridge, $ 1000 ea; (4) Scully
270-2 stereo PBs, HS, late mdl,
$2400 all; Ampex 351 w/440B
elects, $400; Telex 230-L, 4-chnl,
slow-spd logger syst w/2 decks, 4
elects chnls, change over panel,
current mdl, $ 1500. E Stolz,
KWOD, 1425 River Park Dr,
Sacramento CA 95815.

FAX 6450

Call Mark 619-598-3311

ITC RP, mono, rack mount, new
hds, gd cond, $ 300/BP. K
O'Malley, 804-446-2731.

Sony Trinicon DX- 1600 w/CCU,
AC adap. Canon zoom, cables,
$150+s/h. G Kirby, Gray Fox,
13613 US 36, Marysville OH
43040.

ITC R/P, mono R/P w/3 tones,
desktop, superb cond w/cases,
$600+s/h. J Emmer, Paragon
Bdcters, 509 3rd St, Peckville PA
18452.
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EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:
POSITIONS WANTED ,

w/youth, talent & exper. Jason,
717-423-6200.

Professional Broadcaster experienced in calling on broadcasters.
Currently employed, marketing software and systems, looking for new
challenges. Based in Southeast.
Open to all offers. Write to Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn: 93-01-02RW.

Beginning on-air personality seeking
entry-lvl
pos
in
announcing/prod; exper in oper CD
plyrs, carts, turntables, copy &
news writing, will relocate. Tracy,
210-654-7530.

Freelance engr w/heavy duty
exper for any job, anywhere w/great
refs, audio, RF, automation, xmtrs,
ants/construction, domestic/intl.
813-849-3477.
C&W music personality can provide you w/a new music show
every
week,
radio/TV,
no
reruns/repeats. SCV. POB 766,
Bound Brook NJ 08805. 908-2718244.
Bdcter desires to make contact
w/owner of big signal station for pay
radio concept. You'll take over the
market w/this one! 813-844-3823.
Exper engr, seeking maint pos
w/lite air shift, SW pref, not ltd.
Engr,
7894
Palm
Grove,
Indianapolis IN 46219.
Studio & xmtr plant construction,
xmtr plant construction, direc ant
field work, spec projects, many
years exper in top 10 mkts. 412942-4054.
Former CE seeks engrg pos, will
relocate, knowledgeable in repair,
maint, oper, alignment of station,
studio, auto equip. 305-962-2181.
Take charge, revenue, ratings, driven GM, 25 yrs sales exper, prog
expert, new construction, updates,
prefer South/Midwest. John, 502247-0090.
20 yr radio vet seeking FT on air
w/sales, C&W format, CHR/easy
listening. 501-337-7218.
20 yrs exper on air, PD, OM, prod,
remotes, traffic. G Gilpin, 919-7398219.
21 yr old, 6-yr AT, 3yrs PD/MD at
C&W station, Dec coll grad

New DJ/trainee wants to break into
NC mkt, any format/shift, anywhere,
tape & resume avail. John, 919838-5731.
20+ yrs exper in news, prod, copywriter, morning man, mgmt, hard
worker, team plyr, good voice, consider ali offers. Box 174, PA 17364.
DJ w/4 yrs exper in Christian radio,
some prod work. 908-671-6491.

HELP WANTED
Chief engineer needed for AM/FM
Northern New Jersey combo.
Successful applicants must have

experience with AM Directional systems, FM transmitters, computers,
automation, and general studio
equipment. Send resume and references
to:
Chris
Edwards,
WMTR/WDHA, 55 Horsehill Road,
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927. EOE.

CCA ELECTRONICS
Manufacturer of AM, FM
& Shortwave Commercial
Broadcast Transmitters is
expanding and looking for
Sales
must

Engineers.
have

Person

good

RF

background,
able
to
communicate effectively.
and really love working in
radio. A successful sales
background is aplus. Must
be willing to relocate to
Metro

Atlanta,

Georgia

area. Send resume to:
Steve McElroy, VP Sales

ENGINEER
NEEDED ...
NOW!
50 kW FM reaches into
Philly, 1kW AM has six
tower array. Transmitter, studio equipment and maintenance
knowledge is necessary, computer knowledge is a BIG plus. 3
years+ experience.
Send resume and references to:
Joan Gerberding, VP/GM,
Nassau Broadcasting,
PO Box 1350,
Princeton NJ 08540.
EEO, M/F

CCA Electronics
Box 426.
Fairburn, GA 30213

Engineering Technician
New York City station seeks individual with aminimum of an Associates
degree in electronic technology 6( at
least five years related work experience in major market, commercial
radio. Candidate must be capable of
installing, operating, maintaining 6(
troubleshooting broadcast, data processing 6i telephone systems.
Remote broadcast production 6u
engineering experience is essential.
This is aunion position.
Absolutely no phone calls will be
accepted. Please send resume to:
John Rosso, WNEW-FM 655 Third
Ave., New York, New York 10017.
WNEW-FM us an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYRE

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.

GIPISTAN & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI, OTARI and more
For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

SERVICES
224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for: MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

Circle (61) On Reader

SOVIIII

Card

Call
Simone
703-998-7600
Call Today!

POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of
charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if ablind box number is
required, there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will
be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

BEE
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CASSETTE...vvif
Tascam MS-16 16-trk, 1", 15 ips,
hydraulic rack, noise reduc,
$6000/60. R Somers, 404-3509549.
Crown stereo, dual balanced tube
preamps, very clean, $400/130. G
Becker, GB Engrg, 4110 W Bank
Ave, Tampa FL 33624.
Ampex 1200 bias cards, new,
$150. F Lang, Metropical, 20 E
13th St, Hunt Stn NY 11746. 516549-8851.

Otari Mark II-IV 1/2" 4-trk, multitrk, mint, less than 50 hrs, BO. R
Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Otan iMTR-90 1" 8 trk recorder
w/CB-113 24 trk, remote on stand,
very low hrs, excel cond, $3500.
RMR 212-599-2446.

CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN TIME

Otan iMX-70 16-trk 1" w/rem & 14
chnls or dbx 150x noise reduc,
$11500. C Bluschke, RW Video,
4902 Hammersley Rd, Madison
WI 53711.
Russco Studio Master 505
mono, recond, $ 500. K Jones,
KTLR, 105 W Moore, Terrell TX
75160. 214-563-1071.
Revox A77 1/4-trk in wood case
w/manual, clean VGC, $350/130;
A77, parts, $ 75/130. M Guidotti,
408-946-9366.

Long Life
Tape Heads
One year warranty
Flat response or
±1 dB 35 Hz to 16 kHz

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
1131 Virginia Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-8434

MCI (
2), not working, $ 500
ea/BO; ITC 750 mono, not working, $ 250/60; Scully 280B,
stereo R/P, not working, $250. T
Green, North Star, Hwy 35 E,
Bay City TX 77404. 409-2454642.
Otan 7308 8-trk, 1, low hrs, exc
cond, 15/30 ips w/rem, $3900. L
Wagner, 407-299-1299.
Studer A807-2 (
4) VUK 2-trk analog mastering w/rare 4th hd for
1/4-trk P/B, $ 6950/130; Studer
HS77 Mk IV full-trk mono, 10 hrs
use, 5875/BO/trade; port case for
A77 w/mon spkrs & pwr amps,
exc cond. $375. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.
Ampex 350 (
5) P/B w/Schafer
elects, $ 50 ea; ( 2) 350 mono,
tube- type, $ 50 ea; 350 xport in
Russ Lang roll around cab w/P/B
elects, very gd cond, $ 300. B
Umberger, WMTX, 18167 US 19N
#500, Clearwater FL 34624. 813536-9600.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH RAYS

$34.95 Ea.
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VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia 8441 4116

8169075161

Noel Hafywrxe, C4 91607.« 818-7843753

Tascam 32 2-trk & 38 8-trk, like
new, $ 2000/both; Teac 3340 4trk, 1/4" deck, $375; Tascam 80-8
8-trk never really used/perfect,
$1600. W Gunn. 619-320-0728.
Scully 270 14 - PB, 1 stereo plus
1 mono for parts, $ 200/both;
Ferrograph Super 7, 10", 3-7-15
ips, 2 trk, $ 300. W Gunn. 619320-0728.
Tascam 40-4 w/dbx & flight case,
$950; Tascam 48 8 trk, excel for
sync, $2950. W Gunn. 619-3200728.
Otan iMX-5050 B011 4 trk R- R, 2
yrs old, like new, $ 2295;
Dictaphone
8- day
logging
machines (2) avail, 1984 vintage,
$995 each. Phil Davis, Hall
Electronics, 1305-F Seminole
Trail, Charlottesville VA 22901.
804-974-6466.
Want to Buy
Otari MK Ill 8-hd bridge w/o hds.
R Robinson, 203-269-4465.
Nagra 3S/4S w/NAB hds; Sony
TC880/8750; Revox 8215. R
Katz, Allegro Sound, 15015
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Tascam 32/34 & rack ears. S
Keefe, WCNI, CT College, New
London CT 06320. 203-447-1296.
PR99 case. 919-587-3451.
Technics RS-1500/RS-1506
remote control unit. J Newberry,
Golden Ntwk, 1450 Chapin Ave,
Burlingame CA 94010. 415-3484836.
Scully ' 100'
recorders,
record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24
track heads. Sequoia Electronics,
1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA
95008. 408-866-8434.

Ampex 440 2-trk workhorse, P/B
w/rollaround cab, 1 owner, $975;
Otan iMX-5050611 2-trk mastering,
2 yrs old w/documentation, 1
owner, looks/sounds new, $ 1950.
B D'Anjon, Ewing Enterprises,
2927 W 141st, Gardena CA
90249. 310-532-9216.

MCl/Sony capstan & reel
motors, any cond., recdg heads,
most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp
Services, 224 Datura St No
614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-6594805.

Otan iARS-1000 P/B, new; ( 3)
Ampex. J Phillips, WZOM, 414
Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.

Ampex
ATR100
taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards, heads, motors, machine
parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

Roberts 990 old tube-type 4-trk
stereo w/amps & mon spkrs, nds
work, handy man's special,
BO+s/h. J Emmer, Paragon
Bdcters, 509 3rd St, Peckville PA
18452.
ITC 770 (
3) P/B, $ 400 ea; ( 2)
ITC 750, P/B, $300 ea; ( 2) MCI110, low profile, VGC, $ 1995
ea. M Phelps, Terrapin Sound,
3526 Shore Ln, Charlotte NC
28277.
Ampro Scully 10 1/2" w/2-chnl
stereo elects, BO + s/h. J Emmer,
Paragon Bdcters, 509 3rd St,
Peckville PA 18452.
Sony/MCI JH110C 2-trk in roll
around metal cab; Technics
RS1500 2-trk, excel cond. J Gelo,
813-642-6899.
Ampex ATR800 mono, like new,
$1200 & AG440-8 1" 8-trk; Otani
7800 1" 8-trk, $ 2900.W Gunn.
619-320-0728.

CD's
Want to Sell
Studer A-725 (
4), gd cond, $400
ea/BO. JSwett, 602-526-1975.

COMPUTERS
Want to Sell
Xerox Diablo daisywheel printer
w/cheap software. P Wells, KJQY,
625 Broadway # 1200, San Diego
CA 92101. 619-238-1037.
Tandy 1000 w/mon, printer, manuals, $ 500. M Latham, KAGY,
POB 1307, Buras LA 70041. 504657-7003.
Adeus CP2000 printer w/daisy
whl, clean, whl slips, $50/60. M
Guidotti, 408-946-9466.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Ramko DC5RA rack mount, 5chnl w/mon amp, $ 100. K
O'Malley, 804-446-2731.
Gates Yard board, tube type, mono,
working w/pwr sply, BO. JMichaels,
WMVR, 2424 Russell Rd, Sidney
OH 45365. 513-498-1055.
Gates Gatesway 80 audio, mono,
8-chnl, 12 input, $ 1800; Ampro
501 audio, mono, 6-chnl, 24 input,
$2000. H Jernegan, WGAI, 179
Lovers Ln, Elizabeth City NC
27909. 919-335-0856.
Ramsa WR8118 18x4x2, just
tweaked, refadered w/Calzone
1/2" wood & alum transport case,
$1900. F Lang, Metropical, 20 E
13th St, Hunt Stn NY 11746. 516549-8851.
1642 Biamp, 16 in, 4 out, gd
shape, nds pots cleaned, $ 1500;
(2) Numark DM 1450 stereo, 4 in,
2 out, $ 50 ea/BO. H Sewell,
Oakridge Music, 2001 Elton Rd,
Ft Worth TX 76117. 817-8388001.
Ramko DL5AR (
2) 5-chnl, mono,
clean, $ 350 ea. J Parsons,
Parsons Sound Svc, 2781 Fayson
Cir, Deltona FL 32738. 904-5320192.
SMC 6-chnl, solid state, perf
cond, $ 200+s/h. F Smith, 615624-7126.
Gates M5421A TV audio ctrl
w/10- input chnls, info dual chnls,
gd cond & instruc book, $300. S
Gardner, 3-G Comms, POB 387,
Hillsville VA 24343. 703-7289114.
Opamp Labs 2008-RS 20-input,
8+2 out, very clean, ( 2) 16x2
remix/cue sections, $ 2500. L
Wagner, 407-299-1299.
Sparta AS-30B 5- mixer stereo
consolette, exc cond, $450; MicroTrak Sport IV port 4-mixer for rem
use, built-in dialer, batt oper
w/case, exc cond, $250; Shure M267 4- input rem amp, like- new
cond, $ 300. J Somich, Somich
Prods, 1208 Stoney Run Tri,
Broadview Hts OH 44147. 216546-0967.
Harris/Gatesway 80 mono, gd
cond, $ 1000/130. T Green, North
Star, Hwy 35 E, Bay City TX
77404. 409-245-4642.
Snake, 16 phantom-pwrd inputs
w/ext ps; 250' Belden 19- pr
cable/mil conns/ss strain reliefs,
10' Neumann XLR snake mates
w/box or Belden snake, top quai,
exc cond, $750/130/trade. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15015 Ventura
Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403.
818-377-5264.
Tascam M-308 8x4x2 stereo
mixer mic/line inputs & EQ in ea
chnl, like new w/documentation, 1
owner, $950; dbx 160x, like new,
$200.
B
D'Anion,
Ewing
Enterprises, 2927 W 141st,
Gardena CA 90249. 310-5329216.
Sound Workshop Logex 8 16chnl w/low, mid & hi EQ & separate mon, aux echo & mic trim
ctrls ea chnl, $ 1500/130. D
Coffman, WSOR, 940 Tarpon St,
Ft Myers FL 33916. 813-3341393.
Gates Yard Board, painted
white, $300; Bogen CSM remote
mixer, $ 125. W Gunn. 619-3200728.
McCurdy SS8824 24 chnl dual
stereo console w/on board mic
processing, etc. 1984 vintage
modular slide pot console, $6995.
Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall
Electronics, 1305-F Seminole
Trail, Charlottesville VA 22901.
804-974-6466.
RCA BC15A console, $ 300;
Sparta A15B console, $ 180. 505522-4162.
Want to Buy
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Deltona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.
Collins IC- 10A. B Lacy, 95.7
KAR, 3611 Soncy # 6A, Amarillo
TX 79121. 806-359-4000.
Autogram, LPB, & related consoles. Will buy or trade for new
equipment. Jon Hall,
Hall
Electronics, 1305-F Seminole
Trail, Charlottesville VA 22901.
804-974-6466.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Gemco SG800 (
10) 8" JB1 8120
spkrs in 13" x 11" wall box, $ 10
ea. P Russell, Bowdoin Coll, Sills
Hall, Bruswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.
Cheetah kybd, MIDI, nds cable,
$100. H Sewell, Oakridge Music,
2001 Elton Rd. Ft Worth TX
76117. 817-838-8001.
BSR real-time audio analyzer, 10band flourescent display w/calibrated rem mic, built-in pink noise
gener, little use, $ 120/130+s/h. R
Kelly, KLOO, 1221 SW 15th,
Carvallis OR 97333. 503-9332217.
Klipsch La Scala FeXTIS ii cases, 300
W/chnl, exc cond, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Prods, POB 462247, Garland
TX 75046. 214-2714b2b.
Mee 811B/908A (
2) horns & drivers, BO; ( 2) EV DL15X 15"
woofers, BO/amp trade. G Becker,
GB Engrg, 4110 W Bank Ave,
Tampa FL 33624.
TOA SM-60 (
5), dual spkr
w/stands, $ 75 ea. J Diamond,
Blue Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic
Rd, Canonsburg PA 15317.
Klipsch Lascalas horns in road
cases, will handle 300 W per chnl,
excel cond, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Prods, ROB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625,
after 3PM CDT.
Dolby 301 A-type stereo, discrete,
$500. W Gunn. 619-320-0728.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

FOR LEASE
12kW FM TRANSMITTER
CSI 12000E
AMERICAN BROADCAST
FINANCIAL CORP.

414-482-2638
EQUIPMENT Financing, Lease
Purchase Option. Need equipment for your radio, television or
cable operation? New or Used. No
down payment. Carpenter &
Associates, Voice 504-764-6610
Fax 504-764-7170.

RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to quality
•Fixed-rate, long-term

leases
•Any new or used equipment ácomputer,
• 100% financing, no
&Yen payment
•No financials required
under $50.000
• References available

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185
EXCHANGE
=.tr NATIONAL
FUNDING

Orban 222A/U stereo enhancer,
$450. Randy, WHFS, 8201 Corp
Dr # 550, Landover MD 20785.
301-306-0991.

Virgin Telex PH-61 (
2) head sets,
$90 ea. B Umberger, WMTX,
18167 US 19N # 500, Clearwater
FL 34624. 813-536-9600.

CBS 400, 411 ( 2), mono, 1/2",
$50 ea; Gates M6543 AM w/manual, $ 100+s/h. E Konwinski,
WSOY, 1100 E Pershing, Decatur
IL 62524.

Beyer M500 diaphragm, nds
work, $ 75/60. M Guidotti, 408946-9466.

Somich DEB- 1000 comp proc,
$950. Randy, WHFS, 8201 Corp
Dr # 550, Landover MD 20785.
301-306-0991.
Altec 1591A, clean, $ 125. J
Parsons, Parsons Sound Svc,
2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL
32738. 904-532-0192.
Mod Sci comp clipper, $350/free
w/Moseley SIL purchase. T
Kolnar, 815-459-7000.
CBS Volumax 4000A, gd cond,
$150/130. JSwett, 602-526-1975.
Optimod 8100A, $4000; (2) Texar
Audio Prisms, $ 1200 ea. J
Morgan, 401-433-1000.
Ashley CL50 peak detection,
compressor, superb cond, $ 125
ea/B0+s/h. J Emmer, Paragon
Bdcters, 509 3rd St, Peckville PA
18452.
CRL PMC-300A (
2) single-chnl,
gd cond w/manual. C Hicks,
WEAX, W Park Ave, Angola IN
46703. 219-665-7310.
Dorrough 310 discriminate processor, $300/130; PR&E Multimax MX
AM, $ 200/60. L Houck, Rollin
Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San Antonio TX
78201. 800-798-5468.
Orban 8000 w/new parts, fact
calib, $800. K Jones, KTLR, 105
W Moore, Terrell TX 75160. 214563-1071.
Optimod 8100A, exc cond,
$3500/130. T Green, North Star,
Hwy 35 E, Bay City TX 77404.
409-245-4642.
Optimod 8000A, mint cond,
$2000/130. P Thurst, WPTR, POB
12279, Albany NY 12212. 518456-1144.
BE AGC, $250. K Jones, KTLR,
105 W Moore, Terrell TX 75160.
214-563-1071.
Mod Scl Modminder, 6 mos old,
works well, $2000/130. P Thurst,
WPTR, POB 12279, Albany NY
12212. 518-456-1144.
UREI LA-4 stereo pair, comp/limiter, like new, $ 700. J Somich,
Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney Run
Trl, Broadview Hts OH 44147.
216-546-0967.
Texan audio prisms, pair, $ 1995;
Orban 418A compressor limiter,
$395; Orban 111/B stereo reverb,
$295. Phil Davis, Hall Electronics,
1305-F
Seminole
Trail,
Charlottesville VA 22901. 804-9746466.
Want to Buy

WE BUY
OPTIMOD 8000 & 8100
414-482-2638
Symetrix 501 mono. C Waltmann,
KSAN, 750 Battery St #200, San
Fran CA 94111. 415-291-0202.
Orban 8100A & 8000A optimods.
Will buy or trade for new equipment.
Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 1305-F
Seminole Trail, Charlottesville VA
22901. 804-974-6466.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Neumenn U-89 wo/mnt, $ 1400;
Beyer M-500 ribbon mic ( rblt),
$300. Berler Communications,
708-263-6400.

Shure M67/M68, any cond. L
Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt,
San Antonio TX 78201.

Want to Sell

Laserline 90 CD storage rack (8),
new $ 18 ea; dbx 150X noise
reduct (2), $ 125 ea; Sony 7506
hdph ( 8), nw, $ 66 ea; Radio
Systems RS- 1000 DAT ( 2),
$2200; Radio Systems RS- 1000
DAT ( rebuilt), $2600; Nakamichi
MR-1erler Communications, 708263-6400.

Russco 505S stereo parts,
whole/part. J Parsons, Parsons
Sound Svc, 2781 Fayson Cir,

Orban Card 0 for 8100A11
Optimod, BO. W Long, LM Comms,
1300 Greendale Rd, Lexington KY
40511.

EV 635, exc cond, $ 50/60. J
Diamond, Blue Diamond, Box
102C Chubbic Rd, Canonsburg
PA 15317.

WE 23-C audio bd. W Davies, Virgo
Prod, 5548 Elmer Ave, N Hollywood
CA 91601. 818-761-9831.

Use Our Experience
For Your Business

LIMITERS

Telefunken/Schoeps CM61 tube,
rare, orig ps, new cable, mint
cond, $ 2475; CR -176 large
diaphram tube, new, $ 1250. R
Katz, Allegro Sound, 15015
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Audio Technica 813R cardioid,
super cond w/cases, $ 125
ea/B0+s/h. J Emmer, Paragon
Bdcters, 509 3rd St, Peckville PA
18452.
Telefunken tube mic pre amps
V-76, U-73 limiter's; RCA BA21As, BA-1As; Altec tube micpres. Tracy Eaves, 615-8216099 ( evenings before 10PM
EST).
EV 676 supercardioid mics
3/$200; EV RE10 mic, $ 125. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Telefunken M-250, U-67, 221-A;
Neumann U-67, KM- 56, UM- 57;
RCA KV3A-10,0001, 44-BX, 77DX, BK-4, BK-5, 74-6, varicustics;
Altec M-20, M-11, M-30 tube type
mics. Trade or sale. Tracy Eaves,
615-821-6099 (evenings before
10PM EST).
Telefunken M921 dual ( 2-way,
not front/back) nickel capsules,
cardoid only, classic tube mic;
Neumann KM84 pair, mint,
$1100. W Gunn. 619-3200728.
Want to Buy
RCA, WE, Shure ribbon mics. W
Davies, Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer
Ave, N Hollywood CA 91601. 818761-9831.
WE BUY
EN, SENNHEISER
& NEUMANN
414-482-2638

AKG C24. R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon,
chrome/TV grey, gd cond, BO. R
Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Waveform 454A attenuator box,
37.5/150/250/600 ohm, balanced
in/out, $50+s/h; Bird 8133, 50 W,
50 ohm dummy load w/type N
conn & mounting flanges,
$25+s/h; Sonex ( 2) sheets, tan
color, 4' x4', $ 100+s/h. D Vobbe,
Great Northern Bdctg, POB
5031, Lima OH 45802. 419-2284199.
Weschler RI 351 0-15 amp, RF
ammeter, new, $ 75. D Heinen,
KRSE, 2120 Riverside Rd,
Yakima WA 98901.
WE 1890 xformers, $35/pair; UTC
LS- 141 hybrid xformer, new, $50;
UTC LS- 33 20 W line to line
xformers, $ 100/pair; Cinema
Engrg #64266 xformers, $30/pair.
R Robinson, 203-269-4465.

USED GEN SETS
15kW-1000kW Diesel
NEW TRANSFER
SWITCHES 30% OFF

Xo rae
U.S. and
Canada

1-800-366-3912
207-783-4042

TEAC AN50 & AN60, $ 70 ea;
Concord Dolby unit, clean, $70. J
Parsons, Parsons Sound Svc,
2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL
32738. 904-532-0192.
CBS Labs 450-DPE 19" x3" rack,
$150. D Rushing, Rushing, 11710
Hoyt St, Tampa FL 33617.
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MISCELLANEOUS...VVTS
Bardwell McAllister 2000 W
large stage lights w/barndoors,
clamp, $ 200 ea; 1000 W Kleig
boards, $ 100 ea. 212-969-0240.
1/16" (
2) console knobs, ( 1) 17/16" knob, ( 6) rotary attenuator
scale plates, console switches,
$10. M Guidotti, 408-946-9466.
Dayton W3056 5000 W gener,
220 & 110 AC output, $ 1250. K
Jones, KTLR, 105 W Moore,
Terrell TX 75160. 214-563-1071.
Radio sales (16) VHS training
tapes covering 30 topics, $2000.
R Trumbo, KNLE, POB 117,
Quincy CA 95971.
Anvil rack case, large w/wheels,
6' high, $ 1000. R Robinson, 203269-4465.
Shallco 8200-283 10K stereo
rotary faders w/Q 2; 320Q- 2B3
600-ohm stereo rotary fader w/Q
1; Daven 600/600 2dB/step rotary

fader w/Q 2; Langevin RMS-1430
mono fader w/Q 3, $35; (2) UTC
All A20 & A21 xformers, Triad
S- 58X, Freed Q6a-7, Ampex
4580116-20 & 4580116-10 for
AG35x series, $ 10 ea. M Guidon
408-946-9466.

R- R & cart racks, white & oak
bases, BO. J Phillips, WZOM, 414
Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.
Phasemaster T10000 rotary
phase converter, gd cond, BO.
Murray, WKLT, 745 S Garfiled
Ave, Traverse City MI 49684. 616947-0003.

Rotron Blower, for Eloom.
CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Monderson St Onsolso, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Sony educ training tapes on TV
prod, color systems, dig elects,
basic video rec, exc cond, $50/set.
C Burke, Chnl 19, Atlantic Ave,
Aberdeen NJ 07747. 908-290-2840.
TIE Comms 516B telephone key
syst w/12 stations, 1 master; TFT
730A subcarried mon, 67 kHz,
BO; (2) Ampro 2505B P/B carts,
works; Belar RFA1 amp, new on
96.9, $450/B0. T Green, North
Star, Hwy 35 E, Bay City TX
77404. 409-245-4642.

Racom 1700X digital voice
rewinder, telephone message
repeater for info- lines. Bill Baker,
616-772-2300.
Want to Buy
UTC LS- 10X, 12X, LS- 18 xformers;
schematic
for
West
Electroacoustic Labs Cond 120A;
Hycor 4201 passive EQ. R
Robinson, 203-269-4465.
Conex AS-101/AS-401 Conex
10- input audio switcher & rem
ctrl panel. C Waltmann,
KSAN, 750 Battery St # 200,
San Fran CA 94111. 415-2910202.
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6' racks, 16" panels. H White,
612-888-5306.
Stepper relay w/(3) switch decks,
10 pos ea w/reset, CP Clair A22751, CRY 29982 or equiv or CP
Clair DS- 11. D Williams, LC
Bdcter, 1103 Utah Ave, Libby MT
59923. 406-293-6234.
50s studio rec equip; hi-fi tube
gear, 45/78 recs. K Gutzke, 7134
15th Ave S, Minneapolis MN
55423. 612-866-6183.
Radio transformers by Chicago,
UTC, Triad, Peerless, Freed,
Sola, send list. J Gangwer, 942
32nd St, Richmond CA 94804.
415-644-2363.
Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie,
highest prices paid. B Rose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
Old radios, including microphone
style & other promotional radios,
older plastic & early transistor

radios. Will buy or trade for broadcast equipment. Jon Hall, Hall
Electronics, 1305-F Seminole
Trail, Charlottesville VA 22901.
804-974-6466.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Beier AM1 AM mod, calibrated on
5/1/92, working, $ 850+s/h. D
Vobbe, Great Northern Bdct Co,
POB 5031, Lima OH 45802-5031.
419-228-4199.

film lenses, B&L anamorphic lens,
$99; Arriflex 16mm outfit, $2500;
Arriflex 35mm outfit, $4500; RCA
TP-66, $ 2500; 8mm Distagon
lens, $ 1500; others. S Krams, Intl
Cinema Equip Co, 100 NE 39th
St, Miami FL 33137. 305-5737339.

RECEIVERS
& TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell

Want to Buy

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Any older McMartin mod monitors.
C Goodrich, 11435 Manderson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

RRADCO GROUP
7115- 5 I3 I38(i

l', ,rtahlc. Home ' Studio. ,
1t:li

MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
16-35-65/70mm cameras, projs.
telecine, recs, dubbers, editing,

GE Exec II 4-chnl, 100 W, VHF
mobile w/PL & access, $ 100; GE
Delta 40 W, 1-chnl mobile w/prog
PL, clean, $ 125; Motorola Pagecom,
VHF tone & voice pager on your freq
w/tones & new chrgr, $ 35. P
Russell, Bowdoin Coll, Sills Hall,
Bruswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

SERVICES
When cost and
quality count!

NORTH
STAR
TOWER

<»

CUSTOM SOFTWARE

•PC DOS BASED • DIGITAL AUDIO
•NOVELL NETWORK • DEVICE CONTROL

AA ediacomp

PROJECTS PERFORMED WORLDWIDE

Tower Construction
„

& Maintenance

Canton, NY
315-3864932
FAX: 315-379-0951

Tower Sales ik Erection
r‘key •
ir,taiiuttun
AM/FM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems,
Antennas 8e Towers

T
OWERCOMM
CornmurvcabonsSpeaaists
Ben Wall
President

6017 TrIangle Dt
RaleIgh, NC 27613
(
919)781-3496
Ger, Contracto, t25891
Fax ( 919)781-6454

a !)

AM

TV

FAX : (519) 893-8390

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems

AND FLAG POLES

Addresses, Mailing lists,

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

& General Managers. For

450, 455 & 161 MHz RPU Systems

details, call The Radio Mall

SWITCHED -56 SYSTEMS

ASTEEPLEJACK CO.

Data Discs, Mailings to P.D.'s

DON HIGHLEY
713-462.6105

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

1-800-759-4561!
BROADCAST
DESIGN&
CONSTRUCTION,

Where In
The World
Are You?

Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's international
edition. Call Simone for
more

FM

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

VOICE : ( 519) 893-6639

f

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, TV. TOWERS

Phone: 410-252-8351 FAX: 252-42G1

ROHN

INC

•Soundproof/Acoustical
•Custom Cabinetry
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

1-800-336-3045

Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING

Broadcast Towers

•Facility Relocation
•R.F. Systems

information.

MARTI and TFT

(313) 465-3226

Furnished & Installed
Guyed or Self- Supporting

20 Year
Warranty!

Solid or Tubular

Call Mike Fleissner
toll free

1-800-225-ROHN

CONSULTANTS
T. Z. Sawyer

e,

Technical Consultants

1-800-255-2632
• FCC Applications & Exhibits
• Frequency Studies - Class Upgrades
• Directional Antennas • AM/FWTV
• High Power Antenna Arrays

EVANS ASSOCIATES
You've
found
THE CARD!

TV•FM • AM • ITFS • Satellite

Radio tivmdettis Enginerrinu

FCC Applicatons Design

"For all your Engineering Needs"

and Field Engineenng

AM - FM - TV - Translators LPTV
FCC Applications - Design - Installation

VideolDatafVoice • Light Fiber &
Microwave • WidaArea Networks & STL's

Call, fax, or write today!
(800) 551-1667

Telefax (301) 913-5799

lox: ( 702) 898-8731

6204 Highland Dr. Chevy Chase, MD 20815

4289 Roonridge - Los Vegas, NV 89120

MULLANEY

MILJ
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041
(703) 824-5660
FAX: 703-824-5672
Menthe, AFCCE

ENGINEERING,

INC.

Consulting Engineers

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

Consulting Communications Engineers

'Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM N LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITESIOFS)
'Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414)242-6000* FAX (414)242-6045
Member AFCCE
North Arneri, a

W. LEE SIMMONS

& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
1036

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000+
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

PC - SOFTWARE
AM FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STL Paths
RF HAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

V

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant

1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

RFA Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services
Broadcast and Telecommunications
Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm
including* Application & Allocates Services
*Project. Engineenng & Construction
Management • Site Acquisition

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603)542-6784

GOODRICH enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS, CONSOLES
EXCITERS, RECEIVERS

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

TRANSMITTER AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

•Rural 6Remote Site Installations
•Field SeMee • Studio Design & Installation
SO

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE
1306

Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886 FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821
TELEX: 940103 WUPUBTLX BSN

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

22041

EE
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RECEIVERS-VVTS
Loran coordinate/navigation unit,
port. R Strawn, 208-452-3149.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional, Portable, Table
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
4411 Bee Ridge Rd #319
Sarasota, FL 34233
Tel: 813 378 5425 FAX 3394

Want to Buy
EBS mons (
2). J Bumgardner,
KORO, POB 864, Cuero TX
77954. 512-275-3430.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want to Sell
McMartin TBM-1100R dual-chnl
VHF rackmount rcvr, GC, $600;
Motorola Expo 2-chnl, micro- HT,
VHF highband w/desktop chrgr,
$200; Motorola Maxar VHF highband xcvr, 10 W, $200. E Stolz,
KWOD, 1425 River Pk Dr,
Sacramento CA 95815.

COMREX
RENTALS
1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

FAX: 377-4423

Moseley PCL-505, 950 MHz
comp, TX & RX avail, $4500. T
Kolnar, 815-459-7000.
TFT 7601 dig telemetry/ctrl syst,
10 chnls, wire line modems, manuals, works, $ 600/60+s/h. R
Kelly, KLOO, 1221 SW 15th,
Carvallis OR 97333. 503-9332217.
Comrex TCB 2-A auto answer,
telco coupler, send & receive
w/book & pwr sply, BO; Kintronics
3-wire lighting choke, new, (3) AM
sample loops, like new, DA array,
BO. C Gennaro, WJMS, 222 S
Lawrence, Ironwood MI 49938.
906-932-2411.
Gentner SPH-3 phone patch, perf
cond, $275; Catel FM modulator
for cable syst, $75. J Swett, 602526-1975.

RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

COIVIREX
3- line extender
Frank Grundstein

215-668-6434

Audio/Video Consultants

215-642-0978

Sci Atl 7300/7325 dig rm.w/(2)
15 kHz, ( 1) 7.5 kHz, ( 1) 3 kHz cue
cards, crystal switch assembly,
fact manuals, $ 5500; LAUX analog rcvr, SMN-country w/DNR
option, $ 600. E Stolz, KWOD,
1425 River Pk Dr, Sacramento CA
95815.
Moseley MRC 1600, Applied Dig
dat syst term w/mon & modems,
$1995. D McIver, KBHL, Box
247, Osakis MN 56360. 612-8593000.
Moseley PCL-505/C comp stereo
STL system w/stripline on-freq PA
w/factor upgrades, Andrew P6- 9C
6' grid dishes, GC category A w/
7/8" feed, exc cond, $ 6000; ( 2)
Moseley/ADDS viewpoint CRT
displays & keybds, $ 300 ea. E
Stolz, KWOD, 1425 River Park Dr,
Sacramento CA 95815.
Burk Tech TC-8 8-chnl rem ctrl
w/IP-8 interface panel, clean,
$1050/60. S Morse, KWOS, 3109
S 10 Mile Dr, Jefferson City MO
65109. 314-893-7857.

Gentner ANA dig hybrid, new,
$500. B Brintzer, WINC, 1000
Park Forty, Durham NC 27713.
919-361-1429.

Moseley MRC-1600 16-chnl
microproc, pert cond. D Siddall,
219-362-5290.
Marti RPT-15 161.76, new, 200',
1/2 65', 7/8" feedline, 3.5 element,
450 MHz. J Phillips, WZOM, 414
Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.
Harris 9100 facilities ctrl, $5500.
B Murdoch, WVAZ, 800 S Wells,
Chicago IL 60607. 312-360-8183.
Moseley DRS-1AR 20-chnl dig
display w/manuals, SCA, gd cond,
$500/B0; RCA BTR-15BW 15chnl w/Hallikainen dig display
w/manuals, gd cond, $500/60. R
Bauer, Price Bdctg, 35 Century
Park Way, SLC UT 84115.
McMartin AM EBS, $ 250. K
Jones, KTLR, 105 W Moore,
Terrell TX 75160. 214-563-1071.
Moseley MRC-1620 studio & xmtr
units w/modem, manuals & TM20
software, $ 3000/60. J Ryan,
KIOY, 743 Main St, Lebanon OR
97355.

Harris 6550 rcvr, $ 500/130;
Wegener 1601 rcvr card w/down
converter, $ 125/80. M Guidotti,
408-946-9466.
SCPC
SATELLITE
AUDIO
RECEIVE EQUIPMENT. New and
used, many brands, complete
units, downconverters, commercial LNB's. All in excellent condition, good prices, perfect for low
cost SCPC uses. SASE for list.
Universal Electronics, Inc. 4545
Groves Road # 13, Columbus OH
43232. 1-800-241-8171.

SVVITCHERS (VIDEO)

Scl Atl 7.5 MHz card to rcv
talknet. 316-251-3800.

Marti STL-8 & STL-10 equipment.
Will buy or trade for new equipment. Jon Hall, Hall Electronics
1305-F
Seminole
Trail,
Charlottesville VA 22901. 804974-6466

Want to Sell

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

NEED
CASH?

We buy:
Fairchild DART 384
Scientific Atlanta
7300/7325
Unistar
AM Only/FMT 41
Oldies AC-II/CNN
Microdyne
1100 Series
SCPC
We sell quality
Reconditioned
units with a
30 Day
Guarantee
New Avcom &
Microphase SCPC
Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319
(Fax) 635-8151
Wegener 1601-50, (
2), 1 down
converter, 2 sets of cards, 168404, 1610, 1610-01, 1644-02,
2046-07, 1605-03, BO. W Long,
LM Comms, 1300 Greendale Rd,
Lexington KY 40511.
Sci Atl 7300 wideband BPSK
rec, 7325 dig proc unit, SEDAT
card, 2 DATS cards, voice cue
decoder card, $ 5250/60. T
Green, North Star, Hwy 35 E,
Bay City TX 77404. 409-2454642.

TEST EQUIPMENT

CHR-A/C thousands, 3.5, 5.5 &
7.5 min lengths. $3 ea. M Seeber,
KXGO, 215 4th St # A, Eureka CA
95501. 707-445-8104.

Want to Sell
HP 206A audio osc, working
w/manual, $ 100. E Konwinski,
WSOY, 1100 E Pershing, Decatur
IL 62524.

A&D

B&W 200 audio gener, mdl 400
dist analyzer, tube-type gd cond
w/manuals, $60/pair/B0+s/h; BSR
real-time audio analyzer, 10-band
flourescent display w/calibrated
rem mid, built-in pink noise gener,
little use, $ 120/60+s/h. R Kelly,
KLOO, 1221 SW 15th, Carvallis
OR 97333. 503-933-2217.

Service
We clean, load & pack Serviced within
10 work days' Work guaranteed!
3706 Vold Ct., Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347

REELS
Want to Sell
260 10 1/2" reels beautiful music,
Cent 21 format w/1984 lists, gd
shape, low passes, $ 1500/all, will
part. T O'Brien, VVTYS, POB 777,
Marianna, FL 32447. 904-4822131.
Fidelipac Mdl 3000 (
1000) carts,
$500. 702-386-2844.
Pams
1976,
Prods,
75046.

HP audio test set, gener, AC voltmeter, patch panel, $250; URM2613 RF signal gener, $ 100/60. K
O'Malley, 804-446-2731.

Want to Buy

TAPES/CARTS •Si

Want to Sell

STATIONS

Fidelipac Mastercart II, (
100),
new, 70" length, $ 2.50 ea. M
Guidotti, 408-946-9366.

Want to Sell
Pana WV- 600P spec effects
gener, splits, supers, wipes,
$100+s/h. G Kirby, Gray Fox,
13613 US 36, Marysville OH
43040.

& DATABASES

FMStudy 3.0-New Version! FCC
allocation program for IBM and compatibles. Full EGA and mouse support, $ 59.95 ($ 1.50 s&h). Database
availlable. Call or write-order, demo
or upgrade info. BEAM Software,
.31,1160 Coulter Lane. St. Charles, It. 60175
708-584-1668

Monte Vista Christian School,
would appreciate any donations of
used radio equipment along with
used TV broadcast equipment. T
Quinn, 408-475-0423.

Bonneville Lite AC library, pristine cond, 101+ disks, $2500. T
Backer, WXHC, Box 386, Homer
NY 13077. 607-749-9942.

Cartridge Rebuilding

Wegener 1601 mainframe & pwr
sply w/1608-22, 1689, 1610 &
1630 Panda II cards. B Moore,
213-463-3800.

SOFTWARE

414-482-2638

JI Mum. 574 L 4Ith Ave.
Otala,H.14470 X14-216414.1

Fairchild Dart 384 15 kHz,
stereo, DATS, audio card. T
McGinley, WPGC, POB 10239,
Washington DC 20018. 301-4413332.

Marti, $250. K Jones, FaLR, 105
W Moore, Terrell TX 75160. 214563-1071.

WE BUY
MOSELEY 303, 505 & 606

Homeless Stereo
Generators
will work for-ever. We will replace
sick/obsolete equipment AND give
you composite clipping free!
MODEL CSG-10 for only $299.95

Dorrough 80-B, works, $ 100. A
Russell, WNLC, 90 Foster Rd,
Waterford CT 06385. 203-4425328.

Ku- band exciter, working cond.
212-969-0240.

Want to Buy

Moseley SCG 4T 67 kHz, $ 150.
M Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW 5
#1550, Portland OR 97204. 503226-6731.

Want to Buy

Marti STL-8, exc cond. B Lacy,
95.7 KAR, 3611 Soncy # 6A,
Amarillo TX 79121. 806-359-4000.

ATS equip. J Bumgardner,
/CORO, POB 864, Cuero TX
77954. 512-275-3430.
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Jingles ref tapes, 1951BO. R Kaufman, Pams
POB 462247, Garland TX
214-271-7625.

C-905, $. 20 ea/1000, $.25 ea/500;
3M & Ampex, T x 1/4", 1800', one
pass ea, $2ea/100; 10 1/2" x 1/2",
plastic, empty, gd cond, $ 1ea/50.
LWagner, 407-299-1299.

Cash for Orr radio, Irish band
AN tapes & boxes, 3, 5, 7 & 10"
reels; Orrtronic Car Mate:
Aeromate tape plyrs. H Norman,
205-825-0390.

Tek FG507/TM515 func gen
w/roadcase, $750; Sounder phase
check set, $60; Pulse Dynamics
pulse gener, $40. P Wells, KJQY,
625 Broadway # 1200, San Diego
CA 92101. 619-238-1037.

Disc recs, needles, blanks, rec
xcriptions. B Davies, Virgo Prods,
5548 Elmer Ave, N Hollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.

HP 333A dist analyzer, top cond,
svc manual, $450. D Harris, Harris
CsItg, POB 254, Woodacre CA
94973. 415-488-1137.

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

Philips PM6507 curve tracer,
$1475/130/trade. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.

Studio equip, working, educ radio,
rcpt & s/h; low pwr AM/FM/carrier
current xmtrs. Dr Newcomb, Grand
River Radio, 19130 NelsonParkman Rd, Garrettsville OH
44231. 210-548-2053.

Want to Buy

Educ FM, 1 kW, nds bdct equip,
will pay s/h. C Hicks, WEAX, W
Park Ave, Angola IN 46703. 219665-7310.
Eng student desiring donation of
old bdct equip ( anything)in
repairable cond, will pay all shipping
charges, EE student at Purdue. C
Gill, P013 371, Indianapolis IN
46206. 317-923-2800.

Crown RTA2 real-time analyzer;
Tek 570 tube curve tracer;
Lambda & HP pwr splys. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15015 Ventura
Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403.
818-377-5264.
TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

For Sale or Trade
100kW Central Wyoming
at 1069 FM
Fax interest and Qualifications
'02-8834'04

CCA AM50,000D 1972, operating
w/tubes, sockets, coils, relays,
xfrmrs, rectifiers, resistors, capacitors & spare parts. Mr. Gilbert,
809-469-5425.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length

Harris 2.5 Hz 1978 2.5 kW FM
w/TE3 exciter tuned to 95.9
MHz, exc cond, $ 7500. D Rose,
KAAA, 2534 Hualapai Mtn Rd,
Kingman AZ 86401. 602-7532537.

up to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.75 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
6 kW CP, gd suburban mkt,
all/part. R Myers, Tidewater
Bdctg, POB 282, California MD
20619. 301-373-8429.

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.

Class A FM & daytime AM in
small mkt. 512-575-8613.
Class C FM, 10 kW AM in Miles
City, MT, exc signals, mint equip,
$595K. Paul, 612-222-5555.

RETIRING!!! MUST SELL
Ohio fut time AM, Small amount
down or discount for cash.
POB 69, Belletontaine, OH 43311

West Texas AM/FM combo. AMWest Texas mainstay 1 kW. C-3
FM, new equipment. Studios
located at tower site. Studios,
tower and land included in sale.
Inquiries to: Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041.
Attn: 93-01-1RW.
50 kW AM in Capital City, clear
chnl, mid/low dial pos, unitd time
non dir, days dir, nights,
sale/lease. 501-470-1525.
Want to Buy
FM or combo, Western states.
Other areas considered if price is
right. Cash plus Terms, depending
on market size. Fax into to: D.
Crepps/IBS, 805-294-9441.
STEREO

McMartin BF 3.5 K FM, just
reworked, tune to your freq, $ 12K.
614-286-3023.

Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

AM/FM combo in oper 40 yrs,
northern MI. POB 190, Manistee
MI 49660.

69 Sandersdale Rd.
Charlton, MA 01507

RCA BTA-563 5 kW AM, gd cond,
gd tubes, $ 7000. P Patton,
WAPO, 29 W Main St, Jasper TN
37347. 615-942-5611.

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Circle ( 76) On Reader Service Card

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
1 kW FM1978 Collins 831C2

2.5 kW AM

1982 CCA 25000

2.5 kW FM 1978 CCA 2500R

2.5 kW AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

3 kW FM

1975 CCA 30000

5 kW AM

1979 Harris MW5A

3 kW FM

1974 Harris FM3H

5 kW AM

1968 Harris BC5H

1979 Syntronics SI F-3

5 kW AM

1972 CCA AM5000D
1977 RCA BTA 5L

3.5 kW FM
5 kW FM

1989 Harris HT5

5 kW AM

15 kW FM

1975 AEL 15KG

50 kW AM

25 kW FM

1988 TTC 25,000

1977 CCA AM50,000D

GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Rood/Marcom 203 stereo gen/test
set, $300; Moseley SCG-2 185 kHz
subcarrier gener, $ 100. P Wells,
KJOY, 625 Broadway # 1200, San
Diego CA 92101. 619-238-1037.

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
Circle (
147) On Reader Service Card
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TRANSMITTERS...VVTS
TDD-5 25 W AM tuned to 530
kHz, pert cond, $ 500. F Smith,
615-624-7126.

(CAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT
•Power Supply
computer grade up to 450 VDC
•Transmitting-MICA
Sangamo. Cornell.Dubiller

For the Best Price

24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call 402 493 1886 day or night. FAX 402
493 6821. TELEX 940103 WU PUB
TLX BSN

Harris FM- 10G, gd cond, priced
to sell. 816-635-5959.

panel, GC, $75; Collins TV- 36 pwr
amp, single 4CX250B, self-contained, rackmount, solid state,
GC, $250. E Stolz, KWOD, 1425
River Pk Dr, Sacramento CA
95815.

1-800-323-0460

TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable,
nglc line, etc
one vçatt to 110 kW.
Bext FM Line
BUN — SELL

FM TRA,NSMITTERS

FAX 1-802-425-3664
Kellner Electronics, Inc.
Charlotte, VT 05445

Circle ( 5) On Reader Service Card

Gates FM1H 1000 W, on air;
Bauer 607 1500 W FM, very
clean, exc cond. S Bock, WOEQ,
RD 1 & Walnut St, Freeland PA
18224.

15 watts

FM T985 Harris MX- 15

1.0 kW

FM 1970 Harris 1H3

1.5 kW

FM 1967 Bauer 607A

2.5 kW

FM 1977 Collins 831-D1

8.0 kW

FM 1979 CCA 8000E
FM 1982 CSI 12000E
FM ' 975 RCA B'TF-20E1

20.0 kW

FM ' 973 CCA 20000 DS

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would
be glad to help you with any of your requirements.
... getting tired of the
price/quality/performance
puzzle? ...
... That's our game.

FROM STOCK

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

tops in broadcast

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

Harris 2.5 H3 FM, 2.5 kW w/1-E3
exciter on 95.9 MHz, $ 7500. D
Rose, KAAA, 2534 I-ualapai Mtn
Rd, Kingman AZ 86401. 602-7532537.

WE 300Bs, unused, BO. S
Krams, Int; Cinema Equip Co, 100
NE 39th Si, Miami FL 33137. 305573-7339.
Penta pram output KT88, $ 35;
KT99B, $ 55; EL34HD, $ 15;
12AX7B, 6072M. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 1501 5 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264_

Harris FM- 2.5K with MS- 15
exciter, excel cone. 81 6-6355959.

11111111

«MI

11111I
11.0

Sales Under Cost
Because Overstock

Visual Electronics medium
wave, 1kW output w/4-400 A type
PA valve, manual & circuit diagram. A Gallaeler,
KISS,
Harmony Hghts, Mayo Ireland.
011-094-23576.

4CX1000A $220.00

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014
— 508-584-4500 X75 —

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately /' 2the
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List

4CX1500B $270.00

800-532-6626

types:
Please Call, Will Beat
Anybody's Price
Subject to Prior Sales
Whichever Come First

916-662-7553

Other

BE/Continental exciters. B Lacy,
95.7 KAR, 3611 Soncy # 6A,
Amarillc TX 79121. 806-359-4000.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

ECONCO

FACTORY NEW TUBES

250-30C AM solid state tuned to
530 kHz. F Smith, 615-624-7126.

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Enterpr'ses, 11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886.

ete

4-400A, (
2), $ 75 ea/BO; ( 5)
6146A, $ 10 ea/BO; 7984, $ 10/80.
M Guidotti, 408-946-9466.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 40(50004,
4CX35,000C

Want to Sell

McMartin/Harris 10-20 kW
FM, gd cond. G Gilbert,
CSRG, POB 50539, Denton
TX 76206.

For the Best Prices
24 Hr servce on ircnsmrthng tikes call
402 493 1886 day a rie. FAX 402 493 6821.
TELEX 940103 WU PUB TLX 899

CALL
1-809-783-2555

JoLida Tube Factory
Annapolis Junction, MD

FAX 916-666-7760
Gide (810e Reader Service Cord
4-1000A,

8877, 4CX2 50B,
4CX1500B, 4CX3000A & more.
We carry large inventory all major
brands, Eimac, Amperex, RCA,
etc. Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

ai • a li ., ii
1• iii

, ..

This Space
Call Simone
for details
1-800-336-3045

equipment

602-582-8229

TUBES

Want to Buy

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Available

FAX:

Kemmeth Casey

12.0 kW

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

FROM STOCK

602-582-6550

20.0 kW

Continental 816R- 3/831G- 2B
xformers, rebuildable, Ti, T2, 13,
$300; Collins 785E-1 STL interface card, unused, $300; Moseley
LPE-10 exciter PS/metering/audio

Call Dave White 217-224-9600

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

BROADCASTING SYSTEMS

PMA MARKETING, INC.
"TRANSMITTING SAVINGS TO YOU'
414-482-2638
FAX 414-483-1980

NEW BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.'s
Solid State FM 1KW with FX-50 only $ 16,500,
500 watt also available.

Eimac 4CX250B, new, $ 100/80.
C Hicks, WEAX, W Park Ave,
Angola IN 46703. 219-665-7310.

LSED TV

•Oil Filled
Non.RCB Oval Rectangular

RCA BTA-5U/100, runs, nds
work, $ 5000. A Russell, WNLC,
90 Foster Rd, Waterford CT
06385. 203-442-5328.
Used & New Transmission
Line, many sizes & lengths,
many like new. 816-6355959.
BE FX-30 exciter, very gd cond,
hurry. 816-635-5959.

Gates BC- 1G 1kW AM, $2000. M
Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW s
#1550, Portland OR 97204. 503226-6731.

45

eeárdie.ai l INC
. ' '`!, *1'2
SYSTEMS WITH RELIABILITY

FM BROADCASTERS!!

FM-Antennas

We can meet all your

Outstanding performance and quality
you can be sure of. All antennas are
completely tested on SWR's test
range. Custom directional patterns
are available.

Contact JIMMIE JOYNT
214-377-4623

PETER DAHL CO.

FM transmitter needs!!
4•Ze-'".-;•—

: 62g
•

SOLID STATE
Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular levels of 25, 100,
,
300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000 and 4500 watts. All units
are broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS
SINGLE TUBE— MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters include
abroadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used as emergency
transmitters and a single zero biased grounded grid triode in

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, MCMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

their PA.

TWO TUBE — HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30, 40 and 50KW.

"The Transmitter People"

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768

Circle (
193) On Reader Service Card

AlWmAIL
41M111----11110•

—

111118P'77 -

EnergyOnix
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX (518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise

Circle f198) On Reader Service Card
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TUBE s...virrs

NEW EIMAC TUBES
Howell Sales
Phone/FAX 216-747-1841
Want to Buy

TUBE REBUILDING
FREELAND
PRODUCTS
Since 1940
SAVE ABOUT 50%

-We buy dud tubes800-624-7626
504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323

WANTED: TUBES

ELECTRON
TUBES

Ipay cash or trade for all types of
transmitting or spec al purpose tubes.

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

Mike Forman
1472 Mackthur Blvd. Oaldand CA 94602

1-800-528-5014 508-584-4500 X75 -

[
510 ) 5 MM

TURNTABLES
6072; 5651; 5691; 5692; 6005;
6084; 6386; 7308; 6A/05; 6BL7;
6DN7; 6EJ8: 6EM7; 6GK5:
6HU8; 6JK6; 6XK8; ECC808;
ELL80; 300B; 2A3; 13CW4;
VF14; AC701. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.

Harris-Gates CB-77, (2), new $350
ea; (2) Micro Trak 303 ea; (2) Shure
M-121 stereo, new, $ 125 ea. V
Mlyneis, 8211 Essen Ave, Parma
OH 44129. 216-884-3705.
Russco Studio-Pro (2) 12", gd cond.
$100 ea JSwett, 602-526-1975.

Gold Lion KT-88/British/USA
KT- 88s, new/used. R Gleen,
WJGR, 1718 Shannandona,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-6341940.

1.
3.
7.
10.
12.
13.
14.
17.
20.
22.
25.
27.
29.
30.
31.
33.
34.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
42.
44.
46.
47.
48.
49.
51.
52.
56.
58.
60.
62.
63.
64.
66.
67.
68.
69.
72.
73.
74.

Want to Buy
Disc cutting recs, needles &
blanks. W Davies, Virgo Prod,
5548 Elmer Ave, N Hollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.

Something unexplained in the sky
Enflame
"The first name in digital audio"
Latin you
Having entered, you are
Regulates the air
Does not apply
" Research for the Benefit of Broadcasting"
To pick up asignal
Long ago; days of
Builds "Live Assistant"
What aclock does
Stimpy's friend
Part of acertain medical title
Wile E. Coyote's supplier
Not down
Direct
Oklahoma school
Turnkey tower systems
Precipitation
Baseball term
Ancient
Black
"Good Company Keeps Good Company"
Room of ahouse, abbr.
Logical thinker
Drink
Tear gas
Has awizard and ayellow brick road
" If you're in ahurry, we understand"
in medias
Record album on vinyl
Logical connective
Current
Prefix meaning equal
Send a
package
Snake
Polynesian personification of light
Tag used after purchase
"A Great Deal More than Phasors"
Taxis
Football score
To cause to cease

Channelmaster tape encoder

unit w/kybd & mon, great
shape, BO. M Reichard, 219482-9288.

Sony BVE-3000, cables & manuals, $ 500. C Burke, Chnl 19,
Atlantic Ave, Aberdeen NJ 07747.
908-290-2840.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell

Russco Cue- Master ( 2) w/arm,
$100 ea; Studio- Pro w/arm,
$100/B0. M Guidotti, 408-946-9466.
Shure SS39B (
8) stylus, new, $ 10
ea. M Reichard, 219-482-9288.

ACTION- GRAM
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for all broadcast and prosound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which
category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

Contact Name

Radio World FREE each month.
U Yes
U No

Title

Signature

Company/Station

Down
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
11.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
23.
24.
26.
28.
32.
35.
38.
41.
43.
45.
46.
50.
53.
54.
55.
57.
59.
61.
62.
64.

Pronoun
"Radio's Top Ten"
Hereditary factor
Conditional
Latin and

65.
66.
68.
70.
71.

Cut of meat
Male pig in original condition
Electronic switch
Pronoun
Digital music format

Cease to live
Covet
Beast of burden
Renowned MS Windows 3.0 error
Helper
4-legged tube
AT&T Switched Digital Service
"Building higher ratings from the ground up"
What you have in astudio (2wds)
Where butterflies come from
Piano- like musical instrument
Subject
Seventh Jewish ancient month
Kitchen duty
Divisible by
38 virtual audio tracks on an AT
DM- 80 multitrack disk recorder
Chip type
Bang
Veto
Spotmaster
What you do when you're thirsty
PC key often used for CANCEL
110% 25 hrs/day. 366 days/yr.
Lots
Electrical unit
Air vehicle
New Windows version due soon
Model DSTL digital STL
"No hassle remotes"

Date

Please Circle only one enty for each category:

Address

I. Type of Firm

City/State
Code
Country

-

Zip

D. Combination AM/FM station

F. Recording studio

A. Commercial AM station

G. TV station/teleprod facility
H. Consultant/ind engineer

B. Commercial FM station
•

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organ

C. Educational FM station

I. Mfg. distributor or dealer

E. Network/group owner

J. Other

zations who are not legitimate end users can partici-

pate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a
paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are
available on a per word or per inch basis.

v.
A. Ownership

Job Function
D. Programming/production

B. General management

E. News operations

C. Engineering

F. Other (specity)_

WTS CI WTB LI Category:
Make:

Model:

Brief Description:
Price:
'Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by latee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
Phone: 703-998-7600

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA USA 22041

FAX: 703-998-2966

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

solution in next issue of RW

Across

Sony VO5850 U-Matic edgers, gi coni,
driers avail, $2000 ea. 212-969-0240.

Studio disc rcdg gear by Fairchild,
Westrex, Neumann, Gotham, RekO-Kut, cutting lathes, amps,
Fairchild 670 lmtr, mics, 45/78
recs. K Gutke, Custom Rcdg, 7134
15t Ave. S, Minneapolis MN 55423.
612-866-6183

Technics SL1200 MK2, new,
$525; (2) Ramko XCLSCM
preamps, new, $ 150 ea. T
Green, North Star, Hwy 35 E,
Bay City TX 77404. 409-2454642.

Want to Sell

This Month's Crossword
Mal MOMS MOMMM
IM MM MI MI M MR M
BMW MM M MUM
M
M MIMMMMUM M «MR
MMM N M =BM Man
MR MUM MI MR MI IM
MMM MR MOM MIMUM
MMM MUM IM MUM II
• MMIMMMIMMMUMM WM
MR MIR
II MUM
M MR MI MUM
M
MMIM
MM U
IMI MR
MM. MMUMMMIMM MUM
IM MR • MMIUM
MMMMEMMUMM UM MIMI
M IUU MUM
by Steve Walker
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Advertiser
20
4I
4

Reader
Service
No.

Page
No.

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

108

ACII

137

29

Gorman Redlich

AMP Services
ATI

61
170

40

Hall Electronics

22

Arrakis

78

1
28

Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment
Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment

120
45,16
100
47,163
187

24,25
29

Audio Broadcast Group

36

30

Harris Allied Broadcast Equipment

29
8

Audio Communications Services
Audio Precision

108
161

32
37

Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment
Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment

Audio Processing Technology

51

22

Harris-Allied Radio RF Products

71

33
35
6
39

Audiopak
Auditronics
135W
EISW

13

18
40
21

Hnat-Hindes
J & I
Jampro

150
9
19

15
20
20
23
3
8

Belar
Benchmark Media
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Services
Broadcast Services

45
44
17

Kellner
Marathon
Myat, Inc.

10
4

Broadcasters General Store
Burk Technology

26
45
31
29
40

Orban/AKG/dbx
Peter Dahl Co.
0E1
Racom Products
Radio Resources

34
18

Burk Technology
CCA Electronics

10
21
27

Radio Systems
Radio Systems
Radio Systems

32
2
181

1I

133
131
27
86
56
144
113
125
34
117
26
92
79

5
76
190
Ill
193
177
96
6

3

Comrex

38

28

Radio Systems

140

16

Continental Electronics

10

33

Radio Systems

189

29
7

Cortana
Dataworld

164

29

Ramko Research

173

Dataworld

83

Rohn Towers
Russo Music Center

129
115

21

36
13

20

Dielectric

128

20
27
34

Shively Labs
Sine Systems
Somich Engineering
Sontec
Studio Technology
Tascam
Transcom

73
118

9
29

ESE
Econco

65
44

45

Econco

8

15
45

Enco
Energy Onix

69
198

34

7
155

2

Wheatstone

81

14

FM Technology
Fidelipac
Fidelipac

20
9
19
44

165

47

Wheatstone

156

20

Gerstman Software

105

48

Wheatstone

3

Associate Publisher
Marketing Consultant
Production Director
Production Manager
Production

Publisher

Carmel King
Al Leon
Kim Lowe
Julianne Stone

Lisa Lyons, Usa Mamo

Stevan B. Dana
Ad Coordinator
Ad Coordination Manager
Circulation Director
Circulation Manager
Accounts Receivable

14
67
30
122
4
147

Regan Deatherage
Simone Mullins
Tiana Hickman
Rebecca Seaborg
Steve Berto

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip Tash

703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966

U.S. West: Dale Tucker

916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810

International: Stevan B. Dana
Europe: Dario Calabrese
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-998-2966
+ 39-2-753-0274 Fax: + 39-2-753-2697
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Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RW a month in advance at P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts am
welcomed for review send to the attention of the appropriate editor.

MR-40

MULTI-TRACK

PRODUCTION doesn't have
to be complicated. The MR- 40 has just the features most
stations are looking for: 4-track bus assign for your tape
recorder; program assign so you can transfer direct to your
2-track— or go right on-air! It has machine Start/Stops just
below the fader like an on-air console, but also includes a
3- band equalizer section so you can have the tone control that
a normal radio console couldn't provide. It even has a stereo
send bus that follows stereo channel balance controls— ever
so important for today's stereo effects devices.
Mono modules have both mic and line inputs: mic for
recording and line for track playbacks. Subgroup channels
provide fader control for record levels and also have asecond

track playback path for really quick sessions. And of course the
MR- 40 has an on-air type monitor section, complete with
control room, headphone and studio outputs, plus all the
necessary muting and tally functions you'd want. It even has
a built-in cue speaker and power amplifier.
Small format doesn't mean we've cut corners either: all
audio switches are gold contact; assign buttons are LED
illuminated; all ICs are double burned- in, and all circuits are
double-tested— we don't take any chances with reliability!
The MR- 40 is a perfect blend of excellence in engineering
and sensible size. It's just right for 4-track analog and digital
work stations— it can even back up your on- air console!
So contact Audioarts.

305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 (315-4 55-774 0/fax 315-4 54-8104)
Grde ( 156) On Reader Service Card

AUDIOARTS eENGINEERING

Whe tstone's Finest
We've taken all that we know, all that you've
asked for, and the very best of today's technology and
components to bring you our finest radio console: the
A-6000.
The A-6000 has all the features you could need ( or
even MIGHT need) but with a fami yof over 125 input
module combinations, you're. free to choose the features you DO need: like a built-in routing switcher with
individual alpha channel displays, so you can configure
your console to suit changing program requirements;
VVheatstone's exclusive Bus- Minus'" system, the ultimate tool for news and sports events; four mix- minus
busses, bringing real power to talk formats; logic controlled program and mix- minus buses, giving you complex function from simple switch commands; afull array
of stereo and mono send controls for studio or effect

mixes; and of course, an equalizer option for your production suite. You can even add features later; you
can relocate any module anywhere in the mainframe at
any time, preventing obsolescence as format needs
change.
And while Wheatstone is well known for superior
technical performance, the A-6000 surpasses even our
own previous consoles in virtually every measurement
category.
The A-6000 has the appearance, features and
power to excite the most demanding program and
production staff; its engineering, performance and
thoughtful design will help your technical staff achieve
excellence. So contact Wheatstone, the people with
knowledge, experience and a committment to
excellence.

